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A TECO fact...
Did you know that a high proportion
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To make glass better, put us in the mix.
Improving combustion can enable you to increase glass production, reduce fuel
consumption, enhance glass quality, and reduce emissions, such as NOx, SOx, CO₂, and

particulates. Let Air Products’ in-house modeling and melting experts help you get there.
For more than 70 years, we’ve delivered safe oxygen solutions, from our very first oxygen
enrichment applications to our continuously evolving portfolio of low-emissions Cleanfire®
oxy-fuel burners. You can count on Air Products for reliable gas supply and to help optimize
your production—just like we have done for hundreds of furnaces all over the world.
Contact us to put the skills and experience of our global team to work for you. Optimal
melting takes one key ingredient: Us.

tell me more

airproducts.com/furnace
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Welcome

It is with deep sadness that we
dedicate this issue of Glass
Worldwide to John Wallis, our
Editorial Consultant who passed away
on 11 April 2021 at the age of 64.
With a glass industry association
dating back more than 40 years,
John was a highly respected figure in
the international glass community
and will be sorely missed by his
colleagues, friends and associates
throughout the world.
A fitting tribute to John was for
John Wallis 1957 – 2021
us to produce the largest-ever May/
June issue of Glass Worldwide in his memory, delivering
maximum value for readers and advertisers with content clearly
indicating that the glass industry is meeting its opportunities and
challenges head-on. Covering a myriad of topics, no less than 23
technical articles offer practical solutions to everyday issues
facing glassmakers and processors, complemented by a specially
compiled Suppliers in the News section (pages 138–168) that
presents the latest developments from over 50 of the world’s
leading suppliers.
Over many decades, John was a champion of glass in all
its guises and a series of innovations from the flat, hollow and
specialty glass sectors detailed in this issue demonstrate how
crucial glass is as a material in the ongoing fight against the
Covid-19 pandemic. With SCHOTT having reached the milestone
in March of delivering enough glass vials to provide more than
one billion doses of vaccines, Dr Frank Heinricht, Chairman of the
Board of Management, provides an exclusive update on progress
and outlines the group’s new growth phase and intensified
climate protection efforts.
Continuing the theme, Dr Reha Akçakaya, Chief Research
and Technological Development Officer, discusses how Sisecam
has focused its R&D efforts on glassware with permanent
antimicrobial properties in response to the pandemic and we
report on Corning receiving an extra $57 million funding for
vaccination glass, AGC reducing Covid contamination with
daylight-activated coating and NSG’s new antibacterial and
antiviral coating for glass substrates.
Being the preferred journal of FEVE and Glass Futures,
this issue of Glass Worldwide contains exclusive contributions
that further explore both organisations’ ambitious projects to
revolutionalise glassmaking including an interview with the
Carlsberg Group, a key supporter of ground-breaking trials by
Encirc and Glass Futures to create the world’s most sustainable
glass bottle. Elsewhere, Oscar Verheijen, new GlassTrend
Chairman outlines the organisation’s aims to co-ordinate R&D
activities to improve the competitive strength of the glass
industry, its suppliers and customers.
We hope you enjoy reading this special issue and that it will
not be too long before our team can personally meet readers,
advertisers and partners to raise a glass in John’s memory.
In the meantime, stay safe and well.
The Glass Worldwide Team
www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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Complementing the industry acclaimed content of Glass Worldwide,
visit the Virtual Marketplace for a showcase of more than 150 digital
presentations of the latest innovations from the following glassmakers
and their suppliers. To find out how your company can be featured,
email Dave Fordham: davefordham@glassworldwide.co.uk.
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News

For the latest news, visit the
Hot Topics section at www.glassworldwide.co.uk
Corning to receive extra $57 million US Government funding for vaccination glass

American materials science
technology and innovation
company Corning Incorporated is
set to receive an additional $57
million from the US Government to
fund growing demand for domestic
glass tubing and vial manufacturing
capacity, as part of President

Biden’s goal to accelerate America’s
Covid-19 vaccination programme.
This award is in addition to a
$204 million contract announced in
June 2020, for a total of $261 million
invested in Corning’s pharmaceutical
vial and tubing manufacturing capacity.
Corning has met every milestone to

Corning will receive an additional $57 million in funding to address growing demand for domestic glass
tubing and vial manufacturing capacity as part of America’s Covid response to accelerate vaccination.

date under the original contract.
The funding comes from the Biomedical Advanced
Research and Development Authority, part of the Office of
the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response
at the US Department of Health and Human Services,
through its partnership with the Department of Defense’s
Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical, Biological,
Radiological and Nuclear Defense and Army Contracting
Command.
Under the agreement, Corning will further increase
domestic manufacturing capacity of its pharmaceutical
glass tubing and vials, including Corning Valor Glass vials,
to support pharmaceutical manufacturers as America
endeavours to vaccinate the majority of its population
against Covid-19 in the next few months.
“We’re proud to do our part working with the US
government to help ensure that enough glass is available
in the supply chain” said Ron Verkleeren, Senior Vice
President and General Manager, Life Sciences at Corning.
“With this additional infusion of resources, we can
significantly scale our tubing and vial capacity to help
meet rapidly expanding demand.”
www.corning.com l

PROJECT MANAGER Research and Development
The IPGR-group, International Partners in Glass Research, is offering
the post for a leading project manager in research and development.
The International Partners in Glass Research (IPGR) is a research association founded 1984, based in Aachen, Germany.
IPGR is in close cooperation with the RWTH Aachen University. The members of IPGR are ten renowned companies
within the container glass industry from all over the world. The aim of IPGR is to create a vital, international research
network and to conduct R&D projects for its members.
We are looking for an experienced project
manager for research and development
in an international environment with high
motivation for team-orientated hands-on
working. The focus of the position is on
forming and post-conditioning of glass
as well as on industry 4.0 approaches.
You lead and manage R&D projects
from kick-off to implementation in a
glass plant. After profound strategic
and technical consulting, you establish
timelines, manage internal and external
resources and lead the R&D work together
with the IPGR members. You implement
derived results at our member companies.

We are seeking an outstanding candidate
with sound scientific education, relevant
working experience and a strong record
of accomplishment in the glass-industry,
preferably forming, melting of glass and
digitalization in the glass industry. You are
ideally an engineer or material-scientist
with focus on glass and you have a
sound background in glasses or ceramics,
thermodynamics and kinetics of glass
melting and forming. Project management
and team coordination experience is
required. Fluent English and willingness
to travel internationally is mandatory.

The candidate is a pro-active, strategicthinking personality with a hands-on
approach and very good communication
skills. The candidate reports to the IPGR
management board.
We offer a highly motivated team, flat
hierarchies, self-dependent working and
significant project responsibility.

If you would like to join IPGR, please send your application preferably via email, to
IPGR - International Partners in Glass Research,
Prof. Dr. Christian Roos, P/O-Box 10 07 54, 52007 Aachen, Germany
christian.roos@ipgr.com

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

www.ipgr.com
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News
AGI invests in German technology to support speciality glass division
Manufacturer of integrated container
glass AGI glaspac has commissioned
German tech giant HORN Glass
Industries to build a 154tpd furnace
for the Speciality Glass Division at its
Bhongir plant in Telangana, India. The
cost of the furnace (INR 55 crores)
will be funded by recent investment
raised by AGI glaspac from its parent
company HSIL Limited.
The facility will comprise endfired furnaces with six forehearths for
production, heated by piped natural
gas, with HFO backup firing. LPG
will be the energy backup for the
distributor and forehearths. HORN’s
scope of supply includes the planning
of the refractory, the combustion
equipment, measuring and control,
boosting, a new HVR 400 batch
charger for the furnace, distributor
and forehearth as well as further
furnace equipment. Construction and

commissioning will be jointly managed by AGI and HORN
Glass Industries.
This new furnace set-up will enable AGI’s Bhongir plant to
produce premium flint and other coloured high-quality speciality
glass for industries such as carbonated water, sparkling
wine, pharmaceuticals, beauty products and perfumery.
HORN’s technology is intended to boost the efficiency
of AGI’s glassmaking operations for packaging products
supplied to global markets.
“We thrive by the make-in-India concept, and it is
important that we do not miss out on the great opportunities
or technologies readily available” explained Rajesh Khosla,
President & CEO of AGI glaspac. “We are happy to have
found the right technology partner in HORN Glass Industries
AG, Germany.”
“India is an exciting market for our company, and we
are happy to collaborate with a renowned brand like AGI
glaspac” said Stephan Meindl, President & CEO, Horn Glass
Industries. “We are confident that with our technological
support AGI glaspac will be able to thrive by its make-inIndia vision of manufacturing world-class level specialty glass
very effectively.”
www.agi-glaspac.com l

SGD Pharma introduces three-tier packaging solution for Type I moulded glass
Supplier of glass primary
packaging in the pharmaceutical
industry SGD Pharma has elevated
its offering of Type I moulded
glass vials with three tailored
product and service solutions.
Pharmaceutical manufacturers
can choose between the AXess,
AXecure and AXpert ranges
in accordance with their drug
product requirements and aseptic
manufacturing constraints.
AXess is designed to deliver
reliable, good quality glass
packaging with straightforward
total cost ownership, suitable for
essential or primary care drugs

that require inert Type I packaging. AXess offers SGD’s
proven vial designs and optimised packaging configurations.
With a wide range of superior quality vials for a diverse
set of applications, AXecure is designed to offer built-in
flexibility to cover all needs. AXecure is SGD’s standard for
parenteral applications with a customisable offering, from
glass vial design to palletisation options.
AXpert is intended for the most demanding and costly
drugs that require the highest levels of quality and integrity,
for applications such as oncology and specialty care.
Providing access to advanced and personalised support and
service at all times, SGD’s AXpert tier can protect high value
drug products, offering total quality assurance and a range
of premium value-added offerings.
The strengthened, triple packaging solution is the result of
SGD Pharma’s continuous investments into its purpose-built
facilities at Saint Quentin-Lamotte (France) – a Type I glass

O-I expands Colombian facility to meet demand for sustainable glass packaging

Andres Lopez, O-I’s CEO.
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Customer demand for highly sustainable glass packaging
is behind O-I Glass’s $75 million investment to expand its
Zipaquirá, Colombia facility. Upon completion by the end of
2022, the project is expected to add nearly 2% of capacity
to OI’s Americas segment and produce about 500 million
bottles annually.
“Strong market growth and affinity for glass is fuelling
significant demand for glass packaging in the Andean
market” explained Andres Lopez, O-I CEO. “Building on our
highly successful expansion at the Zipaquirá facility in 2019,
we are excited to add a fourth furnace with an attractive
return on investment to support market growth. As a
result, the facility will be one of O-I’s largest and most cost
effective plants in the global network.
“Working with our customers, we aim to enable
profitable growth in attractive markets such as this
new furnace at Zipaquirá and last year’s expansion at
Gironcourt, France” Mr Lopez continued. “At the same
time, we are fully committed to reducing debt and

Rajesh Khosla, President & CEO of AGI glaspac.

Centre of Excellence – and Vemula
(India), enabling the company to
improve its products and services
offering.
“Manufacturing excellence
is at the heart of the three-tier
offering” said Camille Ermine,
Product Manager Parenteral at SGD
Pharma. “With the development
of the AXess, AXecure and AXpert
ranges, this portfolio elevates SGD
Pharma’s existing products and
services, delivering additional levels
of security, product choice, support
and global availability to support
business continuity.”
www.sgd-pharma.com l

optimising our business portfolio
supported by our tactical and
strategic divestiture programme.
To date, we have completed
approximately $900 million of
divestitures with proceeds directed
to reduce debt. To support the
Zipaquirá expansion and maintain
our debt reduction targets, we have
expanded our total divestiture target
to $1.15 billion or higher by the end
of 2022. As we strive to increase
shareholder value, we believe these
actions will generate profitable
growth, higher margins, enhance
our business portfolio and
strengthen our balance sheet”
concluded Mr Lopez.
www.o-i.com l

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

News
Stoelzle receives ISO 45001 certification

Glass manufacturer Stoelzle’s Polish production facility in
Czestochowa has become the Group’s first site to receive
certification in accordance with the international standard ISO
45001 for occupational health and safety.
“The certification of our largest European plant, which employs
over 1,000 people both in production and decoration, is a milestone
in the history of the Stoelzle Glass Group and an important step
towards operational excellence, planned to be rolled out to all
Stoelzle sites by 2025” said Georg Feith, Stoelzle CEO.
Underlining its commitment to high standards of corporate
social responsibility, in recent years Stoezle has implemented
significant measures and guidelines throughout all branches of the
Glass Group to ensure the safety of employees, improve health
and well-being and reduce the risk of injuries, accidents and
work-related illnesses in the workforce. As part of an integrated
management system, HS site managers continuously evaluate
situations and processes and take targeted measures to improve
occupational health and safety.
“The ISO 45001 standard, in particular, relates to what is part
of the company’s DNA – safety” confirmed Artur Woloszyn, CEO
of Stoelzle Czestochowa. “Gaining this certification has definitely
been a significant milestone in the history of our company. We have
worked together over the last few years to achieve this certification
and I would like to congratulate and thank our employees very
much for the enormous effort and consistency put into obtaining it.”
www.stoelzle.com l

Occupational safety and health protection have been firmly embedded in the corporate
culture at Stoelzle’s Polish production site in Czestochowa.

Saint-Gobain appoints Chief
Digital and Information Officer

On 16 March 2021 Ursula Soritsch-Renier joined SaintGobain to commence duties as the Group’s Chief Digital and
Information Officer.
Born and raised in Austria, Ms Soritsch-Renier
developed international experience with several global
companies, mainly in digital/IT roles. She started her career
in 1995 at Philips, where she spent 14 years (in Austria, the
Netherlands, Belgium and the USA), before joining Novartis
in 2009 in the USA, and then Sulzer in Switzerland in 2013.
More recently, she was Chief Information Officer and Digital
Leader for Nokia between 2018 and 2020.
Saint-Gobain believes that Ms Soritsch-Renier’s
experience in major international groups will enable the
Group to continue to accelerate in all areas related to digital,
to better exploit this strategic differentiator, particularly
through the usage of data.
Reporting to Chief Operating Officer Benoit Bazin,
Ms Soritsch-Renier will join the Executive Committee as of
1 July 2021.
www.saint-gobain.com l

www.glassworldwide.co.uk

News
First Release Candidate submitted
for OPC UA for flat glass

The OPC UA Companion Specification 40301 and the associated
VDMA standard sheet are expected to be available as a release
in October 2021 – after the review and comment phase has been
completed.
OPC 40301 describes the interface between a glass
processing machine and Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES)
or Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) for data exchange. The
goal of OPC 40301 is to ensure compatibility between glass
processing machines and higher-level systems from different
manufacturers.
The VDMA (Verband Deutscher Maschinen und Anlagenbau
e.V. – Association of German Mechanical and Plant Engineering)
represents around 3,300 German and European companies in
the mechanical and plant engineering industry.
This first release candidate for flat glass was submitted to
the Mechanical Engineering Standards Committee at DIN (NAM)
on 10 March 2021. The use cases show various identification
procedures as well as decisive elements of job management. The
document will be available on VDMA from April, with publication
in DIN-Anzeiger to follow in early May. The public can comment
until 1 July 2021.
OPC Foundation members can download the corresponding
documents from the website; VDMA members can find the
release candidate in the DaTeR database or obtain it from Gesine
Bergmann: gesine.bergmann@vdma.org.
https://glass.vdma.org l

Float glass furnace rebuild marks
major investment for NSG Group

NSG Group, one of the world’s largest manufacturers of glass and
glazing products for the architectural, automotive industry and
technical glass sectors is rebuilding one of its furnaces at its float
glass plant in Laurinburg, North Carolina, USA. The project was
started on 10 March 2021 and is expected to be completed in late
June 2021.
“The investment is part of our ongoing commitment to our
customers and the Laurinburg community” said Chris Miller,
Manufacturing Operations Director.
The Laurinburg plant manufactures float glass for the commercial
architectural and export markets. It is located approximately 100
miles southwest of Raleigh and currently employs around 400 people.
The NSG Group has principal operations worldwide and sales in over
100 countries.
www.nsg.com l

NSG Group is investing in facilities at its float glass plant in North Carolina, USA.

Borosil Renewables to double solar glass capacity
Manufacturer of solar glass Borosil Renewables intends to double
its capacity by building a new plant at its Bharuch facility in Gujarat.
Part of the Borosil Group, the Indian company is the sole domestic
manufacturer of solar panel glass and currently has 450tpd capacity
at its Bharuch plant, sufficient to power 2.5GW of solar power plants.
With the brownfield expansion, capacity is set to jump to 900tpd or
5GW of installable capacity of solar power plants. The new plant, at an
investment of Rs 500 crore, is scheduled to be up and running by July
2022. This is the second doubling of Borosil Renewables’ capacity in
the past five years, following a Rs 235 crore expansion in 2016.
In the solar panel glass business, which is globally controlled
by China with around 90% market share, Borosil meets 40% of the
domestic demand of 650 tonnes of glass per day, while the rest is
imported from China and Malaysia. The company exports almost 20%
of its present solar panel glass capacity to Europe, with the primary
focus being Germany, Spain, Portugal,
Russia and Turkey, and also to the USA.
Shreevar Kheruka, Managing Director
of Borosil Group, is hopeful that Borosil
Renewables will more than double its topline
in the just-concluded FY21 at Rs 500 crore,
from Rs 240 crore in FY20, along with a
fatter bottomline, which he did not quantify.
For the parent company Borosil, he expects
a flat topline of Rs 600 crore given a loss of
business in the first half of the year.
Shreevar Kheruka, Managing
www.borosilrenewables.com l
Director of Borosil Group.
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PlusLam

The LiSEC lamination line PlusLam


Simple operation and reliable design



Smart and precise press technology



Semi and fully automated version



Low investment costs

Find out more about these and other LiSEC innovations:
www.lisec.com

best in glass processing

News
GPI welcomes new chairman
and initiates recycling roadmap

Verescence Orne in France was honoured in two categories.

Verescence performs strongly at Sustain 2021
On 9 March 2021 EcoVadis,
the global corporate social
responsibility (CSR) assessment
and rating platform, honoured
small and medium-sized
enterprises with the highest
EcoVadis 2020 scores at Sustain
2021, the annual international
event dedicated to sustainable
procurement. Based on statistical
analysis of EcoVadis 2020
scorecards, the Sustainability
Leadership Awards recognises
companies with the most
advanced CSR practices within
each region and each sector.
Renowned glassmaker for
the beauty industry Verescence
performed strongly, with five of its
EcoVadis Platinum medal-winning

sites – in France, Spain and the
USA – recognised for excellence
in sustainability and named Best
Performers among some of the
most successful SMEs in terms of
CSR worldwide.
Verescence North America Inc’s
Covington site and Sparta site were
recognised as Best Performers at
the regional awards for Northern
America, while Verescence La
Granja Slu (Spain) and Verescence
Orne Sasu (France) were honoured
in the European region.
Best Performers in the awards
category for ‘Heavy Manufacturing’
were Verescence La Granja
Slu, Verescence Orne Sasu and
Verescence Somme Sasu (France).
www.verescence.com l

AGC reduces Covid contamination with daylight-activated coating
A study published in the Coatings
Journal and supported by flat
glass manufacturer AGC Glass
Europe shows that Planibel Easy
coated glass can help to protect
against Covid-19 contamination
when exposed to daylight.
Respiratory droplets and
aerosols contaminated with SARSCoV-2 viral particles (the virus
responsible for Covid-19) represent
a risk of indirect transmission of
Covid-19. Infectious droplets on
surfaces see their viral infectiousness
decreasing with time, depending on
the type of material and temperature.
AGC and university research
teams determined to find a quick
and effective solution against the
spread of the coronavirus and
conducted a study on different
materials ranging from metallic
materials to float glass, acrylic
glass (such as Plexiglas, Perspex,
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etc.) and coated glass (Planibel Easy –
AGC’s easy clean glass) to investigate
the time required for the number of
infectious TCID50 viral particles to
decrease. Research was carried out in
an experimental setting that mimicked
real-life conditions at the University of
Namur, Belgium, and confirmed by
representatives from INSERM (Institut
national de la santé et de la recherche
médicale) and Assistance PubliqueHôpitaux de Paris in France. The study
used real human SARS-CoV-2 viral
particles at the same concentration as
the actual viral load observed in a cohort
of patients infected with Covid-19.
Results showed that SARSCoV-2 viral particles stay active for a
shorter time on Planibel Easy coated
glass previously exposed to daylight
due to the photocatalytic effect:
daylight activates the coating and
this accelerates the destruction of
viral particles on its surface. The time

The Glass Packaging Institute
(GPI) has appointed Tim Connors,
Managing Director of O-I Americas
North, as Chairman of GPI’s Board
of Trustees. Mr Connors’ term
as Chairman commenced on 17
December, after receiving formal
Board approval.
Tim Connors is the new
Chairman of GPI’s Board
“Tim brings to GPI’s Board vast
of Trustees.
experience in the glass packaging
industry, along with valuable relationships with a number of
industry stakeholders” said Scott DeFife, President of the
Glass Packaging Institute. “I look forward to his leadership
as the industry continues to deal with the challenges of the
pandemic and accomplish our 2021 goals.”
“It is an honour to chair the GPI as we work with
our members to advance glass as the sustainable, safe,
attractive and brand-forward choice for packaging”
responded Mr Connors. “I look forward to engaging with
GPI leadership and our fellow members as we initiate our
roadmap for recycling and increasing awareness of the
benefits of glass packaging.”
GPI has introduced a new recycling roadmap to reach
a 50% recycling rate by 2030, which would move glass
containers from roughly 30% to 50% post-consumer
recycled glass content. The association’s goal aligns
with one set by US Environmental Protection Agency last
November, when it outlined a national 50% recycling rate for
all commodities over the next decade. GPI is working with
industry partners to identify and build new regional recycling
pilots and partnerships to meet this goal.
In addition to the recycling roadmap, the association will
focus on recruiting new members from across the industry,
with an emphasis on including smaller recyclers and regional
players in glass recycling across the country.
www.gpi.org l

required to inactivate 90% of SARS-Cov-2 viral particles
was 37.5% shorter for Planibel Easy exposed to daylight
than for float glass or acrylic glass.
As long as the glass is exposed to daylight and/
or UV(A) light, it was found that Planibel Easy greatly
reduces the risk of viral transmission on shared or
frequently touched surfaces such as glass doors,
partitions and windows. The coating is available on
toughened, laminated, bent and processed forms of
glass as well as double or triple glazing.
www.agc-yourglass.com l

UV radiation activates the coating on AGC’s Planibel Easy glass,
accelerating the destruction of microbial contamination on its surface.

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

News
Vetropack’s fiscal year undeterred by Covid-19 pandemic
Glass packaging manufacturer
Vetropack Group’s Annual Report for
2020 shows results at a good level,
despite disruption from the Covid-19
pandemic.
Vetropack Group sold 4.86 billion
units of glass packaging in the 2020
fiscal year, which was 5.9% less than in
the previous year (5.16 billion units). As
catering establishments were closed for
months due to the coronavirus, demand
for wine, beer and above all soft drinks,
mineral water and fruit juices fell.
However the lockdown also led to more
demand for foodstuffs stored in glass
jars. The Group generated consolidated
net sales of CHF 662.6 million, 7.3%
lower than the previous year (CHF 714.9
million). This only amounted to a 3.5%
reduction in local currencies. Due to the
changes to the sales mix brought about
by the pandemic, it was mainly lowerpriced glass packaging that was affected

by the reduction, thus increasing the
average price of glass packaging sold.
Vetropack coordinated its Groupwide capacities in the 2020 fiscal
year so that it was able to optimise
the necessary reduction in production
from an economic point of view. At the
same time, strict cost reductions were
implemented in all areas. Owing to
these extensive measures, the Group
achieved a consolidated earnings
before interest and taxes (EBIT) of CHF
76.1 million (vs CHF 89.4 million in
2019) and an EBIT margin of 11.5% of
net sales (2019: 12.5%).
At the end of the reporting
year, Vetropack Group employed a
workforce of 3,882 people, an increase
on the 3,366 employees as of 31
December 2019.
On 10 December 2020, Vetropack
acquired Moldovan Glass Container
Company S.A. glassworks in a takeover

NSG Group creates coating to combat viruses

Glass and glazing products
manufacturer NSG Group has
developed a new antibacterial
and antiviral coating for glass
substrates, based on its proprietary
sol-gel technology.
Sol-gel technology is a material
synthesis method for producing
ceramics and glassy coatings by
densifying a gel synthesised by the
chemical reaction of the solution
raw material by heat treatment.
Capable of forming highly adhesive
coatings with the same silica
structure as the glass substrate,
sol-gel produces a coating that is
highly durable against friction and
chemicals, suitable for frequent
contact operations.
Copper contained in the newly

developed coating reacts with water,
oxygen and other substances in the
air to generate active oxygen (H2O2,
OH, etc.), which in turn inactivates
bacteria and viruses by destroying their
envelopes and decomposing lipids,
protein and gene materials.
A laboratory evaluation conducted
by a public institution based on
international standards confirmed a
99.99% influenza virus reduction effect
under ISO21702 evaluation conditions.
The new coating technology was also
confirmed to be effective against human
coronavirus NL63 and in an antibacterial
performance test on Escherichia coli.
Based on the reaction of copper, the
coating retains its antibacterial and
antiviral effects even in darker places
without ultraviolet rays or visible light.

Vetropack Group will have full capacity at its disposal in the 2021 fiscal year; no
major furnace overhauls are required and the company anticipates that it will be
able to boost net sales both organically and through acquisitions.

that was financed by the Group’s own funds. The acquisition
supports the company’s expansion strategy and growth in
a region where it has been successfully manufacturing and
selling glass packaging for almost three decades.
A new glassworks planned for Boffalora sopra Ticino in
Italy remains the Group’s central strategic project in 2021.
www.vetropack.com l

Being highly durable and almost as transparent
as uncoated glass, the coating is suitable for highcontact glass applications as well as for smart phones
and tablets and the operating panels and buttons of
equipment such as cash registers, ATMs, medical
equipment, elevators and household appliances.
NSG Group believes that the technology can
contribute to making homes and public places requiring
stringent hygiene, safer and more comfortable. It plans
to launch the new coating within fiscal year March 2022.
www.nsg.com l

NSG Group’s antimicrobial coating reacts with water, oxygen and other
substances in the air to generate active oxygen which inactivates bacteria
and viruses.

Encirc supports Beverages and supply chain offering with new appointments
Glass manufacturer and filler, Encirc, part
of the Vidrala Group, has appointed Paul
Williams as its new 360 Development
Director, with Mark Holmes taking over
Mr Williams’ previous role as Beverages

Paul Williams is
Encirc’s new 360
Development Director.
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Mark Holmes takes over
as Beverages General
Manager at Encirc.
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General Manager. The pair will work
together to bolster the company’s filling
and supply chain offering following a
period of growth and investment.
Mr Williams has worked at Encirc
for six years and his new position will
involve driving the company’s ‘360’
proposition for manufacturing, filling
and shipping some of the world’s
leading drinks brands directly to
retailers from a single purpose-built
location in Elton, Cheshire.
“Encirc is continuing to provide
value creating solutions that make our
customers’ supply chain more efficient
and much more sustainable” said Mr

Williams. “My role is to ensure we remain agile, constantly
looking to improve our proposition by adapting our service
and investing in the most innovative technology.
“We know our customers choose to work with us because
of our unique position to help them achieve their environmental
goals” he added. “With our state-of-the-art glass making
and bottling facility, a 250,000 pallet automated bonded
warehouse and multi-faceted logistics offering, our customers
know they are taking advantage of the most sustainable and
cost-effective beverage supply chain operation available.”
“Our adaptability as a company is key to our success”
noted Mr Holmes. “While Paul’s team will act as the bridge
between logistics and dispatch, I’ll be ensuring our filling
operations remain ultra-efficient, and our customers continue
to receive a market-leading, low-carbon service.”
www.encirc360.com l
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DIAMETER GAUGE

STRAIGHTNESS GAUGE
Penico now have two excellent gauges that
will be of beneﬁt to the mould shops in the
glass container plant.
Both gauges are fully adjustable. The ‘Plunger
Diameter Gauge’ has an interchangeable
diameter gauge for diﬀerent plungers and
height blocks for setting the varying heights
that occur on the gauging point on plungers.
The ‘Plunger Straightness Gauge’ is also
fully adjustable to accommodate the many
diﬀerent types of plunger.

Penico Gauges Ltd
Albion Works, Keighley Road, Bingley, BD16 2RD, United Kingdom

info@penico.com
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www.penico.com

News
Gerresheimer announces corporate strategy sustainability targets
German manufacturer of primary
packaging products for medication
and drug delivery devices made of
special-purpose glass and plastics
Gerresheimer AG has outlined

Dietmar Siemssen

ambitious measurable targets for its sustainability strategy in
the coming years.
“Thinking and acting sustainably means taking a longterm view on our impact as a company” said Dietmar
Siemssen, CEO of Gerresheimer. “Sustainability has thus
become an important pillar of our corporate strategy. It will
be an important driver of innovation and growth for us.”
The company’s strategy is based on three pillars:
GxPure, GxCircular and GxCare. Under GXPure –
‘Commitment to the environment and climate’, Gerresheimer
has set itself the goal of reducing its Scope 1 and 2
emissions by 50% by 2030 (base year 2019).
Gerresheimer’s Gx Circular pillar concerns ‘Commitment
to sustainable products and resource conservation’. In the
production of pharmaceutical primary packaging and drug
delivery systems, diagnostic systems and packaging for the
cosmetics industry made of glass and plastic, Gerresheimer
aims to make a contribution to the circular economy by
designing its products and processes to reduce their
environmental impact and close the loop.
The manufacturing company’s GxCare ‘Commitment
to people’ ethos makes responsibility for the safety and
health of all employees a top priority. Its key objective in

this area is to reduce the lost time
accident frequency at the sites by
80% by 2028. The introduction of
an occupational safety management
system in accordance with ISO
45001 at all production sites by 2023
provides the appropriate framework.
Other targets include reducing
overall water intake (mainly used for
cooling and cleaning) by 10% by 2030
compared to 2019. Gerresheimer
recently joined the Alliance for Water
stewardship (AWS) and will introduce
sustainable water management
systems which will be certified against
the AWS standard by 2030.
Gerresheimer has also set
itself the goal of integrating ecodesign principles (the inclusion of
environmental aspects) into 100% of
new product developments as early
as 2023.
www.gerresheimer.com l

Şişecam honoured for sustainable investment in Bulgaria

Turkish glass company Şişecam
received the ‘Sustainable
Investment Award’ at the 2021
Investor of the Year Awards held
by the Bulgarian Investment
Agency, operating under the
Bulgarian Ministry of Economy.
The award, which recognises
Şişecam’s effective long-term
investments in the country, was
presented to its Chairman and
CEO Professor Dr Ahmet Kırman
by Mariana Nikolova, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Tourism.
Candidates for the 15th
Investor of the Year Awards were
selected by Bulgaria’s ministries,
governorates and institutions
from all areas of the economy.
More than 60 candidates, from
the information technologies
sector to healthcare, were

evaluated by the jury members. The Sustainable Investment
Award is a new category, evaluated for the first time this
year under the awards programme.
Bulgaria is “an important country for Şişecam, because
of our investments here and its position as our first gateway
to European Union markets” said Prof. Dr Kırman during his
acceptance speech. “We continue our business activities in
Bulgaria – where we operate in the fields of flat glass, auto
glass, glassware and chemicals – in line with our vision of
growth, by creating sustainable value. We are significantly
contributing to the development of economic relations between
Turkey and Bulgaria, while expanding our global footprint.”
Recalling Şişecam’s “quarter century investment story
in Bulgaria”, Prof. Dr Kırman continued: “We first started our
investments in the country in 1997 in chemicals. We have
partnered with Bulgarian soda producer Sodi, which is in
the process of privatisation. For our new direct investments,
we realised the first step in 2004 and laid the foundations
of our basic glass, white goods glass, automotive glass and
glassware plants. With these investments, we were cited as
the largest greenfield investor in Bulgaria.
“It is my hope that our cooperation will further

Professor Dr Ahmet Kırman, Chairman and
CEO of Şişecam.

strengthen while boosting our
growth performance that creates
sustainable value” he concluded.
www.sisecam.com l

Suppliers in the News
See pages 138-168 for a round-up of innovations from leading suppliers
and visit www.glassworldwide.co.uk for the latest developments.
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News

Vidrala receives recognition for UK investment

Producer of glass containers for the food and beverage
industry Vidrala won the ‘Growth in the UK’ category
at the Trade and Investment Awards, organised by the
British Embassy’s Department of International Trade in
Spain.
The award recognises Vidrala’s investment efforts
in the UK following its acquisition of Encirc in 2015.
Since then, the company has provided over £150 million
worth of investment for projects in the UK. One of the
most ambitious of these initiatives is a programme to
rebuild furnaces and equip production lines with cuttingedge technology which has seen the development
of the largest glass container furnace in the world in
Elton, Cheshire. The investment also enabled Vidrala
and Encirc to complete a revolutionary trial in Derrylin,
Northern Ireland, proving that bottles can be made from
100% recycled glass using energy from burning ultralow-carbon biofuels.
The UK is a key market for Vidrala. The acquisition of
Encirc represented one of Vidrala’s biggest investments
in recent years, significantly expanding its business.
Aside from producing glass containers, Encirc also offers
logistic solutions, filling activities and distribution services.
The company supports customers in new world wineproducing regions with bulk shipping methods, helping to
reduce supply chains and environmental impact.
Vidrala’s Chairman Carlos Delclaux attended the
virtual awards gala and said: “I’m thrilled to receive

this award and would like to give
a very special thanks to the great
work carried out by Encirc in the UK,
contributing to add value to Vidrala as
a group. Due to its great potential, UK
is one of the most relevant markets
for us. Even in times of Brexit and

pandemic, the UK has shown
great strength and growth
potential. We are very honoured
for this award that is to some
extent a recognition of our efforts
and faith in the UK.”
www.vidrala.com l

Vidrala has provided over £150 million worth of investment for glass projects in the UK since 2015.

On the Spot

On the Spot… Sam Brakes
Carlsberg Group is one of the key supporters of ground-breaking trials by Encirc and
Glass Futures to create the world’s most sustainable glass bottle from 100% recycled
glass using a sustainable ultra-low carbon biofuel energy source instead of natural gas.
With one million of these beer bottles manufactured for the Carlsberg Danish Pilsner
brand, Sam Brakes, Senior Procurement Manager at Carlsberg Marston’s Brewing
Company, spoke exclusively to Glass Worldwide about the revolutionary project and
the role of glass packaging in the group’s zero carbon footprint strategy.
GW: How pleased were you with the initial results of
the collaborative biofuel trial to create the world’s most
sustainable glass bottles?
We are really pleased with the results of the trial that have
the potential to flip glass bottles from our most carbon
intensive to least carbon intensive packaging format.
GW: Who were the protagonists behind the trials and what
does it mean to you and the Carlsberg organisation to be at
the forefront as one of the key partners alongside Encirc?
This trial was led by the Encirc team through the Glass
Futures initiative, part of the Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) Energy Innovation
Programme. We are incredibly proud to work with such
forward-thinking suppliers who are innovating to transform
the future of the industry.
GW: Can this development really be considered the dawn
of carbon zero glass bottle manufacturing and what do you
consider to be the next steps with the biofuel initiative?
This is a strong start, and through the work with BEIS and
the Glass Futures initiative, we hope that the trial feeds into
policy development and contributes to making alternative
fuels more viable in the long-term.
GW: Is this project a good example of collaborative efforts
towards achieving your sustainability goals?
We have ambitious sustainability targets, including sciencebased targets to play our part in limiting global warming
to 1.5°C. We know that we cannot achieve them alone,
and packaging is by far the largest portion of our value
chain footprint. In fact, glass bottles account for around
10% of our beer-in-hand emissions at Carlsberg Marston’s

One million beer bottles have been manufactured for the Carlsberg Danish Pilsner
brand.
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Glass bottles account for around 10% of the total beer-in-hand emissions (the full value chain) for Carlsberg
Marston’s Brewing Company.

Brewing Company. Partnerships like
this, together with our suppliers, are
vital to challenge convention and find
new ways of working. It’s a fantastic
example of a supplier-led initiative,
working closely with government and
across the industry. And we’re proud
to be part of it.

GW: Could there be potential for
similar developments in other areas of
your business?
We will only achieve our ambition of
tackling climate change when we
partner with our suppliers, making
partnerships like this vital. We work

Carlsberg’s trial with Encirc uses 100% biofuel and increases recycled content of the bottles to 100% while
maintaining quality.

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Industry demand for larger glass plants and the
reuse of infrastructure has made projects more
complicated. In most cases, when enlarging
furnaces, modifying equipment or installing
new technology there is little or no accurate
documentation of the current structure available.

This creates complications between the old and
new, sometimes requiring complete structures
to be refabricated – incurring additional costs
and adding time to projects.
To help avoid the additional cost and installation
time, SORG’s in-house laser scanning equipment
and highly experienced team can offer the precise
solution you’re looking for.
Surveying the existing installation provides the
detailed information we need to form a basis
for the new 3D designs, including steel work,
furnaces and forehearths, pipe work, cable
trays and equipment.

Laser scanning is an effective way of acquiring data
without interrupting any on-site operations. It’s
contactless, accurate and sources highly detailed
measurements even in problematic areas.
Get in touch with our experts today to find out
how laser scanning can benefit your project.
Find us at sorg.de

On the Spot
with our can and board suppliers to continually lightweight
and identify opportunities to reduce the carbon impact of
our packaging. And solutions like Snap Pack – our small
packs of cans without plastic rings – were the result of longterm partnerships with our suppliers and years of innovation.
There is much more to come.
GW: In general, what is Carlsberg’s approach to a strengths
and weaknesses assessment of the different materials
available to package its beers?
We know that our consumers choose different beers in
different packaging for different occasions. Our ambition
is to continually improve our packaging in line with our
sustainability commitments set out in Together Towards
ZERO, including our science-based targets to reduce the
carbon impact of our beers across every stage of the value
chain. That includes packaging.
GW: The brewing process and the subsequent distribution
of beer to retailers, supermarkets, caterers etc. is an
energy-intensive business. What is Carlsberg’s strategy in
addressing the need to reduce its carbon footprint?
As part of our sustainability programme, Together Towards
ZERO, we have science-based targets to ensure that we
play our part in limiting global warming to 1.5°C above
pre-industrial levels. This includes a target for zero
emissions from our breweries across the Carlsberg Group
by 2030, and a 30% reduction in beer-in-hand emissions
(our total value chain) from 2015–2030. To achieve this
we’re constantly testing new solutions and partnering with
suppliers to transform our supply chain.

We look at every part of the
process to identify opportunities
for efficiency and innovation. For
example, at the Carlsberg Research
Laboratory in Copenhagen, a team
of postdoctoral scientists are tasked
with identifying and testing solutions to
meet our carbon and water targets at
our breweries.
Further detail is available in the
Carlsberg Group Sustainability Report
2020.
GW: Has lightweighting of bottles
assisted your sustainability goals in
recent times?
Yes, glass bottles account for around
10% of our beer-in-hand emissions
at CMBC. With the new Carlsberg
bottle we shaved 10g off, which saved
almost 130 tonnes in the first year
alone. Small advancements like this all
help to meet our targets to cut carbon
emissions throughout the value chain.
The trial with Encirc has even greater
potential, transforming glass from our
highest carbon impact packaging
format to our lowest. We’re excited by
the opportunities and to be working
with such an innovative supplier.

We believe in
Sustainability
To us, sustainability is striking a balance between development
and environmental, social, economic and regulatory forces and is
the foundation of our commitment to increase growth only if this
matches a shared increase of the quality of life.
Glass is a legendary material that has changed our way of living
bringing light where there was darkness and has been
manufactured for thousands of years. Glass is clean and is the
ideal container for food, beverages and medicines, because it is
chemically inert like no other material. Glass is infinitely recyclable.
Glass production however requires a great amount of energy due
to a process that demands extremely high working temperatures.
Stara Glass is proud to help its customers to transition towards a
Net Zero carbon future and to manufacture sustainable glass.
Stara Glass, your partner in sustainability and innovations.
www.staraglass.com

GW: Does a glassmaker’s commitment
to reducing its own carbon footprint
influence the bottle purchasing
process?
We have ambitious targets, and
we will only meet them by working
together with our suppliers, customers
and partners. We are determined to
work with people and partners who
genuinely share our ambition for a
sustainable future in beer. And we
have a long history of sharing and
are always open to ideas and
innovations. l

Further information:
Carlsberg Marston’s
Brewing Company Limited,
Wolverhampton, UK
web: www.carlsbergmarstons.co.uk
Encirc, Elton, UK
web: www.encirc360.com
Glass Futures
web: www.glass-futures.org

Bright ideas. Better glass.

Better world.
We are world leader in the field of sensor and robot solutions for hot end inspection, quality assurance and closed loop
automation. With our solutions we actively work together with glass producers on making containers and table ware
products lighter and stronger, produced with (almost) zero defects at higher speed and with minimum human dependency.
The result is that the container and table ware industries are more competitive with other materials and more sustainable.
Consequently together we create a better world!

www.xparvision.com

Factory Spotlight

Dr Frank Heinricht is Chairman
of the Board of Management at
SCHOTT and President of BV Glas.

Vaccinating the world –
one vial at a time
Headquartered in Germany but represented in 34 countries, specialty glass
manufacturer SCHOTT intends to enter a new growth phase this fiscal year,
as well as intensifying its efforts in climate protection. Having already delivered
enough glass vials to provide more than one billion doses of Covid-19 vaccines,
Dr Frank Heinricht, Chairman of the Board of Management, explained exclusively
to Glass Worldwide how the group expects to achieve its aims and why it has the
pharmaceutical industry firmly in its sights.
As a manufacturer of high-tech
materials for specialty glass, SCHOTT
is currently playing an important role in
the world’s fight against the Covid-19
pandemic by producing glass vials to
safely package and transport vaccines
and treatments. “Seventy five percent
of Covid-19 vaccine manufacturers rely
on our vials – this includes vaccines
you hear about in the media every
day” explains Dr Frank Heinricht,
Chairman of the Board of Management
at SCHOTT. “By the end of 2021, we
will have supplied enough vials to hold
at least two billion doses of various
Covid-19 vaccines.”
SCHOTT is also involved in making
glass substrates for antibody and
antigen testing in diagnostics. “Our
light-conducting glass fibres are used
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in intubation endoscopes and ensure
that the physician can properly place
the ventilator; specialty glass is also
in the sensor components of such a
ventilator” says Dr Heinricht.
As the pandemic took hold,
SCHOTT adapted swiftly to implement
extensive hygiene concepts and
enable digital solutions, thereby
ensuring its production and delivery
capabilities.
“Of course, Corona had a major
impact on our global production
network” rues Dr Heinricht. “Whether
in Mitterteich, Bavaria (a place with
high numbers of incidences at the
beginning of the pandemic), in Jinyun,
China, India, or the USA, the year
presented significant challenges. But it
also unleashed unimagined forces” –

SCHOTT’s ultra-thin and flexible Xensation Flex (chemically toughenable aluminosilicate-glass) is suitable for folding devices, such as smartphones of the future.
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Energy-saving Modular desi

CTF – Push the boundaries of excellence
With the CTF-SERIES, top-quality tempered glass is more than a promise.
The full convection principle protects the surface from direct radiation,
thus preventing unwanted transformations. Additional scanner available
to check and improve the quality of the glass and its anisotropy level.
The CTF’s furnaces enable optimum and even heating / cooling for any
size, thickness or coating of glass. Automate your production processes
with automatic loading, software-supported bed and recipe optimisation
for even greater efficiency.
• Easy to use and maintain
• Advanced heating and cooling control
• Modular design ensures the best configuration for each customer

HEGLA-TaiFin • Kolmenkulmantie 1 • FI-37150 Nokia • E-mail: sales@taifin.com
HEGLA • Industriestr. 21 • D-37688 Beverungen • E-mail: info@hegla.de

Factory Spotlight
a fortitude reflected in the company’s positive financial
results for 2020, which saw sales rise by 2.2% to €2.24
billion, with an operating profit of €288 million.
The success story was “the result of a joint effort by
all employees” maintains Dr Heinricht, along with prudent
safeguarding – early, hard preparatory work on the
investment and innovation side; measures that “have made
us more robust as a company and are now paying off.”
“We actively drove change with a culture programme,
bringing new and more agile thinking to the group” explains
Dr Heinricht. “In total, we have invested over one billion
euros in the last six years and significantly expanded our
business with product innovations. At the same time, we first
streamlined and then systematically expanded our portfolio.
This balance is now helping us.
“Thanks to these measures, we have managed to come
through this crisis well so far” he believes. “This trend has
enabled us to set ourselves apart from many other industrial
companies which have had to significantly revise their
outlook.”

Strategic spending

SCHOTT in fact made a record investment of €320 million
in plant projects and upgrades during 2020. The spend
was part of the company’s strategic investment programme
initiated several years ago, while an unprecedented
demand for pharmaceutical glass offered a key investment
opportunity…
“We are focusing here, in particular, on megatrend
health” Dr Heinricht elaborates. “Therefore, we invest
significantly into fast growing pharmaceutical markets in
China and India, where there is a massive demand for our
pharmaceutical packaging and pharma tubing.”
In 2020, SCHOTT invested over €60 million in a
state-of-the-art plant for FIOLAX pharma glass tubing in
Zhejiang, China. “It has one of the world’s most modern
production facilities in the industry” reveals Dr Heinricht.
“In the first stage, the plant has an annual capacity of up
to 20,000 tons. We intend to use it to meet the rapidly
growing demand in China for pharmaceutical glass for drug
packaging.”

By March 2021, SCHOTT had already reached the milestone of delivering vials for more than one billion doses
of Covid-19 vaccines, marking a significant contribution to the global fight against the pandemic.

In Germany, SCHOTT plans to
expand pharma production at its site in
Müllheim. “A completely new plant for
polymer syringes will be added here
by 2022” says Dr Heinricht. “In India,
too, we have further expanded our
capacities at our pharma glass plant
in the state of Gujarat. Here, we have
expanded our production capacities
with a new melting tank. The
background to this is strong demand
in the Asian pharmaceutical market.”
It was “very challenging” to
complete such investment projects
during the pandemic he admits.
“We worked very closely with the
authorities, especially concerning
freedom of travel. Our employees

Research and development is focused on developing detailed know-how for melting and hot forming processes.
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showed a high level of personal
commitment – a big thanks for their
engagement to keep everything
running and in time.”
The melting tank project in India
became particularly complicated
due to multiple Corona lockdowns,
travel restrictions and as a result,
a construction period well into the
monsoon season. One SCHOTT
employee put in an exceptional
performance, Dr Heinricht recalls: “Due
to the Corona circumstances, a project
engineer from Mainz extended his stay
in India by more than seven months
to complete the tank’s construction”
– a commitment that enabled the
melting tank to go into operation as
scheduled.
Further investment plans
concern ultra-thin glass for foldable
smartphones. “This business area
is developing very positively overall”
says Dr Heinricht. “We also supply
ultra-thin glass to various customers
in the electronics and semiconductor
industries. To meet rising demand in
this business, we will increase our
manufacturing capacity. In Germany,
we will expand our thin glass
production with a new production
line and offer our customers supply
security.
“We will top our investments to
€350 million in the current fiscal year”
continues Dr Heinricht confidently. “We
do not limit ourselves to one product
area; the sum will go into our overall
portfolio. But we will set specific
priorities and place a particular focus
on future markets and applications,
e.g. in our thin glass production and
the diagnostics business.”

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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for sensitive drugs and an improved
geometry and four times increased
strength (EVERIC strong). The
pandemic showed that borosilicate
glass is a hidden champion for
pharmaceutical packaging.” (Prescient
founder Otto Schott developed
borosilicate Type I glass (FIOLAX) for
pharmaceutical packaging in 1911.)
“We are constantly innovating
glass to meet customers’ increasingly
complex requirements and offer
suitable solutions” (under)states Dr
Heinricht.

Paradigm shift

Originally designed for space applications, SCHOTT’s CERAN glass-ceramic cooktops are highly durable, shock-resistant and offer
extreme temperature resistance.

Sales growth in 2021 and beyond

Acknowledging that economic growth is slowing down,
Dr Heinricht is nonetheless prepared to meet the challenge
of a ‘volatile’ economic environment with innovations and
investments, especially in relevant growth markets, China
and the USA.
“We want to continue to accelerate our development
over the medium and long term” he expounds. Repeated
record investment is considered an important step, both to
define growth targets and set up future returns.
Reflecting the robust nature of his company, Dr Heinricht
is convinced that SCHOTT can continue on its course of
sustainable and profitable growth, maintaining the high level
of earnings accrued in 2020. “Despite the Corona situation,
we plan to increase group sales by between 3% and 6%.
If I look at sales in the first quarter, we are at the upper level
of this range. We have made a good start to the new year.
“Our broad portfolio with different business areas
means that we have been able to balance setbacks well”
he continues. “On the one hand, we have achieved double
digit growth rates in the pharmaceuticals business. At the
same time, demand has declined in other areas, such as
aviation and automotive. In our Home Tech and Consumer
Electronics business, we also experienced a clear downturn
in the pandemic’s first months. However, we have noticed
an upturn again in recent months.”

in premium smartphones from VIVO,
Dr Heinricht continues. An “entirely
new type of high performance cover
glass” from SCHOTT will also play a
role in the Chinese manufacturer’s next
generation of smartphone, he reveals.
Meanwhile in the diagnostics field,
there is also movement at SCHOTT.
“We acquired MINIFAB in 2019 and
can now offer a complete portfolio
of glass and polymer solutions
for diagnostics and life science
applications” says Dr Heinricht.
“And last but not least, we
developed a new generation of ultrapure vials called EVERIC, available in
three variants: EVERIC pure, smooth
and strong. These borosilicate
glass vials are optimised for high
potency drugs. They provide better
processability, a pure inner surface

There is scope for glass manufacturing
methods and production efficiencies
to be improved, believes Dr Heinricht.
SCHOTT has been working on
energy-efficient production technology
for decades, with numerous
achievements already under its
belt. “For example, we reduced the
specific energy consumption per
ton of glass by more than 30% by
switching from conventional air-fuel
melting technology to oxy-fuel” says
Dr Heinricht. “We see further potential
in, among other things, introducing
big data and artificial intelligence into
the melting process, as well as strict
energy management” he continues.
“With the technologies currently in use,
the possibilities for reducing energy
consumption are on a rather smaller
scale. What the industry needs is a
paradigm shift.”
A passionate pioneer for change,
since 2015 Dr Heinricht has been
President of BV Glas (the Federal
Association of the German Glass
Industry), whose mission statement
includes educating people about ‘how
original, individual and versatile glass
is’. In 2020, the association received

Product innovations

Asked which product innovation he is particularly proud
of, Dr Heinricht plumps for SCHOTT’s flexible ultra-thin
glass – thinner than human hair – for foldable smartphones.
“In this market, we are a technology leader” he says.
“Smartphone producers look for new possibilities to design
their devices and foldable displays enable it. The challenge
is to produce glass on an industrial scale that can be bent
hundreds of thousands of times, in a tiny radius – without
breaking. We succeed in doing so. The product is our
Xensation Flex; it is robust and at the same time flexible and
bendable aluminosilicate glass, which can be chemically
strengthened.”
Another example is cover glass, which is already applied
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In 2020, SCHOTT invested over €60 million in a state-of-the-art plant for FIOLAX pharma glass tubing in
Zhejiang, China.
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By the end of the year, SCHOTT will have supplied enough glass vials to hold two billion doses of Covid-19 vaccines.

funding for its HyGlass project – in
partnership with the GWI institute –
to conduct research into the suitability
of hydrogen as a substitute for fossil
fuels in glass production.
“Alongside the electrification of
the glass melt, hydrogen is one of
the glass industry’s great hopes for
technological change” explains Dr
Heinricht. “For both approaches, our
industry has to carry out enormous
development work. But we are
also dependent on external factors.
For both renewable energies and
hydrogen, there are currently still
serious availability and cost problems.
That’s why we need to massively
expand renewable power generation
and establish industrial production
for green hydrogen. And both energy
sources must be made available at
competitive costs.”

Zero carbon

“We know we have to do our part
to stop climate change” Dr Heinricht
affirms. “This is why ‘zero carbon’ is a
central component of our new group
strategy, which we launched in early
2020.”
Worldwide, the group already
covers 75% of its global electricity
needs with green power via relevant
certificates of origin. At the same time,
it has initiated a series of projects to
develop the use of hydrogen and other
energy sources for heating melting
units. Underpinning the whole strategy
project is SCHOTT’s aim to be a
climate-neutral company by 2030.
“No other company in our industry
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has set such an ambitious goal” states Dr Heinricht.
“Based on the principle of ‘avoid – reduce – compensate’,
we are pursuing an action plan with four fields of action:
Technology change; increasing energy efficiency; switching
to 100% green electricity; and compensating unavoidable
greenhouse gases. In some countries, like the USA,
100% of our energy needs (are) already covered by green
electricity via certificates.”
Co-ordinating SCHOTT’s zero carbon strategy across
international operations is “a giant puzzle” Dr Heinricht
acknowledges. “The technology change that comes with
replacing fossil fuels cannot be achieved overnight and
is associated with high development costs. Besides, our
business is very diverse. This is why we first look at the
individual prerequisites of each business unit, which then
feeds into a corporate plan” – one that will ultimately help to
secure the company’s long-term competitiveness.
The zero carbon project also reinforces SCHOTT’s
responsibilities for society, the environment and its
employees as a foundation company. “Tackling social issues
has always been part of our DNA” says Dr Heinricht. “For
our founders, installing workers’ rights was a main driver.
For us, climate change is one of the greatest challenges.
With the zero carbon strategy project, we make an active
contribution to climate protection. This fits very well with
our heritage as a foundation company, characterised by a
pioneering spirit, long-term thinking and responsible action.”

Advancing research and development

To achieve carbon neutrality, the main focus of SCHOTT’s
development work is currently taking place at its site
in Mainz, where the company’s central research and
development is located. In early January, SCHOTT
announced plans for a second melting tank for
pharmaceutical glass tubing at the site, with the production
facility scheduled to go into operation in mid-2022. When
new technologies are ready to progress from development
stage to production, pilot projects will also be carried out at
other melting sites, explains Dr Heinricht.
SCHOTT employs 600 scientists and application
engineers, with its research and development team

collaborating closely with the
developers in the operative business
units.
“The primary R&D focus is on the
digitalisation of material development
(material informatics) and process
simulation, the development and
research on materials in general,
detailed know-how in melting and hot
forming processes and technologies
like surface modification of glasses and
laser processing” says Dr Heinricht.
“With regard to our suppliers,
technological advances are required
above all in the technical equipment
of our production, for example with
state-of-the-art machines for glass
processing” he adds. “When it comes
to raw materials, quality is naturally a
top priority.”
The company can afford to be
particular about where it sources
materials and support for its
investment, additionally stipulating that
suppliers adhere to an internal code of
conduct and comply with international
compliance guidelines. “In times
of high volatility and ever-changing
requirements, we have a high focus on
our suppliers’ reliability and flexibility”
confirms Dr Heinricht. “After we have
made a pre-selection by considering
our high quality requirements, we
run a very transparent and open
sourcing process to determine the
best candidate from a total cost of
ownership point of view.”
It is clear that this mindful yet
professional approach to working
practices feeds into an ethos that has
kept SCHOTT buoyant during even the
most testing of circumstances. “The
pandemic is an exceptional situation”
notes Dr Heinricht. “It shows us the
limits. But it has also made clear what
is and remains essential; sustainable
thinking and action. I can tell you that
we have mastered the path well so
far. We are in a strong position to look
ahead with confidence.
“We believe that glass offers
an extensive range of possibilities”
he concludes. “It is a material that
provides application potential for a
wide variety of markets. Raising this
potential is our explicit goal.”
Xensation, EVERIC, FIOLAX and
CERAN are registered trademarks
of SCHOTT AG
Further information:
SCHOTT AG, Mainz, Germany
tel:
+49 6131 660
web:
www.schott.com
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Beauty of the American market
Part of one of largest global glass manufacturers, Verescence North America
focuses on the US beauty market, producing glass bottles for leading brands
and retailers of fragrance, skin care and make-up products from its two facilities
in Georgia, USA. In an exclusive contribution for Glass Worldwide, Richard
McDonough reports on the rarefied business of working with major beauty players.

Mario Lopez, General Manager of Verescence
North America. (Photograph produced by Francisco
Arroyo and provided courtesy of Verescence.)

Verescence North America runs two
factories in the State of Georgia in
America. The business uses one
plant for glass production and the
second facility for decoration of glass
products. Sales revenue was $61 [£44]
million in 2019 and represented 15%
of overall sales at Verescence.
“Our business in the USA is
focused on sales in the United States”
stated Mario Lopez, General Manager
of Verescence North America.
“Born in the Glass Valley in France,
Verescence has been able to deploy
its glassmaking know-how across
the Atlantic from 1996, with the
construction of a glass manufacturing
site in Covington, Georgia” explained
Mr Lopez. “In 2002, we built a second
factory in Sparta, Georgia, dedicated
to decoration to provide better service
to our customers.
“Verescence North America is the
unique prestige glass manufacturer for
beauty in the USA, sourcing bottles
and jars for fragrance, skin care and
make-up with large and innovative
in-house decoration capabilities in
spray, silk screening, hot stamping,
pad printing, gluing, labelling, acid
etching, and assembling” continued
Mr Lopez. “Our glassmaking business
for luxury perfumery and cosmetics
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Verescence inaugurated the new furnace at its Covington plant in the USA on 3 June 2019. (Photograph produced by Brian David Barnard
and provided courtesy of Verescence.)

requires the development of specific
tools and machines that are unique
in the world. It is a niche market for
glass industry suppliers and we seek
strategic partnerships with the leaders
of each specialty to co-innovate
and co-develop specific equipment
adapted to our activity.”
The company supplies “all major
beauty players in the USA” such
as Estée Lauder, Victoria’s Secret,
Bath & Body Works, Revlon, L’Oréal,
Interparfums and Mary Kay, as well as
several indie brands, added Mr Lopez.
An engineer with a M.S. in
industrial engineering and an Advanced
Management Program from the IE
Business School in Madrid, Spain, Mr
Lopez has held a number of executive
positions in the glass industry over the
past two decades, including Production
Manager at Saint-Gobain (1998–2007),
Plant Manager at SGD Group (2007–
2010), and General Manager – Spain
at Verescence (2010–2019). In 2019
he became General Manager of
Verescence North America.

the 11,658m2 building. The Newton County (Georgia) Office
of Economic Development noted that the Verescence plant
in Covington is one of the ten largest employers in that
community. The facility includes one furnace (rated at 90tpd)
using oxy-combustion glass melting technology and four
glass production lines with an annual manufacturing capacity
of 100 million bottles. “We include Blow & Blow, Press &
Blow, Back Press; Feeder colouration; and Thermoluster
[creating an iridescent/rainbow effect on the glass] options
at Covington” stated Mr Lopez. “Bottero of Italy and Tiama
of France both provided equipment used at the Covington
facility.”
Environmental protections and sustainability are critical
to the operations at the Covington plant, where a new
(reconstructed) furnace was inaugurated on 3 June 2019.
“We reconstructed the furnace in 2019 with reduced

Covington facility

Located along Technology Drive,
the plant in Covington commenced
operations in 1996. According to
Verescence, 250 employees work in

The four glass production lines at Covington have an annual manufacturing
capacity of 100 million bottles. (Photograph produced by Brian David Barnard
and provided courtesy of Verescence.)
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energy consumption (reducing gas
consumption by 10%) as well as
greenhouse gas emissions” Mr Lopez
recounts. “These reductions not only
involved enhanced furnace technology,
but also affected the type of glass
produced that has an impact on
greenhouse gas emissions. That’s
why Verescence Covington will fully
dedicate its furnace to the production
of glass with 20% post-consumer
recycled glass sourced locally. The
furnace will be operational to produce
recycled glass at the end of 2021.
This year, we are also studying the
de-carbonisation of our electricity as
well as modifying water piping to use

recycled water for cullet cooling. The local cluster dynamic enabled
the integration this year of 80% of the bare glass sorting business.”
Recent investments by Verescence in its Covington facility
include “more than $400,000 [£289,000] to adapt the furnace to the
production of recycled glass in 2020–2021” said Mr Lopez. “We also
modernised the entire production area (hot and cold end) in 2019,
by making numerous improvements both in terms of technology
(latest generation IS machines [and] new automatic control machines)
and in working conditions. In addition, we also reconstructed the
furnace in June 2019 to increase it from 75 to 90 tonnes. This 15 ton
increase resulted in a 25% increase in capacity.”

Operations in Sparta

Verescence opened its facility in Sparta in 2002. According to the
firm, 220 employees work in the 8,361m2 building; the site has the
capacity to decorate 90 million glass bottles annually. Among the
services available at the Sparta facility are acid etching, gluing, hot

stamping, labelling, lacquering,
laser engraving, pad printing
and silk screening. Investments
at the Sparta plant include
a new hot-stamping line in
2020, new generation control
cameras and increased use of
3D printers.
Mr Lopez noted a
number of sustainability and
environmental efforts at the
Sparta facility, including ending
the use of solvent-based paints
(and reducing associated
VOC emissions) in 2019; the
recycling of non-decorated
scrap glass; and using variablespeed compressors to reduce
energy consumption during
non-peak production periods
by reducing air requirements.
The use of a closed water
system for the water curtain
and collection of overspray
(excess sprayed lacquer)
“eliminates the need for
continuous use of water in the
lacquering process, whilst the
use of closed circuit treatment
system for zero discharge into
the environment in the acidetching process” explained
Mr Lopez. “A partnership to
promote the establishment of
one of our lacquer suppliers in
the United States allowed us to
source 98.3% of our decoration
raw materials within the
southeastern part of the USA.”
In its Sustainability Report
Verescence claimed that “The
production of our decoration
tools on 3D printers in the
United States has made it
possible to replace the majority
of imports from Europe for this
category.”

Corporate Social
Responsibility

Verescence is proud of its
corporate social responsibility
efforts and its adherence to high
operational standards. In 2020,
Verescence North America
received the Platinum medal
from EcoVadis, the highest level
of recognition that distinguishes
the top 1% of the world’s
most advanced companies
in terms of Corporate Social
Responsibility. “Both American
factories comply with the
highest international standards:
ISO 9001 (Quality), ISO 22716
(GMP Cosmetics), ISO 14001
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Rebuilding the furnace at Covington reduced energy consumption as well as greenhouse gas emissions.
(Photograph produced by Brian David Barnard and provided courtesy of Verescence.)

(Environment), and ISO 45001 (Safety)”
said Mr Lopez.
“Whilst Europe is a champion of
recycling with efficient recycling channels
and strong governments policies, less
than 33% of glass bottles are recycled in
the USA; the rest goes to the landfill” he
observed. “At Verescence, we consider
glass as a renewable resource,” Mr
Lopez continued. “Our factories recycle
all scrap glass and we have been a
pioneer in recycled glass for Perfumery
and Cosmetics with our Verre Infini
(‘infinite glass’) that was launched in
France in 2008. We will be the first major
company to propose post-consumer
recycled glass worldwide for the beauty
industry in 2021, with our 20% PCR
glass manufactured in the USA starting
Q4 2021. We anticipate the same at
all Verescence sites. We also make it a
point of honour to ban the development
of a decoration technique that could
hinder the recyclability of glass. In this
way, we hope to contribute positively to
the increase of glass recycling.”

Covid-19 Pandemic

“During the height of the Covid-19
pandemic, Verescence North America
operated between 70 and 75% of its
business” reported Mr Lopez. “Due
to the executive order of the State of
Georgia, we had to shut down our
activities for a period of 30 days in
April 2020. However, our glass melting
teams remained active to maintain our
furnace as well as our logistics teams
to supply our customers still in activity.”
The Pandemic has “strongly
impacted travel retail with major
impact on fragrance” stated Mr Lopez.
“Business has been impacted by lower
demand in fragrance (down about
30%), partly offset by increasing needs
for glass in skin care and make-up.”
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Future Growth

“Whilst the Covid-19 pandemic will still
have an impact on our business during
Q1 2021, we expect sustainability
consciousness to move more items
to glass, mostly in skin care, and
the demand for more local sourcing
to generate growth” said Mr Lopez.
“We anticipate that growth in 2021
will catch back with growth to be at
the level of 2019 with several new
customers in our portfolio. We have
the ambition to stay on course for
our ‘Verescence 2022 – Forming the
Future’ project.”
According to the firm, this strategic
plan aims to make Verescence the
global reference in the sustainable
beauty industry and is structured
around sustainability in five ‘pillars’:
People First; Customer Excellence;
Competitiveness; One Verescence;
and New Territories.
The project is supported by a
planned €122 million investment
to improve industrial performance
focusing on automation and digitisation,
acceleration of innovation and corporate
social responsibility objectives.
In addition, Verescence is
continuing its workforce development
efforts in the USA.
“Georgia Piedmont Technical
College is proud to work with
Verescence to provide workforce
training through our Georgia
Apprenticeship Program” stated Dr
Irvin Clark, Vice President of Economic
Development at Georgia Piedmont
Technical College. “Working closely with
Verescence, our regional manufacturing
industry partners, and the Industrial
Development Authority of Newton
County, we have developed Georgia’s
first and only US Department of Laborregistered apprenticeship programme
that includes both Rockwell Automation

Investments at the Sparta plant include a new hot-stamping line in 2020, new
generation control cameras and increased use of 3D printers. (Photograph
produced by Brian David Barnard and provided courtesy of Verescence.)

and Georgia Piedmont Technical College curriculum. The
apprenticeship program, which is competency-based, is three
years in length and is facilitated in a hybrid format with classes
taking place virtually and at Georgia Piedmont Technical
College Advanced Manufacturing Center in Newton County.”
These workforce efforts along with the investments
made in new equipment during recent years and future
enhancements planned by Verescence North America
indicate that the two plants in the State of Georgia will
continue to play key roles in the global glass business. l
Verre Infini is a registered trademark of Verescence
The March/April issue of Glass Worldwide featured an
exclusive interview with Hélène Marchand, General Manager
of Verescence France. The article can be read in the Digital
Archive (sponsored by FIC) at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Verescence Covington intends to dedicate its furnace to the production of glass
with 20% locally-sourced PCR glass. (Photograph produced by John Tilson and
provided courtesy of Verescence.)
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Supplier Focus

Focused leadership
sizes up global strategy
Glaston’s search for a new President and CEO to lead the diversified flat glass
processing machinery specialist ended when Anders Dahlblom took office at
the company’s headquarters in Helsinki, Finland at the start of this year. Glass
Worldwide caught up with him in March to discuss the flat glass business and
its prospects as the industry responds to challenges posed by the pandemic.
industry insights and a sharp focus on
sustainability hold Mr Dahlblom in good
stead for running a glass equipment
company that operates globally.

Commission” [as part of the Renovation Wave for Europe
strategy that aims to double annual energy renovation rates
in the next ten years].

Renewed strategy
Sustainability as a main driver

Anders Dahlblom: “Including the customer experience
at the core of our journey is a must. We want them
to fully benefit from the new Glaston’s advantages.”

Prior to acing the Glaston recruitment
process Anders Dahlblom spent over
18 years in the insulation business,
first at Paroc Group where he held,
among others, the positions of CFO
(2006) and Managing Director (2018).
In early 2019 he then became Vice
President and Managing Director of
the European insulation business at
Owens Corning which had acquired
Paroc at the beginning of 2018.
From this background marked by
various changes in private equity
ownership, Mr Dahlblom maintains
a strong focus on value creation.
“Increasing a company’s value leads to
addressing issues like top line growth,
operational excellence, continuous
improvement, etc.” he comments. In
addition, the insulation business and
the glass industry share a common
link with the construction sector “as
buildings account for roughly 40% of
energy consumption and some 35%
of CO2 emissions” he notes. Hence
Mr Dahlblom’s full awareness of the
critical role and potential of glass in
the sustainability equation. Along
with the international experience of
leadership and integration processes
that he gained in a US corporation,
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What has Mr Dahlblom’s fresh look
at the glass industry revealed to
him? “From a technology perspective,
I have been amazed by the extensive
scope of glass which meets a growing
range of requirements, including
sustainability” he responds. “Not
only for construction but for solar
energy, specific industries and cars
where the glazed area is increasing
through displays etc. It is probably no
coincidence that we meet many glass
professionals with very long careers:
they are moved by passion for this
material and enjoy a lot of existing
opportunities that AI will reinforce.”
Sustainability will be “the main
driver of growth for Glaston” believes
Mr Dahlblom. “In Europe alone, 35
million buildings could be renovated
by 2030 according to the European

To succeed a business must have a clear long-term strategy
and this is Mr Dahlblom’s first priority this year. The task
requires understanding where the company stands now
and where it wants to get to in a few years’ time through a
value creation process. This includes defining the main focus
areas to deliver the best value proposition to customers and
harnessing a team with clearly aligned objectives and shared
expectations to achieve the target.
This strategy also has to be shaped around the new farreaching potential resulting from the acquisition of Bystronic
glass [provider of machinery, systems and services for glass
processing] in 2019. Through this merger of two similar
companies operating in the same area of activity, the new
Glaston has strengthened its global reach while substantially
extending its product and service offering to customers. The
company now has a Heat Treatment and Insulating Glass
business for architectural glass, together with an Automotive
and Display business providing Heat Treatment and Preprocessing.
In the first phase of the integration process which took
place in 2020, Glaston worked on streamlining the new group
and reducing costs by tackling the overlapping functions

Anders Dahlblom: “We should really orient our innovative efforts towards the needs of our (customers’) customers rather than having a
pure technological perspective, which is a challenge for many strong engineering companies.”
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Supplier Focus
and locations. “There were painful
measures related to job cutting but this
essential task led to synergy savings
which exceeded our initial forecasts and
consolidated our competitiveness” Mr
Dahlblom explains. The second phase
of the integration is now underway, with
most staff located in Finland, Germany,
Switzerland and China.
“Internally, it is about implementing
our culture, values and ways of working
(based on the same key performance
indicators to measure our work)
throughout the new group and utilising
the full potential of the integration” says
Mr Dahlblom. “But we have to include
the customer experience at the core
of this journey: how to make sure that
our (current and potential) customers
are aware of our enhanced value
proposition and can fully benefit from
the new Glaston’s advantages.”

No technology leadership
without digitalisation

In line with its ambition to remain
an innovative technology leader,
Glaston has pursued developments
in digitalisation over the past few
years. In the company’s view, artificial
intelligence and management of big
data are helping customers in different
ways. Not only does digitalisation in
the machinery sector allow for greater
cost control through more automation,
it also contributes to stabilising the
quality of production. “Not forgetting its
beneficial effect on energy efficiency”
adds Mr Dahlblom.
When it comes to services,
digitalisation makes it possible to
solve technical problems through
downloadable applications, to carry
out service work or spare parts
installation through virtual engineering
assistance or to engage in predictive
maintenance. “In the latter example,
the customer’s system is connected to

ours and notifies us when an operation
is required” explains Mr Dahlblom. This
moves in the direction of customerdriven innovation: “We should really
orient our innovative efforts towards
the needs of our (customers’)
customers rather than having a pure
technological perspective, which is a
challenge for many strong engineering
companies” he admits.

The effects of Covid

With regards to Glaston’s performance
in 2020, the pandemic seriously affected
its business in different ways. The first
impact came from travel restrictions:
“Despite our extensive global network,
we do not have a physical presence
everywhere, which made it difficult to
install machines or perform services
in many cases. On the other hand,
our people have worked hard to make
installations in due time, sometimes
also by using remote instruction,
and we have been able to fulfill our
commitments towards our customers
and suppliers” says Mr Dahlblom.
Due to the economic downturn
in 2020, some customers in the
construction industry also reduced
their investment expenditure by up
to 50%, causing investments to be
postponed. “Indeed, the architectural
sector, especially the commercial
buildings, suffered from a reduced
activity, while there was a robust
demand in the residential sector
globally, especially in the US” notes Mr
Dahlblom. “In parallel, the production
of cars was down by around 35%.”
All together, this meant a decrease
in Glaston’s net sales and operating
profit (EBITA) in 2020 of 17% and 36%,
respectively. Thanks to prompt actions
to adapt its operations to market
demand and implemented synergies to
reduce fixed costs the company could
contain, to some extent, the impact of

Double- or triple-glazed insulating glass units and coated, low-emissivity glass,
both processed using Glaston technology, are key solutions for energy-efficient
window renovation.

the pandemic on results, “But a tangible recovery was in sight
at the end of the year, resulting in a higher-than-expected
order intake” reports Mr Dahlblom. He is also mindful of a
lesson in efficiency learned during the pandemic period:
smarter ways of working with colleagues and customers
have emerged that don’t require long and costly travel.

Positive outlook for 2021

Following the positive trends observed in late 2020, the first
weeks of 2021 indicated a progressive recovery for both the
machines and services business throughout 2021. Based
on these encouraging signs and without real visibility on the
evolution of the pandemic, Mr Dahlblom cautiously expects
that Glaston’s sales and profit will improve in comparison
with last year.
In the shorter term, Glaston looks forward to bringing
together a large number of stakeholders from the glass
industry at the GPD Finland 2021 (Glass Performance Days),
which are scheduled for 20–22 October. It is expected that
this Glaston-organised event will compensate for restrictions
on the exhibition and audience size with creative solutions. l

Artificial intelligence and management of big data are helping customers in
different ways.

Glaston has now a Heat Treatment and Insulating Glass business for architectural glass and an Automotive
and Display business providing Heat Treatment and Pre-processing.
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Further information:
Glaston Corporation, Helsinki, Finland
tel:
+358 10 500 500
email: info@glaston.net
web: www.glaston.net
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On the Spot

On the Spot…
Oscar Verheijen

Preferred
journal of
GlassTrend

Celebrating its 20th anniversary this year, GlassTrend is a consortium
of worldwide operating industries and institutes working in the field of
glass and glass production. Having taken over as Chairman in January 2021,
Oscar Verheijen spoke to Glass Worldwide, preferred journal of GlassTrend, about the
organisation’s aims to co-ordinate research and development activities to improve the
competitive strength of glass industries, its suppliers and customers.
GW: How would you summarise
GlassTrend’s role in the international
glass community?
GlassTrend is acknowledged globally
as the international platform addressing
the key (technological) challenges and
potential solutions of the glass industry.
GlassTrend brings together state-ofthe-art technology providers and glass
companies seeking technological
innovations.
In addition, GlassTrend provides
access to facilities to develop technologies
in a joint cost-sharing environment. The
technology development in combination
with knowledge sharing by means of
seminars creates the valuable forum
GlassTrend aims for. Last but not least,
GlassTrend also has an important social
role in organising events at which the
global glass industry gathers to build
and strengthen relations and even more
importantly, friendships.
GW: What are the recent
organisational changes to the boards
of GlassTrend?
After being a member of the GlassTrend
Advisory Board for seven years, I
succeeded Anne-Jans Faber as Chairman
of GlassTrend. In addition, we implemented
some organisational changes.
Since its start, GlassTrend has been

managed by the Managing Board, supported by the
Advisory Board comprising lately 10 Board members.
As both Boards were working together more closely in
recent years, merging the two into one overall Board
was a logical step. One of the key tasks of the (new)
GlassTrend Board is the definition of the GlassTrend
events and GlassTrend R&D projects. To spot new
challenges for the glass industry early, the GlassTrend
Board felt that it is necessary to be even more closely
connected to the various glass applications. For this
reason, we have addressed specific ‘ambassador’ roles
for GlassTrend Board members, including ambassadors
for float glass, container glass and specialty glass. At a
later stage, ambassadors for other glass types might join.
Because a significant proportion of GlassTrend
members are suppliers to the glass industry, a ‘supplier
ambassador’ has also been designated. Finally, to
reach out better to initiatives and organisations in the
various regions, regional ambassador roles have been
defined covering the USA, Europe and Asia. These
organisational changes will support further embedding
and growth of GlassTrend in the glass community.
Therefore, in addition to my role as Chairman, the
board now consists of:
• Sven Kahl (Ardagh Glass): EU ambassador
• Terutaka Maehara (AGC): Asian ambassador
• Bruno Purnode (Owens Corning): US ambassador
• Estela Alejandro (Vidrala): Container glass
ambassador
• Mathieu Hubert (Corning): Speciality glass and ICG
ambassador
• Hande Sesigur (Sisecam): Flat glass ambassador
• Hans van Limpt (Sibelco): Supplier ambassador

Alongside Ivana Popović, Oscar Verheijen moderated the GlassTrend spring seminar in March 2021 that focused on technological
developments in energy-intensive industries.
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GW: What level of expertise
does this board bring to the
organisation?
The members of the GlassTrend
Board represent an enormous level
of experience in the field of glass
production and applied research
and development. This enables
GlassTrend to address the right
topics for knowledge sharing and
build-up, both from the perspective
of short-term process improvement
and medium- to long-term innovations
guiding us towards sustainable glass
manufacturing.
The GlassTrend Board also covers
the various glass types, each with their
specific needs and challenges to learn
from each other. The intrinsic love of
glass shared by all Board members
creates a highly motivated group,
eager to find solutions for the key
challenges faced by the glass industry.
GW: What are the main objectives
of GlassTrend?
The main objectives of GlassTrend
comprise the initiation, development
and execution of technological
innovations to support the glass
industry in meeting its increasingly
stringent requirements on quality,
emissions and sustainability. These
innovations are envisioned via joint
development projects and knowledge
sharing via the well known GlassTrend
events.
GW: What is CelSian’s role as
facilitator?
CelSian, formerly known as TNO
Glass Group, was involved in starting
GlassTrend in 2001. My former
colleague Ruud Beerkens was the
driving force in realising this global
platform that has grown to over
50 members in recent years. From
the start of GlassTrend, CelSian
together with the GlassTrend Board,
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On the Spot
sessions, including demonstrations,
group tasks and quizzes that run into
the cosy welcome drink, lunches and
relaxing diners. Luckily, we have been
able to maintain this atmosphere
throughout the virtual events by
active participation of GlassTrend
members in these events. However,
we look forward in connecting again
face-to-face to enjoy gastronomy and
friendship.

Oscar Verheijen became chairman of GlassTrend in January 2021.

has managed GlassTrend by organising events and precompetitive consortium projects.
Since its start, the GlassTrend Board has been chaired
by four CelSian employees: Ruud Beerkens (2001–2014),
Joris Goossens (2014), Anne-Jans Faber (2014–2020) and
Oscar Verheijen (since 2021).
GW: How has GlassTrend adapted its activities during
the Covid-19 pandemic?
Traditionally, GlassTrend organises seminars twice a year,
one of which is denoted as a stand-alone event, with
access only for GlassTrend members, while the other is
connected to international glass conference. Generally,
stand-alone GlassTrend events are hosted on-site by a
GlassTrend member.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the scheduled two day
event hosted by Sibelco (Belgium) had to be converted into
a two day virtual event.
To remain connected to the glass industry in this
challenging period, GlassTrend intensified its events with a
webinar series, during which invited speakers were given
the floor for a one hour session presenting roadmaps and
technologies. Despite the drawback of not being able to
have a beer with the GlassTrend community at associated
social events, the virtual events enabled more employees
of GlassTrend members to participate in the events, further
spreading the activities of GlassTrend throughout the glass
industry.
GlassTrend events are famous for their interactive

GW: Where is GlassTrend
currently prioritising its R&D
efforts?
Currently, GlassTrend is focusing
on all technologies to improve the
sustainability of glass production,
emphasising process development
for the use of an increased share
of (green) electricity and hydrogen,
reduced CO2 process emissions by
implementation of alternative raw
materials and sensor development
enabling improved control of glass
production.
GW: What is GlassTrend’s
policy on collaborative industry
initiatives aimed at revolutionising
glass manufacture, such as the
CelSian / DNV GL hydrogen
initiative, BV Glas’ HyGlass
project, Glass Futures and FEVE’s
Furnace of the Future?
GlassTrend is open to collaboration
with the various initiatives working on
revolutionising glass production. As
the glass industry is relatively small
within the energy-intensive industries
but has its very specific challenges
in improving sustainability, it should
align and co-operate to make the
required change feasible within the
short time span we have available.

Oscar Verheijen chairing the GlassTrend Seminar on flue gas emissions from glass furnaces in Haarlem, the Netherlands in April 2017.
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GW: In general, how open is
GlassTrend to collaboration with
other industry bodies such as ATIV,
DGG, ICG, GMIC and SGT etc?
GlassTrend has co-operated with
various industry bodies in organising
seminars for the glass industry globally.
During these joint events, GlassTrend
focused on the glass technology-

GlassTrend members:
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AB-InBev
Air Liquide
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Asahi Glass Corporation
AGR (American Glass Research)
Allied Glass Containers Ltd
Arc
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Calumite Co llc
Celsian Glass & Solar
Corning Inc
Eurotherm by Schneider Electric
Fives
German Floatglass
Technology GmbH
Glass Service a.s.
Glass Service Srl
Guardian Glass
Harbison Walker International
Henry F Teichmann Inc
HORN Glass Industries
HVG-DGG
Johns Manville
Johnson Matthey
Knauf
Libbey Glass
Nadir
NEG
Owens-Illinois
Owens Corning
Pilkington
Linde
Quarzwerke
RHI Refractories
Rio Tinto
RWTH
Saint-Gobain
Saverglass
Schott AG
SGD Pharma
Sibelco
Siemens
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Şişecam
Nikolaus Sorg GmbH & Co KG
STARA Glass
Stazione Sperimental del Vetro
Stoelzle Glass Group
TAIYO NIPPON SANSO Co.
Verallia
Vetropack
Vidrala
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oriented sessions. It has always been
a pleasure to make a success of these
events wherever they are located. Next
to the aforementioned glass-related
events, GlassTrend is also looking
for opportunities outside of the glass
industry to learn from developments
in other energy-intensive industries
including for example the steel,
aluminium and cement industries.
In the past, we staged a GlassTrend
seminar dedicated to sensor
applications in other industries and
in March 2021 we organised a virtual
seminar ‘Application of sustainable
technologies in energy-intensive
industries’, continuing our wish to
implement new sustainable solutions.

Focused on relevant themes, GlassTrend seminars are attended by engineering and R&D leaders from the international glass industry.

GW: What role do seminars and
meetings play in the GlassTrend
organisation?
The seminars are vital for GlassTrend,
as they are the basis for building
friendship and co-operation throughout
the glass industry. They provide
GlassTrend members with easy access
to state-of-the-art technologies and
the key companies active in the
various important aspects of glass
production. Next to sustainability,
knowledge transfer is one of the major
objectives of GlassTrend.

and GlassTrend on 4 November 2021, taking place the day
after the Glass Problems Conference in Columbus, Ohio (USA).
In 2021 GlassTrend and a working group will join forces
in the field of European-subsidised projects. Applying for
an EU-funded project is an intensive process of building
a consortium and defining an excellent proposal. As
GlassTrend covers all glass sectors and their suppliers and
is well distributed geographically, it can serve as a basis for
EU-funded projects. Via the working group, we aim to make
this process more efficient by co-operating and learning from
each other. In addition to the aforementioned events and
depending on the Covid situation, we will schedule other
activities to keep the glass industry closely connected in this
period of remote work.

GW: How successful are the
ongoing series of TEDx-like
webinars?
The webinar series has been a great
success, as it enabled the glass
industry to remain connected, while
sometimes being very isolated working
from remote locations. It kept on
offering the glass industry relevant
knowledge to use on a daily basis and
to allow technology suppliers reach out
to glass producers. This reason and
the large attendance list convinced us
to prolong this webinar series in 2021
and we expect that it will remain a
GlassTrend activity that a large number
of GlassTrend member employees can
easily access.

GW: How many members does GlassTrend have and
which industry sectors are represented?
Currently GlassTrend has 54 members including
representation of the container glass, float glass, specialty
glass, domestic glass, glass wool, fibre glass and lighting
industries. In addition, suppliers are well represented,
covering about 50% of the GlassTrend community, including
suppliers of refractory, furnaces, gas, raw materials,
sensors and process automation technologies. Finally,
various knowledge institutes complete the broad variety of
GlassTrend member competences.

GW: What are the current plans for
events in 2021?
Because of the ongoing Covid-19
pandemic, probably most GlassTrend
activities will be organised virtually. We
will continue with the monthly webinars
and will extend the number of (virtual)
seminars to at least four, covering
topics including ‘learning from other
energy-intensive industries’, ‘emission
reduction’, ‘sustainability’ and ‘process
automation’. The last item will be the
topic of the joint symposium of GMIC

GW: What could GlassTrend members contribute more
to assist in the consortium achieving its goals?
We are always very pleased when GlassTrend members
pro-actively participate in events and projects, as this is the
basis of GlassTrend. GlassTrend offers an open atmosphere
that is highly appreciated by members and enables open
discussion and sharing experiences. Any ideas to further
develop GlassTrend and/or propose ideas for seminar,
lectures and events are welcome.
Despite the fact that we are prohibited from meeting
together these days, the virtual events have opened GlassTrend
to the participation of many more attendees from the various
GlassTrend members that support the GlassTrend platform.
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GW: Are you actively looking to grow the membership?
On a continuous basis we are searching for new members
to steadily grow. In this way, we can better jointly define
the most relevant topics and projects for glass industry for
co-operation. This creates a solid basis to further improve the
glass industry for a sustainable glass production process.

GW: And how could the industry
do more to support the efforts of
GlassTrend?
As GlassTrend has the platform and
capabilities to share knowledge,
expertise and capabilities, we are
pleased when the industry (including
institutes, branch organisations etc)
reaches out to GlassTrend in the case
of any specific needs and/or requests
to be of support. GlassTrend aims to
be the frontrunner in addressing the
challenges and potential solutions
for upcoming legislation such as
sustainability and zero-polluting
production plants. To be more readily
linked to these needs, we defined the
ambassador roles in the GlassTrend
Board accompanying this.
GW: What is your vision for
GlassTrend in the future?
I see GlassTrend as the globallyacknowledged frontrunner in
addressing the key challenges for the
glass industry worldwide. GlassTrend
also enables the development of
technologies required to cope with
these challenges. This will be done
in co-operation (glass producing
companies, suppliers etc.) on a
cost-sharing basis. In addition, to
anticipate the circular economy
ambitions, I expect GlassTrend to
extend from a focus on the hot part
of glass melting to more downstream
processing, providing an overall
view on (the sustainability of) glass
melting. l

Further information:
GlassTrend, Eindhoven,
the Netherlands
tel:
+31 402 490 100
email: glasstrend@celsian.nl
web: www.glasstrend.nl
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Renaissance man on a mission
Managing Director of MKD32, recently elected President of British Glass, and Court
Assistant of the Worshipful Company of Glass Sellers of London – Matthew Demmon’s
CV charts an unusually varied career progression encompassing every glass sector and
including recycling, commercial and operational areas. He talks to Glass Worldwide about
his current roles and his plans to recruit more cheerleaders for the glass industry.

Matthew Demmon.

After obtaining a degree in chemical
engineering, Matthew Demmon got
his first job in glass at Rockware Glass
in Knottingley in 1988 (now part of
the Ardagh Group). Two years as a
Graduate Trainee on a project to build
a new batch plant and furnace led to
promotion to Furnace Engineer before
he moved on to Rockware’s Irvine
plant as Batch and Furnace Manager.
“I’ve been a batch and furnace man
ever since!” declares Mr Demmon.
In 1996 he went to work for Dema
Glass, initially as Batch and Furnace
Manager before progressing to a
group role overseeing activities at the
Chesterfield plant that made drinking
glasses.
In 2000 he joined Guardian Glass,
where, as Hot End Superintendent, he
had “a lot of influence” on the design
of the furnace at the new flat glass
factory in Goole. “When I drive past
the plant now, I still think of it as ‘my
furnace’” confides Mr Demmon.
The next challenge was to work for
Quinn Glass (now Encirc) in 2005 as
Batch and Furnace Manager at its new
factory in Cheshire. “In my short time
there I got to oversee the construction
of the second furnace which was very
similar to Guardian’s in Goole, tweaked
for container glass instead of flat glass
of course” recounts Mr Demmon.
In 2006 he joined UK glass
recycling company Recresco as Area
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The Guardian Glass plant in Goole, East Yorkshire. Matthew Demmon was heavily involved during the planning and construction phases in
the early 2000s (image: Guardian Glass).

Manager, working on building and
operating a new recycling plant and
three years later took this know-how
to Viridor where “we had the chance
to build a new factory in Sheffield that
focused purely on recycling glass” says
Mr Demmon. His first commercial role,
as Viridor’s Trading Sales Manager
(Glass), eventually led Mr Demmon
to set up his own company, MKD32
Ltd in 2013, where he is Managing
Director.
A UK-based glass merchant
and consultancy, MKD32 works with
Scottish manufacturers to procure
waste glass, predominantly containers,
for export to European glass recyclers.
“I now have five sites in Scotland
where we store glass” elaborates
Mr Demmon. “We have the Rosyth
Dock which goes to the Netherlands,
Leith, Ayr and Clydebank which go
to Portugal and we have space in
Glasgow where we take glass from
pubs, clubs and restaurants. We also
do a little of flat glass, but flat glass

recycling needs to evolve and it’s a difficult one – we need to
follow examples like recycling for electrical equipment where
we pay upfront for recycling when we buy something, it
goes into the system and gets recycled properly.”

On recycling

Quizzed on the current status of glass recycling in his
sectors, Mr Demmon believes that it is going “reasonably
well”, noting that “We consistently hit the targets that are set
for us within the British Producer Responsibility regime but
there’s a lot to do to achieve the industry ambitions for this
decade”.
As glass representative of the Advisory Committee on
Packaging, Mr Demmon works with other industry experts
with a specific interest in packaging and packaging waste
to advise and make recommendations to the government
to assist with its policy development on packaging reuse,
recovery and recycling.
“What we are trying to do is to move those targets
up faster so that by 2030 we hit 90% collection from
recycling” he explains. “I do believe that is credible. And
when we hit that target, we need a remelt-to-market target,
otherwise it might get collected but might not end up being
recycled properly – that is a real risk because the scheme
administrator may look for the cheapest way to deal with
the glass rather than the most environmentally appropriate
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way… so we need a remelt target and an increasing and evolving
target to go alongside the recycling and collection targets.”
On 18 March British Glass spoke in front of a parliamentary
committee to raise concerns that the inclusion of glass beverage
packaging in the government’s proposed Deposit Return Scheme
(DRS) would lead to an increase in plastic packaging and limit the
sector’s ability to recycle glass back into bottles and jars.
Mr Demmon is similarly minded that glass does not require a
separate DRS; “Proper Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR)
with consistent collections, good messaging and high targets
will bring the desired results” he maintains. “But if we have a
DRS it should be a digital scheme as that offers so many more
advantages moving forward. For example, there can be so much
learned from having a QR code on the container and there are
trials taking place in Northern Ireland and Wales… but England is
behind and new laws need to be introduced.”
Different consumption patterns precipitated by the Covid-19
pandemic have had a knock-on effect on recycling, observes Mr
Demmon. “We’ve seen tremendous levels of recycling because
in my view the kerbside system works and when people are at
home – they use it. So we have loads of materials including glass
coming through the recycling system and I do have concerns
that when we return to normal there will be a lot more waste lost
from the recycling system… I suspect that this period has been
a really good advert for EPR and consistent collections. It’s been
an interesting time but we probably won’t get a real feel for the
numbers until the autumn.”

British Glass

At the start of 2021 Mr Demmon became President of British
Glass – the result of a unanimous vote at the company’s Annual
General Meeting. “I am really surprised and proud to have been
asked [to be President]” he says, modestly; “and I will do my best
to make the most of it. This is a great industry that I have loved
working in and I am very proud to now be the President of the
sector’s trade body in Britain.”
Mr Demmon has substantial history with the representative
body for the UK glass industry, having been involved with British
Glass since the late 1990s and joining its board shortly after setting
up MKD32 in 2013. “I felt I fitted the profile because I represent
a different sort of company to most of the board” he explains.
“It’s good to have a set of people with different skills so it’s more
like an industry council. With my unique career progression in the
hollow glass, flat glass, specialty glass, recycling, commercial and
operational areas, I can easily take off my current company hat and
am now in position to provide greater influence.”
With a key objective to promote the glass industry for the
greater good, the trade association is still “really relevant” stresses
Mr Demmon. “It is enormously helpful to have a central body”
he opines. “In fact, us leading in the foundation sector is a good
demonstration of the benefit of having a trade association.
“We also need to continue to promote glass as the great
sector it is” he continues. “It’s so diverse and leading edge in many
ways that is a real example to other industries.”
The UK still represents a cost-effective manufacturing hub
for glass production in the long-term, believes Mr Demmon,
particularly given that glass is a product that “doesn’t travel very far
and containers and flat glass really need to be made local to their
own market.”
Brexit has given the association “new focus on trade that
hasn’t really been a high profile issue before” he asserts, “So we
are working with governments for the latest updates and can also
feed back industry concern.”
A respected association with the ear of important
governmental bodies, British Glass is well-placed to communicate
the glass sector’s values and interests, whether that be in

www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Personality Profile

Steve Severs, Managing Director of Saint-Gobain Glass Industry UK and immediate past president of British
Glass with current president Matthew Demmon at the Court and Livery Dinner of the Worshipful Company of
Glass Sellers of London at Grocers Hall, London in September 2019.

Matthew Demmon being awarded the Fellowship of the Society in 2013 by the
Society of Glass Technology’s then President Russell Hand.

Parliament or on a more lowkey platform. “In the past, there
seemed to be a struggle with the
various government departments
understanding our point of view, but
Dave Dalton, British Glass CEO, has
done an excellent job in increasing
British Glass’ profile over the years and
has turned it around so that there is
much more positive dialogue” says Mr
Demmon.
British Glass’s annual Glass Focus
conference and awards ceremony that
celebrates outstanding achievement in
the glass sector is a notable example
of positive PR. “With the event having
to go virtual in 2020, it attracted the
most international interest ever and has

Worshipful Company of Glass Sellers

grown even more in importance”
Mr Demmon reports.
A primary focus of his tenure
as British Glass President will be
to attract new members from the
supply chain. “Glass manufacturers
are well represented but members
from the supply chain could be even
better represented in our membership
and that will be a priority during my
presidency” he states. “There are
many benefits [to being a member]
but you only get out what you put in.
My message to members is to get
involved and you will get a lot back.
We are looking at ways to get more
members involved and to increase the
value even more.”

In 2014 Mr Demmon became a liveryman of the Worshipful
Company of Glass Sellers of London.
“Dave Dalton is a liveryman and introduced me to the
company” recounts Mr Demmon. “I took my Freedom of
the City of London in 2014 and after becoming a liveryman,
progressed quite quickly to a Court Assistant. I have found
being part of Glass Sellers to be very rewarding.”
Mr Demmon now serves on the Glass Committee,
chaired by Marketing and Business Consultant Maria
Chanmugam and linking to the industrial glass sector,
describing it as being “a real mover in recent times”.
It is beneficial to UK glass manufacturing to have
representatives from the sector in the livery company,
believes Mr Demmon. “In addition to Dave Dalton, other
industry stalwarts such as Richard Katz, Barbara Beadman,
John Clark, David Wilkinson, Paul McLavin, Stephen
Pollock-Hill, Dave Fordham and Frazer Campbell are
active liverymen” he notes. “And of course, The Worshipful
Company of Glass Sellers is a partner of Glass Futures and
Glass Worldwide too and with such strong links to the city
we will be a firm supporter of the proposed United Nations
International Year of Glass 2022” – a project organised by
The International Commission on Glass, the Community
of Glass Associations and ICOM-Glass to underline the
technological, scientific and economic importance of glass.
The Company is also a supporter of British Glass’s Glass
Focus annual awards and is “always looking to strengthen
such cooperation” adds Mr Demmon. “Glass Sellers needs
to continue in this direction of becoming more and more
relevant” he concludes. l
Further information:
MKD32 Ltd, Christleton, UK
web: www.mkd32.co.uk
British Glass, Sheffield, UK
web: www.britglass.org.uk

Matthew Demmon presenting the Apprentice of the Year award (sponsored by the Worshipful Company of
Glass Sellers of London) to O-I’s Gareth Owen at the Glass Focus Awards 2018.
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Worshipful Company of Glass Sellers of London,
London, UK
web: www.glass-sellers.co.uk
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Society of Glass Technology

Join the worldwide network of interests
centred on making glass great
The Society of Glass Technology exists to serve people who are
interested in the production, properties or uses of glasses, whether
from a commercial, aesthetic, academic or technical viewpoint.
It is a non-profit making organisation serving a worldwide membership
publishing journals and text books, organising meetings and
conferences on glass related topics.
You can now join the SGT by going to www.sgt.org and selecting your
journal choice and appropriate package. You will also be able to see the
comprehensive history and activities of the society.

Serving the Glass Community for more than a century

www.sgt.org +44 (0) 114 263 4455

9 Churchill Way, Chapeltown, Sheffield, S35 2PY, UK
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Choose tomorrow, today
Preferred
As preferred journal of FEVE, the European Federation of glass
journal
packaging makers, Glass Worldwide spoke with Adeline Farrelly,
of FEVE
Secretary General, and Arnaud Aujouannet, Chairman of FEVE’s
Market Place Committee and Chief Sales Marketing Officer at O-I, about
some of the organisation’s latest initiatives including Furnace for the Future,
Future Made Clear, the Glass Hallmark, Close the Glass Loop and Friends of Glass.
works with them to achieve climate and environmental goals.
We want to convince opinion makers, brands, retailers and
the citizens too – who are after all our ultimate customers
– of all the efforts being done and ask them to continue
to trust in glass as the healthy and reliably sustainable
packaging. And by the way as an aside – it’s not the first
industrial transition in our 3000 year lifespan but it is among
one of the most consequential. For the history buffs we tell
our industry’s life story in a very nice short film produced by
a UK film producer [search for ‘A line in the sand, FEVE’ on
YouTube]. I highly recommend a viewing.

Adeline Farrelly is Secretary General at FEVE.

Arnaud Aujouannet is Chairman of FEVE’s Market Place
Committee and Chief Sales Marketing Officer at O-I.

GW: What can you tell us about
FEVE’s new marketing and
advocacy strategy that the industry
has just launched?
Adeline Farrelly: What’s new? Well our
new content and expanding to new
audiences will be ‘brand nouveau’!
We are building on our successful
Friends of Glass foundations and
expanding outwards. Our Friends
of Glass community has grown
incredibly since our launch in 2009
and we reached well over 50 million
consumers last year. We also have
just expanded Friends of Glass into
the US in partnership with the Glass
Packaging Institute (GPI). Growing our
target audiences also means we are
enlarging our content. Expect a lot of
talk about our big flagship projects,
Close the Glass Loop and the Furnace
for the Future. It’s such an exciting
story to tell everyone about one of the
most important industrial transitions
in our history. So no surprise then
that our new marketing and advocacy
strategy will embrace our next
transition to climate neutral production
of glass packaging. This means we

can offer our customers a sustainable
packaging solution now and in the
future and we want them to know that.
It is also to reassure policy makers that
we have a climate neutral and circular
production pathway for our sector.
They welcome when the industry

GW: Is the industry’s future on solid foundations and
what are the prevailing market conditions?
Adeline Farrelly: Yes, I think so despite the awful year we
have just had and the fact this is likely to continue for some
time. Everyone is suffering. But we are not doing too badly
because our industry is a key partner for the essential
EU food, beverage and pharmaceutical sectors as well
as cosmetics and perfumery. Current consumer trends
on health and wellness awareness are also favourable to
glass. Consumers are looking for healthy, hygienic and
safe packaging for food and drinks. Glass is benefiting too
as the ‘at home’ dining experience is elevated during this
pandemic, and where we see people want to go back to
trusted brands and materials as a reaction to the anti-plastic

The glass hallmark initiative was launched online on 24 November 2020.
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Advanced Staking Technology Decreases Chain Elongation.
At Ramsey, we use a proprietary staking
process to head our Sentry 2-Pin chains.
Unlike laser-welded chains, this staking
method does not add extra heat to the
links and pins. This means that the pins
and links are the same hardness
throughout. The result is a chain that
wears consistently with minimal
elongation, and a longer life.
Sentry 2-Pin chains are available in ½”
and 1” extended pitch and run on
standard sprockets.

Contact Ramsey at
www.ramseychain.com
sales@ramseychain.com
(704) 394-0322
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Associations
sentiment. We are proud and thankful
to our employees who work hard
to continue to supply the essential
sectors during the Covid crisis, and
now our pharma packaging producers
are all hands on deck to make the vials
for the Coronavirus vaccines which
must be packed in glass.
Glass continues to be the
unquestioned leader in wines and
sparkling wines, spirits, beer and cider
and it ranks third among packaging
materials across all food and beverage
sectors, with more than 80 billion
bottles, jars and flacons produced
each year. If we just take items
generally packed in glass, glass has
enabled extra EU exports of around
€250 billion in 2019. This implies
glass containers and items packed in
glass drive more additional EU export
earnings than plastics, resins and
pellets, organic chemicals, or aircraft.
It is the preferred packaging material of
91% of European consumers and 51%
have declared they buy more products
in glass packaging than three years
ago. I think that all adds up to a very
sound basis to build from.
GW: Mr Aujouannet, as Chairman
of FEVE’s Market Place Committee,
you have been closely involved
in the creation of the European
glass container industry’s new
communication strategy. What are
the key elements of this strategy
and how is it aiming to underpin
and provide enhanced visibility
to the collective efforts being
made by the industry in terms of
innovation and sustainability?
Arnaud Aujouannet: ‘Future Made
Clear’ is a communication platform that
addresses brands, retailers, consumers
and policy makers in a more integrated
way. The common objective is to
increase the choice of glass packaging
by highlighting the vast benefits of
glass to each stakeholder group in
a more targeted, more relevant and
more impactful way. One common
important thread across all audiences is

sustainability. This is why we also intend
to communicate the glass industry’s
extensive sustainability achievements
and its pathway into the future. Lastly,
we are eager to create collaboration
opportunities with interested partners to
jointly communicate with consumers.
One perfect illustration of this
is the newly created glass hallmark.
This is a symbol that visually brings
to life the unique benefits of glass:
natural ingredients; 100% endlessly
recyclable; virtually inert. It is intended
to be positioned on jars and bottles to
bring awareness of these benefits to
every consumer. It also symbolises the
sustainability partnership between the
glass industry, the food and beverage
brands we serve, and any other
interested stakeholders.
We will create a one-stop shop
website to offer everything people will
want to know about glass packaging
and the container glass industry.
We will regularly host online events
to foster discussions, promote
innovations and sustainability, and
highlight achievements and success
stories. And we will continue to
inform consumers and encourage
them to choose glass as the superior
solution from a health and from an
environmental perspective, as recycling
glass protects natural resources,
supports a local circular economy and
does not contribute to ocean pollution.
GW: How can the industries along
the glass supply chain support the
packaging manufacturers in their
vision and what is their motivation?
Arnaud Aujouannet: Naturally, the
industry’s entire supply and value
chain – from raw material suppliers
to cullet processors – will benefit
if glass containers continue to
grow their status as the preferred
packaging material of consumers
and brands. An entire ecosystem,
employing more than 125,000 people
throughout Europe depends on the
glass packaging market. We are
encouraging our supply chain to work

abreast with glass manufacturers to address challenges
such as optimising the bottle-to-bottle loop, further reducing
CO2 emissions and reducing weight.
Any such partner can also help to raise awareness
of the industry’s efforts, can demonstrate the progress to
customers, policy makers and other stakeholders, and
can continue to innovate. We can also collaborate on
joint projects and initiatives to promote the sustainability
and health aspects of glass. It may be as simple as
integrating the glass hallmark on their websites or on other
communication channels. It may also be integrating the
glass sustainability story into their company narrative, or
actively participating in the industry’s regular communications
and promotion efforts.
GW: How can leading glass manufacturers such as
your company, O-I, benefit from – and amplify – the
industry’s communications?
Arnaud Aujouannet: The Future Made Clear strategy
provides a compelling framework that perfectly aligns with
and complements O-I’s own communication strategy. Glass
is a unique material that connects with consumers on many
levels – from experiences to sustainability to health. The
more we remind consumers of this, and remind them why,
the stronger their preference for glass.
Sustainability is about meeting the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their needs. It is more than producing a sustainable product;
it is about everyday decisions that impact the world around
us. Driven by innovation, we will continue to lead the way to
transform our processes, products and our relationships to
bring to life our vision for a sustainable future. It is what our
customers, consumers and investors increasingly require.
We help customers transform food and beverage
brands into icons by building emotional bonds with
consumers through the magic of glass packaging. We are
passionate about glass’s benefits and we are passionate
about inspiring our customers and consumers to join us
as glass advocates. O-I is aligned with the Future Made
Clear communications through our recent focus on how
storytelling, through digital content and social channels,
can connect with people emotionally to bring visibility to all
the reasons we believe in glass. We’re increasing our voice
across digital and social media globally to elevate glass as a
transformative, sustainable packaging material. l

Further information:
FEVE – The European Container Glass Federation,
Brussels, Belgium
+32 2 536 0080
tel:
email: secretariat@feve.org
www.feve.org
web:

Suppliers in the News
See pages 138-168 for a round-up of innovations from leading suppliers
and visit www.glassworldwide.co.uk for the latest developments.
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Support for windows 2030

The European Commission’s Climate Target Plan included an
updated 2030 emissions reduction target of net 55%. All energy
efficiency legislations will need to be aligned accordingly, including
support for window replacement under the Renovation Wave.

Bertrand Cazes, Secretary General of Glass for Europe.

Improving people’s quality of life
and reducing Europe’s greenhouse
gas emissions are at the core of
the Renovation Wave. This political
strategy, launched by the European
Commission in October 2020, targets
building renovation and acknowledges
its contribution in reaching climate
neutrality by mid-century.
However, the actions proposed by
the Commission are lacking ambition.
Glass for Europe is actively engaging
with EU institutions and Member
States to ensure that the Renovation
Wave Strategy does not end up being
little more than window dressing.
The Renovation Wave should be
accompanied by the revision of energy
efficiency policies such as the Energy
Performance of Building Directive,
and by the creation of a dedicated
European fund for building renovation.

The Renovation Wave Strategy

The aim of the Renovation Wave
Strategy is to at least double
renovation rates by 2030 and ensure
that renovations lead to higher energy
efficiency. The goal is to renovate
35 million buildings by 2030 and
unleash the creation of up to 160,000
jobs in the construction sector.
“We hope this Renovation wave will
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have a butterfly effect and trigger a
ripple effect for an unprecedented
transformation of our buildings” said
Bertrand Cazes, Secretary General of
Glass for Europe in a video statement
published in reaction to the release of
the Renovation Wave. Increasing the
renovation rate is indeed what Europe
needs to reduce its CO2 emissions
and relaunch the economy. However,
considering the service life of buildings
and building components, ensuring
the installation of the best performing
products available on the market,
such as high-performance glazing, is
of utmost importance to reduce the
risk of carbon lock-in. As much as 36
million tonnes of oil equivalent annual
energy savings could be realised in
2030 by doubling the annual window
renovation rate and by ensuring the
installation of readily available highperformance glazing. In a close future,
the impact of glass technologies
could be even higher when innovative
products such as switchable/
electrochromic glazing, hyperinsulating glazing or glazing-integrated
photovoltaics become mainstream.

Preferred
journal of Glass
for Europe

Glass for Europe and the window industry called for Resilience and Recovery
Plans to make window replacement a key issue.

are the backbone of the European Union policy for energy
efficiency in buildings and their upgrade is indispensable
to make building renovation compatible with the climateneutrality objective.

EU energy efficiency framework

The European Commission must come
forward with regulatory proposals that
go beyond the mere suggestions of
the Renovation Wave communication.
Europe’s dwellings are responsible
for around 40% of the EU’s energy
consumption and urgently need to
be renovated to increase their energy
performance. Sadly, today’s energy
efficiency policy framework is not
sufficiently equipped to deal with the
challenge.
In its Climate Target Plan released
in September 2020, the European
Commission included an updated
2030 emissions reduction target of net
55%. All energy efficiency legislations
will need to be aligned to this more
ambitious objective. If the EU wants
to double the building renovation
rate and increase the performance
of glazing installed, both the Energy
Efficiency Directive and the Energy
Performance of Building Directive
should be reviewed in 2021. They

Supporting window replacement

Glass for Europe joined forces with the window industry to
call on national governments to put window replacement
at the core of national Resilience and Recovery Plans.
Developing successful strategies to replace inefficient
windows is a key element of a sustainable and green
recovery. Window replacement will help to generate
long-lasting energy savings and a move towards climate
neutrality, while making a noticeable difference in people’s
quality of life and supporting the recovery of a crucial sector
of the EU economy.
“Setting dedicated measures in National Recovery Plans for
replacing inefficient windows is a wise and easy step to make
EU buildings more energy efficient and to limit CO2 emissions”
stated Mr Cazes. “Long-lasting energy savings could be
quickly achieved if national recovery and renovation plans
were effective at supporting the uptake of high-performance
windows equipped with the right glazing combination.” l

Further information:
Glass for Europe, Brussels, Belgium
tel:
+32 2 538 43 77
email: info@glassforeurope.com
web:
www.glassforeurope.com

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

We see a world designed
with smarter, safer and more
energy-efficient glass.
We’re innovating the technology
for you to make this a reality.
All about glass processing:
www.glastory.net
Meet us at
China Glass 2021
Shanghai, China
May 6-9
Hall N1, Stand #419

Machinery, services and solutions designed with the future in mind for
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Prioritising glass through US policy
With the value of a waste and recycling system now officially recognised by America’s
energy and climate legislation there is an opportunity to progress the glass recovery
industry roadmap, believes Scott de Fife.
In a previous column in Glass Worldwide,
North America’s trade association for
the glass container industry the Glass
Packaging Institute (GPI) introduced
Preferred
journal of Glass a roadmap framework outlining
various paths to a 50% percent
Packaging
recovery and reuse goal for US glass
Institute
container markets. This roadmap is
based on three key areas of work over
the next decade: collection and cleaner material streams;
more processing access and capacity; and systemic change
through public-private partnerships.
These areas are aided by but do not necessarily rely
on legislative or regulatory changes at the federal, state or
municipal governments. The results of the 2020 national
and state elections resulted in an increase of progressive
packaging-focused legislation. Some of these efforts may
help clear a path for the glass recovery industry roadmap,
as outlined below.

Climate legislation to include recycling

At the national level, in addition to the new Biden
Administration’s re-engagement on climate policy and
international environmental accords, there exists a narrow
margin in the US Congress to enact policy initiatives. While
most major (or controversial) issues requiring votes may
languish, regulatory changes have an opportunity to be put
in place. In the 4th quarter of 2020 the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency issued a recycling and recovery goal
similar to GPI’s: 50% recovery of all recyclables by the end
of the decade. Despite the change in Administration since
the goal was issued, that work will accelerate in 2021.
Comprehensive energy and climate legislation now
includes a key concept that GPI has been advancing with
other material groups: that the waste and recycling system
is worthy of inclusion in legislation to support ageing
infrastructure. We have seen more industries coming to
realise the need for this investment. In addition, there is
a national focus on limiting single-use plastics. While that

America’s 2020 election resulted in an increase of progressive packaging-focused
legislation that could benefit the glass recovery industry.
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effort may not pass Congress, it has
encouraged several state legislatures
to consider similar proposals. GPI is
navigating these uncharted ‘packaging
waters’ in the US at all levels.

Container deposit schemes

In the US, most jurisdictions rely on
single-stream kerbside recyclable
collection. By and large, these systems
garner low recycling yields due to
inefficiencies at the sorting facilities.
For glass processors, this can mean
as much as 30–50% non-glass residue
(NGR), alongside other recyclable,
non-recyclables and solid waste
provided to them as ‘recycled glass.’
As a result, the glass container
industry derives a majority of furnaceready cullet from the ten states
(California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Iowa,
New York, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Maine, Oregon and Vermont) that
run container deposit schemes.
These source-separated recovery
programmes are a close equivalent
to the bottle deposit programmes
throughout Europe and the Canadian
provinces. Nearly all ten of these
states are considering some revision or
expansion of their beverage container
deposit law, through an increase
in the deposit, or expanding the
beverage categories covered. Grocery
and similar retail outlets are pushing
back on these expansion proposals,
alongside many waste hauling
companies.
Not coincidentally these same
states form the base of jurisdictions
considering some form of Extended
Producer Responsibility (EPR). There
are notable new states considering
EPR rather than beverage container
deposit this year – Washington and
Maryland – which along with New
York and Oregon have made the
most progress and may achieve
passage. In Washington the proposal
has been scaled back to target EPR
for plastics packaging only. In New
York and Oregon, the EPR proposal
encompasses all packaging not
already in a beverage container
deposit programme.
For New York and Oregon there
will be windows of time for product

groups that could be included in
the beverage container deposit
programme to be added, rather than
placed in a new EPR system. At the
municipal level the industry is working
diligently to educate and assist local
government leaders so they may
have a better understanding of the
commercial waste markets. With this
knowledge they will be in a better
position to construct contracts that
increase glass collection and more
efficiently aggregate recycled glass,
for example at transfer stations and
outposts.

Stop disproportionate fees

GPI continues to actively engage in all
of the federal, state and municipal level
activity involving the glass industry. The
trade association has taken leading
roles in coalitions and cross-industry
collaborative efforts with customer
food and beverage brands to devise a
smart, efficient system that preserves
and enhances the market for glass
containers and protects against efforts
to have glass and other core, circular
packaging charged disproportionate
fees in contrast to plastics and other
less recycled packaging.
GPI is urging eco-modulation of
any fee scheme to credit glass for
its positive sustainable qualities,
recyclability and recycled content as
well as its lack of toxic substances
in the waste environment. The
association is also engaged
with proponents of
minimum recycled content
mandates, as part of
its work in support of
roadmap options by
prioritising keeping
glass out of
landfills. l

About the author:
Scott de Fife is President of GPI
Further information:
Glass Packaging Institute,
Arlington, Virginia, USA
tel:
+1 703 684 6359
email: sdefife@gpi.org
web:
www.gpi.org
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Tailor-made tin baths
A pioneering use of process simulation is helping CNUD EFCO GFT to hone the
designs of the tin baths that it produces and tailors to customers’ requirements.
Bernhard Katter investigates the development and finessing of the company’s
offerings for the float glass industry.

Bernhard Katter, Managing Director and Technical
Director Tin Bath at German Floatglass Technology
GmbH: “Atmosphere, tin, glass, temperature:
interdependencies can be simulated and analysed
for the first time via a 3D design of the entire tin
bath. The valuable findings benefit you in the form
of further improved tin bath technology.” Source:
CNUD EFCO GFT

In the 1950s, British engineer Sir
Alistair Pilkington came up with an
idea that was to revolutionise the
glass industry: allowing molten glass
to flow onto liquid tin. To this day, the
‘floating’/tin bath forms the basis of
industrial flat glass production and
is one of the deciding factors for the
subsequent quality of the glass.
A specialist in the manufacture
of flat glass production plants, CNUD
EFCO GFT tailors its tin baths to
customers’ requirements. Together
with its parent company, Grenzebach,
which acquired CNUD EFCO GFT in

CNUD EFCO GFT supplies the complete tin bath with everything that goes with it. All components are manufactured in-house: the tin
bath, top rollers and dross box. Source: CNUD EFCO GFT

late 2019, the Group is now a fullrange supplier ‘from hot to cold’: from
the tin bath to the annealing lehr to
the cold end, and from the coating
technology to the transport of the final
product to the warehouse.

the bottom of the glass to the completely flat surface of the
tin and simultaneously heating from above, a plane-parallel,
distortion-free glass ribbon of high optical quality is formed.
The glass temperature drops in the tin bath from 1,050°C at
the inlet to around 600°C at the outlet, and the glass leaves
the tin bath shaped and pre-strengthened.

The tin bath – endless fascination

New generation tin bath thanks to process simulation

Molten glass is fed into the tin bath,
which contains liquid tin in an inert
gas atmosphere. On the molten tin,
the glass mass flows and is formed
into an endless ribbon. By matching

It’s good to know in advance what you’re going to get.
Therefore the complete tin bath is simulated in advance,
optimised and agreed with the customer for the best
possible results. In this process, it is possible for the first
time to simulate all four parameters – atmosphere, tin, glass
and temperature – with their mutual dependencies.
In this way, valuable insights can be gained, which
in turn are incorporated into the development and
improvement of the technologies.
CNUD EFCO GFT’s tin bath has been redesigned in all
areas based on process simulation: from the optimised bath
bottom profile to the flow-optimised atmosphere distribution
through the roof, all factors of the tin bath affecting efficiency
have been further developed. The result is a revolutionary tin
bath tailored to the customer’s needs with the highest yield
and quality while saving on investment and operating costs.

De-drossing

It is standard at CNUD EFCO GFT for the top roller’s rotation, parallel stroke, angle of inclination, angle of
engagement and depth of entry to be automated. The process is controlled remotely from the tin bath control
room – no manual intervention is required. Source: Pieper GmbH
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The de-drossing pocket at the end of the tin bath is an
important quality factor: it is placed on the side to remove
the dross that accumulates in the outlet area. This prevents
dross from sticking to the underside of the glass ribbon
while it is being lifted from the tin bath toward the dross box.

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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Supplier Focus
the risk of transverse breakage.
The most important feature of the
CNUD EFCO GFT dross box is that
it is particularly tight, so it minimises
oxygen ingress and thus prevents
or reduces oxidation of the tin (slag,
dross). This makes it possible to reduce
the hydrogen content in certain areas,
which in turn results in considerable
savings in operating costs.

Compact dimensions
CNUD EFCO GFT’s dross box features a particularly high degree of insulation
for better glass quality and reduced risk of transverse breakage. Source: CNUD
EFCO GFT

Contaminated tin is passed through a refractory
channel. The dross floating on the tin gets caught on
a weir, is dammed up and can then be removed. The
system is usually driven by a linear motor that generates
electromagnetic fields and thus a flow in the direction of
the de-drossing pocket. Alternatively, a paddle system can
be used, which reduces the cooling effect – particularly
important in the production of special glass where cooling
inputs must be avoided. Thus, the de-drossing pocket
contributes immensely to the quality of the glass; without it,
defects in the final product are almost inevitable.

Insulated dross box

The dross box is another indispensable component in
the glass production line: here, the pre-strengthened
and shaped glass floating on the tin is lifted out by three
motorised rollers and transferred to the annealing lehr. The
dross box also has the important task of sealing the tin bath
atmospherically. This is done by means of graphite strips
pressing from below against the rollers conveying the glass.
Above the glass, curtains are used to seal the transition
between the tin bath and the annealing lehr.
CNUD EFCO GFT’s dross box features a particularly
high degree of insulation. The result is less heat loss and
better – more homogeneous – temperature distribution over
the entire width of the glass. The temperature at the edge
no longer deviates significantly from that in the centre of the
glass ribbon. This ensures better glass quality and reduces

Coming up at 6 to 9 metres shorter
than most, no space is wasted in
Grenzebach and CNUD EFCO GFT’s
tin bath design. The cooling area is
optimised which means that, despite
its compact dimensions, the bath
produces the same yield. This space
saving is particularly valuable for cold
repairs in order to make optimum use
of the available space.
The tailor-made design also
contributes to efficiency. The desired
tonnage, the range of thicknesses
and the glass quality; everything is
taken into account in the design. As a
result, customers are able to maintain
productivity at the same level – or
even increase it – while using fewer
resources.

Advantages at a glance

Lower CAPEX: CNUD EFCO GFT’s
compact tin bath reduces investment
costs across the board. A shorter
building, less steel construction, less
space and less tin (10–15%); all this
adding up to considerable savings.
Lower OPEX: In addition to the
initial investment, consumption of
resources in operating the plant
is also reduced, resulting in lower
maintenance costs. Less heat loss,
less inert gas required, less loss due to

atmospheric leakage and fewer flaws
in the glass, as well as a smaller free
tin surface.
Higher production capacity:
tonnage of the glass production line
can be increased in the event of a cold
repair; that is, with an existing glass
plant and available space – which
means more output can be produced
with the same size of tin bath.
CNUD EFCO GFT will check and
individually calculate exactly what and
how much is feasible in each specific
case.

United power to
create new synergies

Grenzebach and CNUD EFCO GFT
have been supplying equipment for
the production and further processing
of industrial float glass from the very
beginning. Grenzebach has been a
technology innovator since the 1990s.
CNUD EFCO GFT was originally born
of a merger between three pioneering
companies: CNUD, EFCO and GFT.
• CNUD has supplied annealing
lehrs since the early days of float
glass production.
• EFCO has delivered
groundbreaking work in tin bath
development, with a special focus
on the tin bath roof.
• GFT is the expert in tin bath
technology, but also in the entire
glass manufacturing process,
including media supply and the
waste heat recovery system.
Today, well over half of all glass panes
installed are produced with technology
from Grenzebach and/or CNUD EFCO
GFT. Deep process knowledge and
decades of experience can produce
even better results: Grenzebach
and CNUD EFCO GFT jointly create
added value for the international glass
industry. Bundled competence for flat
glass production means innovative
technologies, a competitive edge
through digitalisation and energyefficiency, creating the benefits of
tomorrow. l
About the author:
Bernhard Katter is Managing
Director and Technical Director
– Tin Bath at German Floatglass
Technology GmbH

Working to a client’s specification for desired glass composition, thicknesses and tonnage, CNUD EFCO GFT will advise accordingly and
develop a tin bath to meet these exact needs. Source: CNUD EFCO GFT
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Further information:
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Asbach-Bäumenheim/Hamlar,
Germany
tel:
+49 906 982 2000
email: info@grenzebach.com
web: 	www.grenzebach.com /
www.cnudefco.com
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• Print preview of 3D object
• Preconfigured axial object templates
• Printhead usage visualisation
GIS Atlas combines a configurable machine control software
with customisable graphical UIs providing all the control for
your digital printing system, including:
• Atlas Image Quality Tools for print optimisation
• High performance screeners
• Integration independent of printhead datapath electronics
• Optional Esko DFE integration for complete workflow
from artwork to print

Find out how GIS can help you supply a fully integrated image printing solution for hollow glass and packaging printing
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Technology • Coating

Fighting Covid with
antimicrobial-coated glassware
In response to the global Covid-19 pandemic Turkish glass giant Şişecam
focused its R&D efforts on glassware with permanent antimicrobial properties.
Dr Reha Akçakaya shares the process behind the resultant V-Block coating
and explores its virus-repelling capabilities.

Dr. Reha Akçakaya, Şişecam’s Chief Research and
Development Officer.

With the goal of contributing
to the battle against the
Covid-19 pandemic, Turkish
glass company Şişecam has
developed a coating technology
that neutralises viruses and
bacteria on glass surfaces. It is
hoped that glassware products
treated with Şişecam’s V-Block
coating will help to reduce
the contamination risk of the
pandemic and will contribute
to the normalisation process as
global lockdowns begin to ease.
Şişecam developed the
V-Block technology at its

Science, Technology and Design Centre in July 2020 and
completed the necessary official permission processes required
by the Turkish Ministry of Health in December. Mass production
of the antimicrobial coated glassware products started at the
beginning of 2021. The company has applied for a patent to
protect its innovation.

Creating the coating

Glassware is indispensable but even a pristine glass surface
is known to harbour germs. In response to the global Covid19 pandemic Şişecam mobilised its corporate R&D team to
accelerate research on glassware with permanent antimicrobial
properties. The result was V-Block coating: an optical thin film a
few nanometres thick that still maintains the transparency and
the visual appeal of untreated glass. The active layer contains a
carefully adjusted amount of copper. Glass articles are individually
treated with Şişecam’s proprietary coating solution which contains
copper sulphate pentahydrate as the active ingredient. V-Block
coating is applied at the hot end using a chemical vapour
deposition (CVD) technique and establishes permanent chemical
bonds with glass to attain exceptional durability. Thanks to the
highly selective coating process, interior surfaces which come into
direct contact with food are not coated.

Virus-blocking

The contact surface of V-Block inhibits the activity of bacteria,
viruses or fungi in its proximity. This is enabled by surface
reactions that are catalysed by the carefully engineered surface

Şişecam’s V-Block coating technology was initially applied on its Paşabahçe glassware
products.
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even when there is no light
source to trigger them. V-Block
technology also benefits from
a special surface texture which
features a finely engineered
topography. Nanometre scale
roughness characteristics are
tuned to increase the effective
area of contact. Antimicrobial
activity is strictly confined to
the contact surface; the active
ingredients do not leach out upon
touch or repeated washing and
stay on the glass throughout the
useful lifetime of the product.

Meeting product challenges

The size and scope of
Şişecam’s range of glassware
poses particular challenges
for antimicrobial treatments
because the product variety is
enormous, encompassing myriad
different shapes, sizes and wall
thickness. During production
these differences translate into
vastly different line speeds and
temperature profiles across the
range. To tackle such challenges
across its Paşabahçe brand of
tableware the company had
to rethink and redesign the
conventional CVD process.
Şişecam’s production
technology establishes strong
chemical bonds between the
glass substrate and the deposited
coating and with its CVD
technology it can handle complex
shaped articles with exceptional
thickness uniformity. The new
process is robust, flexible and
cost-effective. Şişecam’s R&D
team is now actively working to
adapt V-Block Technology for use
on other glass products.
Şişecam delivers its
innovative solutions and valueadded products to customers
in more than 150 countries.
Glassware products treated with
V-Block Technology are offered
in many markets across the
world. l

V-Block Technology was developed at Şişecam’s Science, Technology and Design Centre in Turkey.

About the author:
Dr Reha Akçakaya is Chief
Research and Technological
Development Officer at
Şi̇şecam
Further information:
Şi̇şecam, İstanbul, Turkey
tel:
+90 850 206 5050
email: sise@sisecam.com
web:
www.sisecam.com
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Using artificial intelligence with
near infra-red furnace imaging
In the concluding part of a two part article, Erik Muijsenberg and Robert Bodi
explore the use of artificial intelligence with near infra-red furnace imaging, in
combination with model-based predictive control.
What is a neural network? It was
probably given this name because
some parts function similarly to
neurons in the human body. A set of
data needs first to be analysed and
after it is analysed, the result is the
outer layer which is its meaning.
First, this data has been created
in the inner layer of the analysis,
formalised and then put it into the
neural network. This neural network
is taught to fill certain highs and
constants inside different neurons,
to learn (with lots of data on the
entrance side) to predict what comes
out as the output and to recognise it
automatically. The key factor is these
neurons are not fully understood,
although it is not necessary to
understand them. They are simply
filled out by giving sufficient data
and sufficient output for the neurons
that are going to be filled with the
mechanism that they recognise best.
Figure 3 shows the input of data,
the analyses of the data and the
output of the process.
Machine learning is nothing more
than training a neural network with
many inputs and outputs, until all these
neurons (at least one hidden layer)
have learned enough to predict what is
happening. Deep learning means there
is a neural network with more than one
hidden layer. This is quite common,
especially for more complex tasks that
need more than one layer.

seeing. After some time the camera is able to detect what
is the batch, the flame, the glass surface, the refractory
and camera build-up. For example, if there is any camera
build-up covering a thermocouple, it can no longer be used

reliably, and input data from this
thermocouple should not be applied
to deep learning. Deep learning is
able to detect the flame independently

Figure 3: Neural networks.

Intelligent camera system

Illustrating these concepts, an imaging
technique used with the GS NIR
furnace camera ‘trains’ the camera
software on the kind of images it is

Figure 4: Furnace image from a camera with neural network analysis results.

Sponsored by Siemens
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from the batch and determine if the flame is up or down, as
well as providing information or an alarm that the furnace
needs attention. In comparison with analysis obtained solely
from furnace temperatures, neural network technology
makes it possible to obtain much more information from
these images to process them for control and decision
making.
Figure 4 shows a template for a furnace operation,
including identification of batch islands, the flame, glass
surface, refractory and even build-up around the camera.

During the next step and after the
batch is identified, it can be seen that
the camera is typically looking into the
furnace at an angle. After the batch
coverage is calculated, the image is
then transferred into a bird’s eye view
horizontal picture (see Figure 5). The
image is digitally analysed and from
the yellow area shown the user is able
to calculate the volume (m2) of the

batch in various positions.
For some furnaces, stability is very
important and for others, it is less of
an issue. The batch monitoring system
allows the user to monitor the batch
location, coverage and movement,
enabling any corrective actions to be
made and to automatically issue an
alert if necessary.
In summary, the NIR AI furnace
camera developed by GS in
co-operation with A.SENS is a perfect
partner for the ESIII expert system
solution. Benefits include more stable
automatic furnace control and glass
production, increased glass quality
and energy saving, plus CO2 and NOx
emissions reduction. l
About the authors:
Erik Muijsenberg is Vice President
and Robert Bodi is General
Manager – Expert Systems
Department, Glass Service
Further information:
Glass Service as, Vsetin,
Czech Republic
+420 577 498 511
tel:
email: info@gsl.cz
web: www.gsl.cz

Figure 5: Batch coverage as converted into a bird’s eye view.

Technology • Digitisation

Bits and bytes add more
dimensions to glass containers
The numbers speak for themselves: the annual production capacity of the 15
factories totals almost four million tons of glass containers, making Guangdong
Huaxing Glass Asia’s largest hollow glass manufacturer and a major league player
at the global level. Thanks to support from Siemens, the company’s comprehensive
digital transformation also follows a clear strategic plan that is all the more effective
on this scale, as Heinz-Josef Lennartz explains.
Everyone in the industry now
acknowledges that Guangdong
Huaxing Glass Co Ltd, headquartered
in Foshan City, China’s Guangdong
Province, is Asia’s largest glass
container manufacturer. This privatelyowned business headed by founder Li
ShenHua boasts an annual production
capacity of nearly four million tonnes
and annual sales that currently top
seven billion RMB, accounting for
about 15% of the domestic market.
The company produces glass
containers that are mainly used in
the domestic food and beverage,
pharmaceutical and cosmetics
industries, among others. The range
is impressive. Guangdong Huaxing
Glass is able to produce glass
containers in weights from 25g to
2000g, with capacities from 20ml to
5000ml, in all shapes and quantities.
The colour palette extends from
ultra-white and clear compositions to
emerald green and tawny brown, with
more than 3000 possible container
designs.
“For companies of this size,
it’s obviously highly effective to
approach the digital transformation
systematically and strategically” says
Heinz-Josef Lennartz, who has been
working closely with customers for
many years. Mr Lennartz is in charge
of providing consulting services in
the areas of digitalisation, as well as
project and customer development,
including to Guangdong Huaxing
Glass, for vertical glass and solar at
Siemens.

All-around expertise

Like Guangdong Huaxing Glass,
any company that pursues digital
transformation with Siemens at its
side benefits from a comprehensive
approach known as Digitalisation
Consulting. “Our teams combine
industry-specific knowledge ranging
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Bottle production at Huaxing.

from raw materials to the finished
product with our expertise that extends
to the field, automation, process
and corporate management levels
and includes the specific associated
IT requirements” says Heinz-Josef
Lennartz. “This is the expertise power
that traditional consulting firms are
often unable to provide.”
Add to this a thoroughly tested
technology portfolio specific to
the glass industry and Siemens’
international experience, including an
on-site presence “that’s unfortunately
but understandably limited by the
pandemic” Mr Lennartz adds.

Systematic from the start

When Guangdong Huaxing Glass –
on the initiative of CEO Li ShenHua –
began working with Siemens to initiate
the gradual transformation process in
April 2019, daily life was still more or
less normal. On-site workshops were
often attended by Li ShenHua and
he revealed himself to be extremely
open to this European-style consulting
approach.
The workshops were held in order
to formulate answers to extremely
basic questions on what the Siemens
experts wanted to know from their
customer contacts: What are your

digitalisation goals? Why do you want to digitalise? What
economic factors and motivations are behind your decision
to start the transformation process? By the end of this
focused discussion, the company’s primary objectives
were clear. At the very top of the list was the desire to
significantly boost productivity across all production sites
– by about 9%! In this context, experts also refer to the
pack-to-melt ratio. This is the ratio of manufactured melted
glass at the hot end to pallets of packed goods at the cold
end. What it means in practical terms is that bottles with
small scratches have generally ended up as scrap. Better
cullet management would be able to reduce this scrap.
“It turned out, for example, that the external cullet
required much more thorough cleaning during processing”
says Heinz-Josef Lennartz. This is closely linked to the
target quality, which is also important to Guangdong
Huaxing Glass. The Siemens team working on-site
was able to determine that the frequent changeover
of capacities from order to order had a negative effect
on quality and productivity, while also increasing power
consumption.
Uniform output quantities, on the other hand, would
improve glass quality and reduce power consumption.
The result was a natural conflict of interests. Uniformity
could be achieved at the expense of vital flexibility in
production. “One of our many tasks in the consulting
process was to balance and weigh the goals and their
achievement as best we could, meaning optimal flexibility
combined with optimal quality, productivity and power
consumption performance” Mr Lennartz explins. “It soon
became apparent to all those responsible that this could
be achieved only with the aid of digitalisation, using
sophisticated automation solutions.”
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Careful analysis and evaluation

Another important component of
the analysis was the systematic
examination of all processes, as well
as the entire IT and OT infrastructure
in the factories, including horizontal
and vertical integration.
During inventory, Siemens
worked with the customer to
consistently identify all optimisation
potentials so that recommendations
for action could be documented
in an implementation roadmap.
For example, it was determined
that many data sources were
unconnected and that it was not
possible to access quality metrics in
real time; for raw materials, for the
particular form the products currently
assumed in the process and even
at the end when the quality of the
finished products are assessed. In
addition, all planning, documentation
and evaluation were being performed
manually, without software support.

Implementation
roadmap as itinerary

The tangible result of about two
months of on-site consulting was

a product-neutral automation and
digitalisation roadmap with a five
year plan and return-on-investment
calculations. The roadmap is a
practical plan of action that can be
implemented by the company that
is receiving consulting services or
is taking advantage of Siemens’
integrated solution portfolio
comprising hardware, software,
communication, security and
services.
On the (process) control level,
for example, Guangdong Huaxing
Glass opted for the Simatic PCS
7 system for monitoring and
controlling all the technological
processes of machines and plants.
According to the roadmap adopted
in August/September 2020, an MES
will be used for the first time on the
operations control level (Opcenter
Execution Process) and connected
to the SAP ERP system.
On the corporate management
level, Guangdong Huaxing Glass
chose XHQ, an operations
intelligence dashboard solution, as a
useful application for the operating
phase. XHQ supplies the relevant

system-wide data and KPIs in real time, which also makes
it possible, for example, to draw comparisons between
different plants at multiple locations.
“One important aspect of the implementation process
that has already been started is that we are providing
targeted training for all 10,000 employees at the 15 locations
and to prepare them for the digitalisation projects that are
still pending. The work in some areas will become more
demanding or sometimes turns into a different type of work
because data has to be acquired and ideally, evaluated. The
third step is then to follow up the analyses with appropriate
actions” Mr Lennartz explains.
CEO Li ShenHua is in full agreement. “What Siemens
has achieved in recent months makes a lot of sense. In
addition to their professional expertise, what’s been most
important for me is the extremely open relationship on our
path to success, which is far from over! Above all, I’d like
the team to continue meeting in person. Digitalisation has its
justifications but it’s no substitute for personal contact” Mr
ShenHua concludes. l

About the author:
Heinz-Josef Lennartz is Senior Consultant and Global
Account Manager at Siemens
Further information:
Siemens AG, Karlsruhe, Germany
email: heinz-josef.lennartz@siemens.com
web: www.siemens.com/glass
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Direct decoration ahead of the curve
Following an upgrade to make its foiling unit compatible with tapered glass
hollowware, Isimat’s patented inLINE FOILING method can now be employed
to decorate conical wine bottles. Jochen Grabert explores the development
of this cost-efficient and versatile method for foil printing onto glass.
In 2015 designer and manufacturer of
machines for packaging decoration
Isimat and thin film technology
specialist Leonhard Kurz launched
inLINE FOILING on cylindrical bottles,
offering a patented process for
decorating oval and square glass
hollowware. The foiling technique is
now available for tapered glass bottles
and conical glass drinkware.
Isimat and Leonhard Kurz’s
method for foil printing onto glass
employs an inLINE FOILING unit to
take the place of a printing unit in a
multi-colour screen-printing machine.
An image is screen printed with UV
adhesive onto a glass item, then the
item is moved to the foiling unit. A
platen brings the metallic layer of a
foil into contact with the adhesive on
the surface of the glass item, and UV
cures the adhesive at the same time.
The foil can then be lifted and the
glass item moved to the next printing
station where it is over-printed or overvarnished.

Developing the process

When inLINE FOILING was launched
the process was restricted to cylindrical
glass hollowware; it was not possible
to foil print a full wrap or to foil print on
the flat side of a square bottle. Interest
and demand for the foiling process
encouraged Isimat’s development team
to develop solutions to overcome these
shortcomings. Changing from a flat to
a cylindrical platen to bring a foil into
contact with the adhesive on a glass
item enabled foil printing onto square
and oval glass hollowware. Printing
around corners became possible;
subject to a minimum corner radius.
The development of a digital inLINE
FOILING unit made it possible to foil
print full wraps.

Efficient and
environmentally-friendly

Enabling glass decorators to streamline
the glass decoration process, screen
printing with UV inks and inLINE
FOILING is done in a single machine
pass. When a decorated product
is placed on the outfeed conveyor
it is ready for palletising. Inline print
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inspection is possible before glass
items are moved into the unloading
station.
Glass decoration with inLINE
FOILING and with UV inks is an
environmentally friendly process. It
uses significantly less energy than
glass decoration with ceramic inks
because firing the decorated glass
items in a lehr is not necessary; space
requirements are also reduced.
Packaging designers value the
option of adding large metallised
images to their designs. Metallised
images can be eye-catching and
increase shelf appeal. Directly printed
decoration is not limited to the front of
a bottle; a typical decoration can be
viewed from almost any angle. This
makes brand identification possible
no matter how a bottle is placed on
a shelf.

The challenge

One issue is inherent in the foil printing
process: the foil has to be placed onto
a glass item without making a single
crease otherwise the surface quality
of the metallised image will suffer. This
appeared to be impossible when foil
printing onto conical glassware as the
circumference changes with height. Foil
printing onto a smaller diameter section
requires less foil than foil printing onto
a larger diameter section resulting in
creases in the foil around the surface
of the smaller diameter height.

Tapered wine
bottles can now
be finished with
Isimat’s conical
inLINE FOILING
process.

for slightly conical bottles, along with the gold/silver metallic
elements that commonly appear on the labels of many
brands. The combination of inLINE FOILING of multi-colour
metallised images and screen printing with vibrant UV inks
offers a cost-efficient process for applying eye-catching
decoration to conical glass hollowware. l
inLINE FOILING is a registered trademark of Isimat

New options for tapered bottles

Isimat has developed a new inLINE
FOILING unit that moves the foil
control unit in an arc during foiling.
As a result the speed of the foil varies
along the line of contact between foil
and glass item: the outer foil edge
moves the fastest along the arc while
the inner foil edge moves the slowest.
This way the unit can match the
different speeds across the width of
the foil to the different surface speeds
along the height of a rotating glass
item.
Now available for glass hollowware
that is tapered, Isimat’s direct
decoration foiling process should
appeal to the wine market’s preference

inLINE FOILING offers a cost-efficient method of delivering eye-catching
decoration.

About the author:
Jochen Grabert is Director Sales & Marketing at ISIMAT
Further information:
ISIMAT GmbH Siebdruckmaschinen, Ellwangen,
Germany
tel:
+49 7961 886 0
email: info@isimat.de
web:
www.isimat.com
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Furnace upgrades for
CO2 and fuel savings

Converting glass furnaces to run on oxy-fuel and implementing waste heat recovery
technology offers an economical solution to achieving 2030 CO2 emission targets.
Shrikar Chakravarti looks at how Linde and Johansson are working with glass
furnace operators to promote a more energy-efficient method of glassmaking.
Process industries – refineries, steel mills, cement kilns and
glass furnaces are looking for ways to substantially reduce
CO2 emissions from their operations. As part of the Science
Based Targets initiative, several glass companies have made
commitments to sizeable reduction in CO2 emissions by 20301.
Converting air-fuel furnaces to oxy-fuel furnaces with
waste heat recovery provides an expedited and economical
means to meeting all or a significant portion of the CO2
reduction objectives. Oxy-fuel technology is commercially
proven with over 300 glass melting furnaces operating in this
mode2. Flue gas typically exits the oxy-fuel glass furnace at
1400–1500°C. With flue gas heat recovery, fuel consumption
is estimated to decrease by 20–30% with a corresponding
reduction in CO2 emissions from fuel.
Under its OPTIMELT trademark, industrial gas and
engineering company Linde offers multiple heat recovery
technologies: batch and/or cullet preheating (through an
exclusive arrangement with Johansson Industries) and
Thermo-chemical Regenerator Systems (TCR).

Figure 1: Schematic
representation
of batch cullet
preheating system.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of OPTIMELT TCR Process.

Batch and/or cullet preheating

Producer of batch and cullet preheaters
for gas-oxygen fired glass furnaces
Johansson Industries has developed
batch preheating (BPH) and cullet
preheating (CPH) systems uniquely
adapted to oxy-fuel fired glass furnaces.
Early on, two concepts that directed
its development were recognised: 1)
exhaust gases from an oxy-fuel furnace
have heat available at much higher
temperature than from air-regen, and
2) batch and cullet are physically quite
different materials. Treating batch
and cullet separately and designing
specifically for the oxy-fuel exhaust
gas stream enabled many advantages
in the system design. Competing
technologies for raw material preheat
were originally designed for air-fired
regenerative furnaces with mixed batch
and cullet with cullet ratios greater
than ~60%. The larger flue gas volume
and lower flue gas temperature from
an air regen furnace required a very
large bed size and the maximum batch
preheat temperature was limited to
about 250–300°C. Equipment size, cost
and performance can be significantly
improved with the batch cullet
preheating system from Johansson
Industries. With five furnaces in longterm operation (see Table 1), Johansson
Industries leads the industry in applying
batch and cullet preheating to oxy-fuel
fired glass furnaces.
As shown in Figure 1, batch and
cullet are independently heated by direct
contact with furnace gases, ensuring
high heat transfer rates and high material
preheat temperatures in the range of
400–450°C. The heat exchangers are
positioned in place of the normal day
bin at the furnace; the day bins/silos
are positioned directly above them.
The two preheated materials are mixed

This article is based on a paper presented
at GlassTrend’s January 2021 webinar session.
www.glasstrend.nl
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directly above the charger so that
normal furnace charging operations are
maintained with little heat loss.
Besides the obvious fuel and
oxygen savings to the furnace, there
are several additional advantages:
• Preheated batch/cullet results in
faster melting within the furnace and
thus a shortening of the batch line,
• Furnace crown temperatures
are reduced at the same pull
rate, extending the lifetime of
refractories, and producing fewer
particulates emissions,
• Electric boost can be reduced or
production rate can be increased
by 10–20%, and
• Organic contaminants, e.g. paper,
food residue, plastic, in postconsumer recycled cullet are
pyrolysed and the fume is fully
oxidised in the flue duct. This reduces
the net carbon content of the cullet
entering the furnace allowing for
more stable glass redox control
and significantly reduced foam
versus typical oxy-fuel furnaces.

Thermo-chemical Regenerator
System technology

Linde’s OPTIMELT Thermo-chemical
Regenerator (TCR) process is an
advanced heat recovery technology
for oxy-fuel fired glass furnaces3–4.
The technology is based on a unique
waste heat recovery concept called
thermo-chemical regeneration in which
heat stored in a regenerator checker
during the flue gas exhausting cycle
is recovered during the reforming
cycle by preheating and reforming a
mixture of natural gas and recycled flue
gas. Figure 2 shows this cyclic heat
recovery process.
The flue gas cycle in regenerator 1
is similar to the conventional regenerator
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Figure 3: OPTIMELT TCR
system arrangement in end-fired
configuration at Libbey Leerdam.

•
•

‘Self-cleaning’ mechanism that results in minimal
deposits on the walls and checkers in the regenerators5
Ability to maintain pull rate while reducing level of electric
boost.

Summary

heating cycle in which flue gas waste
heat is transferred to and stored in the
checker. The unique feature of the TCR
process occurs during the reforming
cycle where a portion of the cooled
flue gas is recycled (Recycled Flue Gas
or RFG) to the bottom of an already
preheated regenerator (regenerator
2) and mixed with natural gas (NG)
fuel. When the gas mixture is heated
above a certain temperature, CH4 is
non-catalytically reformed by CO2 and
H2O in the RFG to form H2, CO and
soot. The reformed gas or ‘syngas’ is
combusted with oxygen in the glass
furnace thus providing thermal energy
for glass melting. When the regenerator
in reforming mode is getting colder
the regenerators are switched and
the regenerator that was previously in
reforming mode is heated with flue gas.
The regenerators are similar in design to
conventional air heating regenerators,
but the checker volume is only one-third
the size of the air-regen case, making
the retrofit or rebuild an economically
attractive option. For a larger scale
commercial furnace expected fuel
savings are about 20% compared to
oxy-fuel and 30% compared to airregenerator furnaces.

Libbey Glass

Following successful commercialisation
on a 50tpd container glass furnace in
Mexico, the TCR system has been in
commercial operation on an oxy-fuel
fired tableware glass furnace at Libbey
Leerdam in the Netherlands since
2017. Figure 3 illustrates how the TCR
system is integrated with the oxyfuel furnace. TCR system operation
commenced in late 20173–4.
The three year operating
experience with the new furnace
has reportedly been very positive.
The TCR system has been in
continuous operation meeting or
exceeding Libbey’s glass production
and quality needs. Should the TCR
system need to be taken offline for
inspection/maintenance or experience
a shutdown, the flue gas damper
between furnace and downcomer is
opened and operation can proceed
with the oxy-fuel burners. Glass
production can continue uninterrupted.
Other benefits of the technology
include:
• Substantial reduction in NOx
emissions4
• Reduction in foam relative to oxyfuel furnaces

Table 1: List of commercial references for batch and cullet preheating from Linde and Johansson Industries.

By combining the heat recovery technologies mentioned
previously, it is possible to achieve specific energy
consumption in the range of 2.5–2.8 GJ (LHV)/metric
ton container glass depending on the cullet rate6. Table
2 provides an example of possible combinations of heat
recovery systems for different cullet rates.
Depending on the project specifics, e.g. fuel prices,
cullet rate, internal vs post-consumer recycled cullet,
CO2 avoidance costs and capital constraints, Linde and
Johansson can work with glass furnace operators to identify
the optimal heat recovery technology combination to costeffectively achieve a near-term goal of 20–30% reduction
in CO2 emissions. Taking this step will also make the glass
furnaces future-ready when low/zero carbon fuels such as
green H2 become more economically viable. l
OPTIMELT is a registered trademark of Linde
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Fruitful fibre production

As fibreglass becomes an increasingly popular and necessary product, manufacturers
face pressure to meet targets whilst running an energy-efficient operation. Mikael
Le Guern and Amber Watkin delve into Eurotherm by Schneider Electric’s high
efficiency solution for bushing power control during the melting process.
In order for the glass industry to meet
its decarbonisation goals, legacy
fossil fuel fired processes will need to
transition to hybrid (gas/electric) or
all-electric melting technologies. The
control solutions for these electrically
powered systems will need to be as
energy and cost-efficient as possible,
which means moving away from
traditional designs. In the case of glass
fibre manufacturing, advanced power
control designs are already available
for platinum bushings, enabling
significant energy savings with fast
return on investment.
The popularity of fibreglass
reinforcement has resulted in the
bushings used in the melting process
becoming larger, requiring additional
power and more precise temperature
control. Modern bushings require up
to 90 kilowatts of power and need to
operate at around 8 volts at currents
of up 10,000 amps due to their
relatively low resistance. These high
current levels can only be supplied by
using special transformers and high
current busbar systems. In traditional
bushing control systems SCR (Silicon
Controlled Rectifier) power controllers
(also known as thyristor controllers)
supply power using the phase angle
firing method, which provides smooth
control to the bushing.

However, the nature of phase angle
control is electrically noisy, causing
distortion of the AC waveform (known
as ‘harmonics’) in the transformer and
cables of the system. The harmonic
distortion causes extra voltage and
current to be present in the cables,
which not only wastes energy through
excess heat loss but also negatively
affects the measurements (for example,
power factor) made by electricity
suppliers in order to charge for energy.
To achieve an acceptable
power factor close to 1, the thyristor
controller needs to supply as clean a
waveform as possible with the least
amount of harmonics. In this case, a
power demand setpoint somewhere
above 80% of range. However, in
an average bushing application, at
least another 10% of control either
way is required in case the bushing
temperature needs to be adjusted
quickly after an incident.

Energy efficiency

Experienced supplier of power and
control technologies Eurotherm by
Schneider Electric has developed a
high efficiency solution for bushing
power control. The Eurotherm
approach considers each part of the
system from the process power supply
to the ‘ears’ of the bushing and up

Phase angle firing mode ‘chops’ the waveform causing harmonics and negatively affecting the power factor.

Eurotherm’s load tap changer feature automatically switches transformer taps dynamically to provide a more
complete sine wave.
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24 bushing position Eurotherm power control and distributed control system
(DCS), based on the EPower controller and T2750 PAC, with visualisation from
AVEVA System Platform.

to the information management system level. Starting at
the power controller, rather than using phase angle firing
mode which ‘chops’ the waveform causing harmonics and
negatively affecting the power factor, the Eurotherm EPower
advanced power controller is used in automatic load tap
changer control mode.
The load tap changer feature automatically switches
transformer taps dynamically. Supplying the power in this
way provides a more complete sine wave rather than the
‘chopped’ wave seen using phase angle on its own. With
appropriate tap selection, on which Eurotherm engineers
can advise, the harmonic distortion can be significantly
reduced, helping to keep the power factor typically above
0.94 – much higher than a regular SCR controlled system.
As a result the total harmonic distortion (THD) reduction
is substantial – typically improving from 50–60% or more
during normal operation to less than 15%.
Extra power demanded at the bushing is supplied
when the second tap is switched on in phase angle mode
by Eurotherm algorithms that continuously calculate and
automatically select the best tap arrangement to fit the
situation. The EPower controller is capable of controlling
multiple thyristor stacks attached to multiple taps of a
transformer dynamically instead of having to carry out
laborious manual tap changes, allowing seamless control
from 0–100% power demand whilst maintaining the best
possible power factor at all times. On bushing applications the
automatic load tap changer function with two taps is sufficient
to provide meaningful energy saving whilst balancing the
capital expenditure with the return on investment.
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Sophisticated control strategies, able to precisely
control the temperature of the glass, aid the
manufacture of consistently uniform fibre strands
with high tensile strength, while a well-designed
HMI enables operators of varying skill levels to
run the process without affecting the quality.
Typically, a Eurotherm T2750 Programmable
Automation Controller (PAC) system provides the
bushing temperature control strategy, utilising the
AVEVA System Platform (formerly Wonderware)
for supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) to give sophisticated bushing position
benchmarking and performance information for
key performance indicators.
To minimise unscheduled downtime the
dual redundant feature of the T2750 PAC (a
secondary processor that takes over control in
the case of a problem in the primary processor)
can offer high availability of the system, as well as
redundant inputs and output modules if required.

Productive trial

In a 24 bushing position control system
upgrade for a leading glass fibre manufacturer,
the Eurotherm bushing power supply solution
achieved a 9.4% power saving. During an
initial trial, two of the bushing positions were
modernised to assess the possible improvement.
The system was run in full operation for several
months to compare the performance and
efficiency of the two bushing positions fitted
with the Eurotherm load tap changer solution,
against the other 22 positions. Four bushings
were controlled by each control panel, which
contained four EPower controllers and a local
panel PC HMI. Several of these bushing control
cabinets were attached to a single mains power
distribution cabinet to create an integrated and
flexible solution suitable for almost every glass
fibre forehearth configuration.
The trial bushings employing the cleaner
power waveform supplied by the EPower
controller with load tap changer, in combination
with low inductance busbars and transformer,
showed a dramatic reduction of harmonics. This
led to a 50% improvement in power factor and
reductions of 40% in line current; 51% in kVA
(apparent power), and more than 9% in real
power (kW) compared to the regular phase angle
controlled position. The result in cost savings was
significant.
Bushing positions with the automatic load
tap changing system installed consumed only
9.6kW against the normal bushing positions’
consumption of 10.6kW. The result correlated
with the load tap changer-controlled position
achieving a 9.4% total real power saving, which in
this case equated to a saving of €21,000 per year
(based on 0.1 euro/kWh, continually running 24
bushings). The ROI was approximately 18 months.

Additional benefits

In a traditional system vibrations can cause
weakness in the glass fibre strands and can also
eventually cause damage to system components

including the bushing itself. There
were noticeably fewer vibrations in the
improved system due to the reduction
of harmonics. This improved the yield
by reducing fibre breakage and enabled
the system components to naturally
last longer, reducing the time and cost
of maintenance. The EPower load tap
changer option also saved time for the
engineer by automatically switching
power to the transformer taps. This was
normally a manual task that interrupted
the process during changeover. After the
successful completion of the trial phase,
all 24 positions were modernised to the
Eurotherm solution, and the system was
designed with future scalability built-in if
required.
With an improved power factor,
capacitor banks are no longer necessary
which helps with CapEx and ROI and
further reduces maintenance cost. On
a new installation with the line current
typically reduced by 40% per position
and kVA less than half compared to
a traditional SCR controlled system,
significant capital cost savings can also
be achieved by reducing the size of all
components, from the main distribution
transformer to circuit breakers and cables.

Conclusion

On refurbishment projects the Eurotherm
bushing control solution with automatic
load tap changer design helps to
enhance each part of the system to
achieve improved energy efficiency
and glass fibre quality by significantly
improving the power factor and reducing
total harmonic distortion (THD) all with
an acceptable return on investment. The
energy savings over the lifetime of the
system (typically 15 years) are substantial.
Energy assessments can be carried
out to calculate expected ROI and the
solution can be fitted in modernisation
steps to suit budgetary requirements.
Even larger capital savings can be
achieved on new installations through
the appropriate design of the complete
system. For glass producers ready to
transition to more efficient technology,
Eurotherm can help. l
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Precise dosing with a
high capacity feeder
Tomasz Zejer, Maciej Olesiński, Kacper Musioł, Tomasz Okoń and Łukasz Mandla
discuss an innovative vibration damping system developed by Forglass that
enables precise control of material movement during the dosing process.
Vibrating feeders are widely used in
various industries for the purpose of
transporting bulk materials. A particular
application of vibrating feeders is
for precise dosing of materials for
technological processes.
The use of feeders driven by inertial
vibrators for this purpose requires solving
the problem of stopping the transport
of material on the vibrating chute of the
feeder. Since controlling the feeder is
not possible after the drive is turned off,
the possibility of stopping the transport
of material with the drive mechanism in
operation is a very exciting option.

Figure 1: Impact of UTDR on vertical (left) and angular vibrations of the conveyor (right) during start-up, nominal operation and free coasting.

Designing a solution

Precise control over material movement
in the dosing process poses the biggest
problem when designing a dosing
feeder driven by inertial vibrators.
Material transport on the vibrating
chute of the feeder must be brought to
a complete halt without shutting down
the drive system. To achieve this it is
possible to smoothly adjust the amount
of transported material from zero to the
machine’s maximum capacity just by
controlling the rotational speed of the
drive vibrators.
Attaining a precise dosing function
from the vibrating feeder driven by
two self-synchronising vibrators with
opposing rotation requires the speed

Figure 2: Impact of UTDR’s operation on the conveyor’s vertical and angular vibrations during start-up, steady-state operation and quasisteady coasting with linearly decreasing angular speed of vibrators.

of material transport along the feeder chute to decrease
gradually, as the angular speed of the vibrators decreases,
until transport stops. In addition, the transported material
must not fall off the feeder chute in an uncontrolled manner
during its start-up and coasting. Research shows that the
feeder frequency, at which material transport stops, is close to
the frequency of the machine’s own angular vibration.

Simulated testing process

Tests of the vibration damping system
developed by Forglass (UTDR; patent
application P.425086) were carried out
on a digital model of a vibration feeder.
This model was built on the basis of
proven and tested simulation models

Feed transport along the conveyor with and without UTDR.
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VIBE – the vibrating
feeder from Forglass.

Forglass Vibe Feeder with
UDTR technology combines
precise dosing of materials for
technological processes with
high transport capacity.

Figure 3: The 1:1 scale test stand consisted of an experimental transport system,
a closed loop system for transported material and a control/measurement
system allowing full range of control of the tested device.

of vibrating machines published in 2001–2017 by the
Vibromechanics Team of the Department of Mechanics and
Vibroacoustics at AGH University of Science and Technology
in Kraków, Poland.
Initial tests of the vibration damping
system developed by Forglass
were simulated on a digital model
of a vibration feeder.

In order to assess the effectiveness
of the UTDR, selected results from
simulation tests obtained for the system
without UTDR (red) and with UTDR
(green) were summarised in two charts
(see Figures 1 & 2). Firstly, the impact of
UTDR on the start-up process, nominal
work for a period of 150 seconds
and free coasting of the machine was
tested.
In the second case the UTDR
was examined in quasi-steady states.
The simulations included switching on
the conveyor and reaching the rated
speed, nominal work for a period
of 100 seconds, then working at a
linearly decreasing power frequency
until the transport of material over the
conveyor chute stops, finally stopping
the vibrators.
Theoretical analysis showed a
reduction in the duration of transient
periods in the vertical Y direction by
approximately: 15x for start-up, 5x for
coasting and a decrease in maximum
amplitudes: 1.6x for start-up, 2.5x for
coasting. At the same time, for the α
coordinate, it shortened the duration
of the transition periods by: 6x for
starting, 1.7x for coasting, and the
reduction of maximum amplitudes:
1.8x for starting, 2.7x for coasting.

Practical benefits

Application of the Forglass UTDR system during testing resulted in a 5.8-fold reduction
in the maximum vertical vibration amplitude in the quasi-stationary resonance.
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The results obtained through
theoretical analysis and simulations
were verified on a test stand in
1:1 scale (see Figure 3). The stand
comprised an experimental transport
system, a closed loop system for
transported material and a control/

measurement system that allows full
range of control of the tested device.
The tests consisted of filling the
system with material to be transported
and then reducing the rotational
speed of the driving vibrators until the
transport was stopped. At this point,
the rotational speed of the vibrators and
the vibration amplitude of the feeder in
the working direction were read, which
allowed for the determination of the
desired lift coefficient.
The application of the UTDR
system resulted in a 5.8-fold reduction
in the maximum vertical vibration
amplitude in the quasi-stationary
resonance and a 4.5-fold reduction
in the maximum angular vibration
amplitude in the quasi-stationary
resonance.
The practical benefits of Vibe
Feeders with UDTR technology
offered in batch plants designed
and constructed by Forglass are
the precise dosing of materials for
technological processes combined
with high transport capacity. l
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Stretching mesh for screen printing
Hugo Gmür shares his thoughts on the best methods to achieve a uniform level of
tension when stretching mesh onto a frame for screen printing.
Printing stencils used in screen printing
require the mesh to be stretched onto
a frame uniformly and with minimal
discrepancy in tension. There are several
methods to stretch mesh onto frames
which can be narrowed down to two
main tensioning systems which operate
either mechanically or pneumatically.

Pneumatic tensioning system

The pneumatic system benefits from
the direct contact between clamps and
frame which enables the force resulting
from the tension to transfer evenly
onto the frame, whereby the frame
is provided by pre-tensioning. Pretensioning is necessary to reduce a
potential tension drop once the screen
is removed from the system.
For polyester and polyamide
mesh, Sefar recommends a pneumatic
tensioning system, consisting of
Sefar 3A clamps combined with the
Sefar 51i control unit as well as the
Sefar Tensocheck 100 tension gauge.
The system is highly flexible and
customisable regarding frame size as it
consists of single clamps with a width
of 15cm or 25cm. Therefore, the right
number of clamps can be configured
for each individual frame format.

Single and two-circuit systems

In general, Sefar advises either single or
two circuit systems, which define the air
circuit of the clamp system. The single
circuit system features only one air
circuit that provides all clamps with air,

Pneumatic tensioning system, consisting of Sefar 3A clamps combined with Sefar’s 51i control unit and Tensocheck 100 tension gauge.

which causes multidirectional tension
of the mesh. Within the single circuit
system, the air pressure is consistent
and cannot be modified selectively.
The two circuit system is operated
by two air circuits which provide the
clamps with varied air pressure from
different directions. Therefore, the
mesh tension can be adjusted in two
directions.
The single circuit system is used
for frame sizes up to 150cm. For frame
sizes above 150cm, Sefar recommends
using a two circuit system. The

distance between the corner clamps must be correspondingly
adjusted to the requirements of the respective system in order
to obtain ideal mesh tension. Sefar’s Longstroke 3A clamps,

Programmable 51i control unit.

Sefar’s 3A single circuit system provides all
clamps with air to enable multidirectional tension
of the mesh.
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Sefar’s 3A two-circuit system is operated by two
air circuits which provide the clamps with varied air
pressure from different directions.

Used worldwide, Sefar 3A clamps have a lifting function which allows the mesh
to be stretched over the frame contact-free.
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Sefar’s 3A single-circuit system in a corner position.

For frame sizes over 150cm, Sefar recommends
using its two circuit system, shown here in a corner
position.

Sefar’s 3A 150/250 and 3A 150/250L (Longstroke) clamps offer a long cylinder
stroke and are suitable for larger formats to achieve the desired mesh tension.

which provide a long cylinder stroke,
are suitable for larger formats to achieve
the desired mesh tension.

directly to the Sefar Tensocheck 100 tension gauge over
a serial RS 232 interface. Due to the immediate control of
mesh tension, a high reproducible accuracy is obtained –
considerably higher than in a manually controlled tensioning
process. l

Control unit

3A Tensocheck
100 tension
gauge.

The tensioning process requires a
control unit to ensure a monitored
supply of air to the clamps. Sefar’s
programmable 51i control unit
guarantees a reproducible highprecision tensioning process as
parameters such as tensioning
duration and pressure as well as
individual tensioning steps can be
programmed and saved.
The unit can also be connected
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Precise inspection of pharmaceutical
and cosmetic packaging
Special inspection solutions for cosmetic flacons were the origin of Dr Günther
Inspections in Germany, followed by various customers in the pharmaceutical
market. Mark Ziegler discusses the technical solutions that have led to the
company’s market success in these two sectors.
Certain technical specifications for
pharmaceutic and cosmetic products
are different to conventional products,
like beer bottles or jars. In general, the
requirements for inspection accuracy
are much higher. High class flacons
must not have cosmetic defects.
“The packaging is a fundamental
component of the brand perception
by the consumer and not only among
females” says Linda Günther, with
a smile in her face. On the other
hand, the drugs in pharmaceutical
bottles can save lives and must be
manufactured with absolute precision.
A different glass structure, such as
a greater glass thickness, or special
shapes mean that defect detection is
significantly more challenging than with
standard beer bottles, for example.
Additionally, it is hard to create
symmetrical ratios for camera images.
Further required test criteria concern
the measurement of the bottom height,
which is important to ensure the break
resistance. In addition, the image
processing of the container bottom,
especially bottom notch recognition,
is another criterion. Both sectors have
requirements that are different to the
standard, where flexibility and precision
are indispensable.

Inspection of the coated surface for pharmaceutical
articles.
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The Dr Günther R&D and assembly hall.

Multi-image illumination for high class cosmetics

Recognition of the logo and engraving is essential today. Tilo
Günther is proud of the complete solution package offered
for this sector. “Smart lighting is a key component. For this
reason, specific R&D investments have been made by the
team. A special image processing module in the software
makes even the smallest cosmetic defects visible. Checking
washboards and folds of flacons is just as easy as checking
for symmetry of the overall shape and the inner bottom
contour.”

Control of the inner bottom contour.

Washboards in a cosmetics bottle with the
Dr Günther software module (left) and with a
standard camera image (right).
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According to Mr Günther, with one of the company’s selfbuilt light sources, it is possible to inspect the article shoulder
from above. “Shape deviations in the shoulder of cream jars, for
example, are very hard to detect by standard camera inspections.
With our custom-made solution, we have a precise detection for
these defect types. The consistently good feedback shows us the
high level of functionality in practice.”

kreattiva .it
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Specific requirements for pharmaceutic products

The inner bore measurement for containers and ampoules is among
the important requirements, as the filling nozzle always has to fit
precisely into the ampoule. Günther R&D experts have developed
an accurate camera system that replaces existing mechanical
systems in the star wheel machine.
Defective containers are identified without being destroyed, as
sometimes happened with older mechanical systems that had to
touch the item. The rejector behind the inspection unit removes
the defect articles, preventing an accumulation of outside broken
glass on the conveyor. “The camera system can also detect bore
diameters that are too large, which was not possible with the
previous mechanical measuring systems” Tilo Günther confirms.
“Furthermore, it is also faster with up to 450 articles/min.”
Hygiene is extremely important for pharmaceutical bottles
and an outer diameter dimension measuring of the mouth rim
guarantees that the closure always fits. In this context, a precise
detection of containers with an unfilled mouth ensures that the
closure of the container or ampoule seals tightly.
An additional difficulty for this kind of glass container is the
surface inspection. Articles are often coated and have a milkylooking surface. The smart software of the company’s sidewall
inspection machine can deal with these challenges.
In conclusion, Dr Friedrich Günther, founder of the company
is very pleased with the equipment’s market success and the
positive customer feedback generated from large international glass
manufacturers. He is looking forward to realising the projects that
are already in the company’s production planning process. l

Dimensional
measurement
of the mouth for
pharmaceutical
articles.

About the author:
Mark Ziegler is a representative for Dr Günther Inspections
Further information:
Dr Günther Inspections GbR, Meerane, Germany
tel:
+49 3764 7791870
email: info@optical-inspections.com
web:
www.optical-inspections.com
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Meeting increased demand
for medical grade glass
Fulvio Puccioni, one of the owners and CEO of Glass Service Italy discusses
furnace design and specialised equipment for the production and installation of
neutral borosilicate glass furnaces to make pharmaceutical tubes and containers.
The ongoing development of the pharmaceutical industry
and the relatively new Covid-19 pandemic worldwide has
put pressure on manufacturers of hydrolytic Class I neutral
glass for vials, ampoules and syringes. The pharmaceutical
glass container sector is increasing in global value by 6%
every year and the demand for glass requires several new
plant installations worldwide.
Furnace maker Glass Service (GS) Italy can design
and install pharmaceutical furnaces for the production of
borosilicate pharmaceutical tube hydrolytic Class I glass
(alfa 50) all over the world with Danner technology or Vello
technology. The company has already installed 16 furnaces
in Belarus, Iran, China, Russia, Pakistan, India.

Pharma glass critical parameters

The production of pharmaceutical glass (according to the
status of the actual glass batch based on boron content)
involves the following:
• High melting temperature of 1600°C
• High boron evaporation from the batch – and
consequently a high corrosion rate of chimney and
waste duct, and production of silica salt knots in the
glass
• High viscosity of glass
• High energy consumption

• Stability of glass quality
• High sensibility of batch pollution.
All of these issues, combined with
the need to produce a high quality
product, require a specialised furnace
design for the correct production and
glass quality stability.

Main furnace performance
requirements from the market

Stability of production: Market
requests to glass tube producers
increase every year in terms of quantity
and quality. Currently the type of tube
requested must have a high stability in:
• OD outer diameter and ID inner
diameter
• TH thickness
• Bending
• Absence of bubbles and air line
• Absence of stones
• Stability of batch and chemical/
physical characteristic.
To attain this high stability
performance, full control of the melting

Pharmaceutical glass tubes are in greater demand
owing to the Covid-19 pandemic.

process and forming is required and
the design of the furnace should
be tested in several applications
and for long term operation. The
correct design of the electric booster

Global pharmaceutical market provision for 2023.
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Glass Service Italy has successfully installed more than 14 borosilicate glass
furnaces to date.

GS’ screw type batch chargers can operate in 2, 3 or 4 units according to the furnace size and pull.

system, bubblers, and all the furnace
equipment as well the furnace design
for melting and forehearth are very
important for good production and
quality stability.
Low energy consumption: Due
to cost reduction and CO2 footprint
reduction, GS furnaces are low
consumption units. The preferred fuel
is natural gas and oxygen; use of
natural gas and preheated air is also
possible as well the HFO+preheated
air but not recommended, due to
energy consumption. The furnace is
a high temperature unit operating at
1600°C and the use of oxygen in this
case is the best option. In oxy-gas the
energy consumption of 1250kcal/kg
fossil + 0.46kW/kg electric booster is a
target for 20tpd (N.2 Danner line).
Long term operation: The
correct design combined with the
correct refractory material can ensure
four years’ operation for the furnace

melting area and the forehearth.
This performance is reliant upon the
correct refractory design, correct
burners design and positioning,
booster electrode position, water
cooled bubblers tube, temperature
management, special throat and side
cooling technology. After four years
of operation, 65% of AZS [aluminazirconia-silica] and refractories material
can be changed, while the steel
structure and equipment can be used
for the second cycle.
Ease of maintenance and
management: Easy maintenance
is important for four year glass
production stability and GS furnaces
are designed with this is mind. Several
solutions for cleaning the burners
and unclogging the bubbler require
very short time for maintenance; all
these activities can be done while the
furnace is in production. In general,
the furnace and its equipment require
very low maintenance activity, helping
to ensure high glass quality.

The company has long term experience of designing and building neutral
borosilicate furnaces for manufacturing pharmaceutical hydrolytic Class I glass.

Microscopic image of a batch stone in glass melt.

GS furnace solutions

Molybdenum electrode holders.
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Glass Service Italy’s furnaces offer
solutions to guarantee high glass
quality and stability, low energy
consumption and a four year
operation span.
The furnaces can be designed for
2 Danner line, 4 Danner lines and 2
Vello lines.
Standard sizes are 20tpd pull
for 2 Danner lines, 40tpd pull for 4
Danner lines and 32tpd pull for 2 Vello
lines (pull is limited due to limit of tube
cutting device speed).
In addition to furnace refractory
design GS has also developed some
specialised equipment.

GS burners feature double
impulse technology for flame
length adjustment.

Oxy-gas burners
are vital in the
borosilicate glass
melting process
to ensure correct
flame pattern
distribution
and low boron
evaporation from
glass surface.
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Molybdenum electrode holders

GS’ process control system.

Batch chargers

Batch charger devices play an essential role in the melting
process. The combination of the batch charger machine and
the batch charger-area furnace design should guarantee low
dust in chimney, low boron evaporation, high machine life,
stability of glass level and correct batch distribution in the
melting area. GS has developed a machine design coupled
with the furnace batch charger area:
The machines are screw type batch chargers and can
operate in 2, 3 or 4 units according to the furnace size
and pull. Batch charging screw rotation speed and charger
ton/h rate are automatically managed by the process control
system. The batch charge machine is also fully electrically
insulated from the supporting structure due to the electric
booster in the glass and residual electrical voltage in the
batch area.

Special bubblers

Bubblers are very important to guarantee the correct furnace
life. An incorrect bubbler design position can produce poor
glass quality and reduce the furnace bottom life to 1 year
operation due to bottom corrosion.
GS has developed technology for water-cooled
bubbler tubes; the water cooling reduces the AZS bottom
temperature in the bubbler area and avoids the corrosion of
the bubbler tubes’ AZS bottom blocks.
GS has also developed constant flow technology for the
bubbler device; this technology can guarantee constant flow
rate in case of bubbler tube nozzle clogging.
The water-cooling bubbler tubes can also be easily
changed during operation in case of irreversible clogging.
This facility should guarantee a long service life of bubbling
for the full furnace operation. The bubbler can operate in
oxygen (recommended) or compressed air.

Due to the high temperature in
the bottom (1550°C) the electrode
holders require a special design and
cooling. GS has developed its own
molybdenum electrodes holder which
has a very strong high resistance
temperature cooling head, integrated
with double high efficiency water
cooling technology and compressed
air.
The high temperature stress
resistance head allows the electrode
holder to operate at very high
temperatures. The use of high
cooling rate water technology
reduces the temperature of the
electrode AZS block, avoiding
glass leakage and block corrosion.
The double cooling water and air
electrode holders can be used
separately with water during normal
operation and with air in emergency
conditions if there is a lack of water.

Special burners and
burner oxy-gas skids

Oxy-gas burners are vital in the
borosilicate glass melting process
to ensure correct flame pattern
distribution, low boron evaporation
from glass surface and easy
maintenance.
GS has designed the size,
number and position of oxy-gas
burners in the combustion chamber
as well as the burner blocks as one
unique system. The burners also
feature double impulse technology for
flame length adjustment.
The burner skids and the gas/oxy
rate stability are another important
element of borosilicate furnaces. The
combustion skid should guarantee
the correct combustion ratio of
natural gas and oxygen. The melting
process and the redox value of the
batch as well as boron evaporation
are very sensitive to the stability of
this parameter.

GS has developed its skid as a
standard unit, each controlling three
burners with independent flow control
for natural gas and oxygen. The flow
control offers a high accuracy rate
integrated with mass flow calculation
for booth gases.
A compressed air section can
be used for burner nozzle cooling,
in case burners are shut off for an
emergency or maintenance.

Process control system

The main requests for process
control are: high precision
temperature reading, stability of
process control loops, high precision
in mass flow control, advance
capability calculation, trend advanced
management for all process variable,
historical and real time alarm
management, easy and intuitive HMI
(Human Machine Interface) and main
loop redundancy for emergency
control in case of DCS [distributed
control system] failure.
These functions are managed
by the DCS HC900 EDGE from
HONEYWELL integrated with a
SCADA CITEC computer with double
screen (single or multiple PCs)
and N.2 local displays; a group of
P108 Eurotherm instruments is also
installed.
GS’ process control system also
manages all the furnace machines:
batch chargers, glass level, bubblers,
electric boosters, combustion,
furnace pressure control, cooling,
etc.
All machine control and control
loops are integrated in one process
control system. All emergency
protocols as well as start up after
black-out are managed to ensure
safe working conditions for the
operators and for the furnace.
For the EU and American
markets, the SIL2 capability safety
level is factored in.

Complete start to finish activity scheme.
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HC900 distributed control system.

Full process control procedure

Glass quality can only be guaranteed with correct control of the
full production process. The wrong management of raw material or
melting conditions can introduce glass defects.
For this purpose GS has engaged a team of glass specialists
with long term experience in borosilicate glass tube hydrolytic
Class I as customer service. The role of this expert team is to train
customer technicians in all procedures for quality control.
The GS training service includes: checking the status of internal
customer procedures, training on quality check procedure from
raw materials to the final products, and training on chemical and
physical laboratory test and procedures.
C

Conclusion

Glass Service Italy claims to be the only furnace maker company
with long term experience in borosilicate pharma tube hydrolytic
Class I (alfa 50) and successful furnace installations, for which
the company employs its mature furnace technology and special
equipment/machinery. Benefitting from the company’s wealth
of expertise, GS furnaces have low energy consumption and
a low maintenance rate. GS also offers customer support with
technological training service from an expert team with long-term
experience in borosilicate neutral tube production. l

Monitoring and controlling a furnace from the HC900.

About the author:
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Multi-view monitoring for
automatic gob weight control
Specialising in and leading innovations of advanced sensor and robot technology,
XPAR Vision’s products and services help to improve the forming process
performance and quality control for the global container glass and tableware
industries. Paul Schreuders explains how the company’s latest sensor enhances
its portfolio of solutions and offers a precise way to monitor the gob forming
process and maintain automatic weight control.
install. Through the smart application of multi-view vision
a high level of measurement accuracy is achieved. It
works for single, double, triple or quad gob feeders. The
GobMonitor can be used as stand-alone system or in
combination with the other XPAR Vision sensors. Being
suitable for NNPB, PB and BB, the system is designed
to help container glass and tableware manufacturers to
increase their gob forming process capabilities.

Gob inspection and monitoring

Paul Schreuders is Chief Executive Officer at XPAR Vision.

Since early 2000 XPAR Vision has
been active in the global container
glass industry. At first with the
application of infrared sensor
technology for hot end inspection and
process monitoring, and since 2003
also with automatic gob weight control
by means of InfraRed data (InfraRed
Gob weight Control system, IGC).
XPAR Vision’s goal is to
offer sensors for every important
subprocess in the forming area:
from gob cut until bottle forming.
And evidently until now a sensor for
detailed monitoring of the gob forming
process was still missing. Also in order
to follow customers’ requirements,
the company’s original automatic
gob weight control function has been
extended with a dual camera system
for dimensional monitoring and control
and converted into a new product: the
GobMonitor.

monitoring and automatic gob weight
control. The GobMonitor is built
around two high resolution optical
sensors. With these two sensors, 3D
images of all gobs are created. The
two high resolution sensors come
in just one physical box, making the
system simple, robust and easy to

The 3D images of all gobs are processed in real time and
the image analysis calculates the following parameters
of the gob: length, diameter, volume, shape and tilt (gob
orientation in X-/Y-direction). From these variables the
weight of the gob is obtained and temperature changes
can be observed. The measurements are stored and
displayed in trend graphs. As a result, statistical variation
of the gob forming process as a whole is monitored in real
time.
Ideal gob parameters can be set for any job and
used as a reference. Deviations from this reference are
displayed in a user interface with a warning alarm if
defined limits are exceeded. Based on these alarms the
operator is able to stabilise the gob forming process and
act upon deviations beyond alarm limits set. For example,
it is possible to monitor the shear condition and be alerted
in case shears need to be adjusted and/or replaced, but
it can also help the operator to optimise the gob condition
during a job change.

GobMonitor

XPAR Vision’s GobMonitor is an
innovative sensor system for gob
inspection, gob forming process
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needle control is higher.
Using the GobMonitor and its
automatic weight control means that
it is no longer necessary to manually
catch gobs to determine their weight.
As such, the GobMonitor offers a
great contribution to a safe working
environment.

Benefits

XPAR’s GobMonitor: two sensors in one box.

Automatic gob weight control

One of the measured parameters is weight. In addition
to monitoring the weight of each falling gob, the weight
differences between gobs are also measured. Through
smart integration with tube and/or needle controls this
difference in weight can be eliminated through small
automated adjustments to tube and/or needles. In this way
the gob weights are kept constant automatically. Contrary
to single sensor systems, the GobMonitor’s innovative
multi-view technology ensures the tilt of the gobs has no
influence on the gob weight measurement. Therefore the
gob weight control function of the GobMonitor is very
precise and accurate. For only tube control a standard
deviation of 0.2% is feasible. Logically, the accuracy for

The GobMonitor is easy to install,
maintain and to operate. It improves
the quality of the gobs and shortens
the job change time. Therefore, the
GobMonitor improves the stability
and thus productivity of the gob
forming process and has a fast ROI.
Accordingly, the quality of bottles
produced is improved along with the
productivity of the container forming
process. And as previously mentioned,
the GobMonitor contributes to a safe
working environment.

Combining with other sensors

As with all XPAR Vision sensors,
the GobMonitor’s data is stored in
the central database and can easily
be retrieved and used for several
purposes including reporting. From this
database open data connections to

standard and proprietary production
information systems are possible.
This allows measurements of various
sensors, e.g. correlation with gob
loading parameters measured by
GobAssist, glass wall thickness
variation measured by IR-D, or
integration with nine grid forehearth
temperature control.
With the addition of the
GobMonitor, XPAR Vision’s product
portfolio is complete: at all critical sub
processes of the glass forming (gob
forming, gob loading, bottle forming)
there is a sensor to give factual
information. Factual measurements
provide the basis for optimisation
and are a necessity for controlling the
forming process up to a higher level. l

About the author:
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Officer at XPAR Vision
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An opportunity too good to waste
To support AVR in achieving its ambition to contribute to the Energy Agreement,
carbon capture technology has emerged as a potential game changer. With support
from TNO, Dutch waste-to-energy company AVR has achieved a world first; the
large-scale capture of CO2 from flue gas originating from a waste-to-energy plant.
With its innovative solution, AVR is a first mover in the waste energy sector –
helping to reduce CO2 emissions by 60,000 tonnes per year and inspire likeminded organisations the world over. Brigitte Jacobs reports.
Carbon capture, storage and utilisation (CCUS) solutions
are at the front line of efforts to reduce industrial emissions.
In many countries, including the Netherlands, CCUS
technology already plays a major role in reducing emissions
from coal- or gas-fired plants. Also, the glass industry is
seriously considering carbon capturing as a way to reduce
CO2 emissions.
CO2 released during combustion of residual nonrecyclable waste is different, though. Such emissions
originate partly from biomass and the waste management
sector sees opportunities to handle the ‘greener’ variant of
flue gas using existing carbon capture technology.
“More than half of the energy we produce from waste
treatment is accounted as renewable energy” explains
Hans Wassenaar, senior project leader of AVR’s energy and
residual products. “And two-thirds of the CO2 released from
this process is from biogenic origin.”
Yet, aided by the right solution, biomass-based emissions

hold excellent potential for reuse. The
horticultural industry is an obvious
outlet; market gardeners regularly use
CO2 to increase the yield of greenhouse
crops, typically sourcing this from their
gas-fuelled heating systems.
“What the world needs is a circular
system” Hans Wassenaar adds. “If
greenhouses were able to obtain the
CO2 they needed from other sources,
such as waste management, they
could switch more easily from natural
gas to renewables, reducing overall
emissions.”

From theory to practice

Having already made significant
progress in the recovery of raw

materials from waste, in 2015,
AVR set its sights on a new target:
Capturing the CO2 emitted from its
facilities and making it available to
other industries for reuse.
To do this, the company would
need to attempt something that had
never been done before, installing
carbon capture technology at a major
commercial waste management plant.
AVR’s Duiven plant was selected
for the project. One of the largest
facilities of its kind in the Netherlands,
the facility processes waste from 1.5
million households, generating about
400,000 tonnes of CO2 per year.
With the location decided, AVR
needed to find an experienced partner
to provide consultancy and help to
prove the principle.
This is where TNO came in. “By
then, TNO had been working closely
on solutions related to CO2 capture,
usage and storage for several years”
explains Professor Earl Goetheer,
principal scientist of process
technology at the organisation.
“We were involved in the CATO
programme, a Dutch national
R&D programme for CO2 capture,
transport and storage from the start,
as well as various similar projects
in the Netherlands and overseas.
The partnership with AVR was an
opportunity to put all of this insight
and experience to use in a major
commercial setting.”

Getting their hands dirty

Joining the project in 2016, TNO’s
experts began by calculating the
technical and economic feasibility
of the plant and sketching the basic
concept for the design. Next followed

Full-scale carbon capture plant at AVR Duiven.

This article is based on a paper presented at the GlassTrend
seminar on decarbonisation technologies for the glass
industry in November 2020. www.glasstrend.nl
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a critical stage in the testing process. TNO built a working
pilot of the CO2-capture solution at the Duiven site, based
on solvent-based carbon capture technology.
“A dedicated on-site pilot is always the recommended
path with this kind of high risk venture” explains Earl
Goetheer. “Behaviour can be affected by the type of flue
gas in use, so it’s essential to see how the plant works up
close and how everything interacts. This can’t be done by
computer alone; you need to get your hands dirty.”
Accompanied by modelling, the mobile unit was able
to accurately simulate on a reduced scale how the carbon
capture process would work in practice, to determine the
feasibility of the operation and identify potential issues
and risks. Using the model, the project team was able to
demonstrate that AVR’s flue gasses were of sufficient quality
and suitable for carbon capture.
With the carbon capture installation shown to be
viable, TNO provided valuable information to help AVR in
preparation to find a suitable partner to build the application.
TNO’s consultants stayed close at hand throughout
commissioning and operational stages, supporting with
in-depth process analysis once the plant first came online.
From conception to completion, the entire project took
three-and-a-half years.

“The scaling up from a few
hundred kilos of captured carbon to
thousands of tonnes is an enormous
achievement” says Hans Wassenaar.
“There is potential to go further still;
our goal is to capture as much CO2
as possible.”
Duiven is just the tip of the
iceberg. Building on the insights
already gained, TNO and AVR are
collaborating on a second carbon
capture solution for AVR’s waste-toenergy plant in Rozenburg, South
Holland – a much larger operation.
A feasibility study is underway.
“Now that we know the steps and
potential challenges involved, we
can accelerate the process” Mr
Goetheer explains. “The three years
it took to bring the Duiven project
to completion is already fast by
anyone’s standards but we’re hoping
to take the lessons we’ve learnt to
deliver an even more streamlined
process.”

The tip of the iceberg

With its carbon capture operation up and running, the
Duiven plant is already repurposing about 60,000 tonnes
of CO2 emissions per year, with the potential for further
expansion. This excess carbon is being sold to local crop
growers, enabling them to lower their natural gas usage.

The world is watching

With TNO and AVR demonstrating
that there are real possibilities for
carbon capture outside the energy
sector, there is growing interest from

a wide range of organisations around
the world.
“This kind of application has
never been proven on such a major
scale before” says Earl Goetheer.
“The waste management sector is
just the first mover; other industries,
such as glass companies, are now
seeing what’s possible and taking
notice. There is huge potential to
introduce carbon capture technology
at glass manufacturers and
supporting them in achieving their
targets on reducing absolute CO2
emissions from their processes.
“We’re already receiving
enquiries from parties in Europe and
elsewhere” he continued. “The world
is watching us; the feeling is ‘if they
can do it, we can too’.” l
About the author:
Brigitte Jacobs is Business
Development Manager Energy
Transition Industry at TNO
Further information:
TNO, Delft, the Netherlands
tel:
+31 6 15383713
email: brigitte.jacobs@tno.nl
web:
www.tno.nl
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Improved usability through UX
design in process automation
The glass industry brings together not only very complex plants but also lots of
accumulated process data. Very often, from a user’s perspective the information
being displayed on the interface is not compatible with an efficient work process.
This is because there is still a tendency to show as much data as possible to
the machine operator. A user-centred design process offers solutions on how to
deal with high volumes of data and make it quickly comprehensible to the user.
Sabine Ivey-Frank explains.
Designing the User Experience (UX) is
more than just improving the usability.
UX also includes usefulness and joy
of use. A high quality UX is a clear
acceptance factor of an industrial
system and leads to high user
satisfaction.
It is a fact that satisfied users
are also more efficient and safer in
machine operation. The time required
for operator training, changeover
and maintenance can be significantly
reduced through good user guidance.
Intuitive navigation adapted to the
requirements of the user groups and
clear and consistent screen designs
displaying the correct data at the
right time are the most important
ingredients in the recipe for success.
But most importantly, displaying
only the relevant information in a
comprehensible way allows for better,
faster and ultimately safer decisionmaking.

Make use of design thinking

UX and design thinking methods
belong at every level of the design
process and help to systematically
extract what the user really needs and
apply human-centred techniques in
order to find creative and innovative
solutions to a problem. Design
thinking is very successful, as
businesses are seeking an approach
to innovation that is effective and
powerful, one that can be integrated
into every level of an organisation,
product or service.
“We have finished developing
our user interface, now we want to
optimise the usability.” Fortunately,
Schindler Creations hear this sentence
less and less often as clients learn
that it is more productive and costeffective to involve the user right from
the start in the design process. But
what does ‘involve’ mean?
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With CELOS, an app-based control environment for DMG MORI was developed that allows the user to manage, document and visualise
all order, process and machine data.

How to conduct
UX design methods

Schindler Creations goes into the
real context of use, which means the
place where the product will later be
used. The company does not just
want to understand the physical and
social working environment, i.e. who
works there with whom, what are the
prevailing environmental conditions
– but above all, understand how the
users are trained, what are their goals,
what reduces their productivity and
what do they lack. Often, users get
used to impractical operating steps
over the years and do not even notice
that they are slowed down by them.
That is why the company does not
just conduct expert interviews but
observes the actual workflow, using a
method called job shadowing.
Just as technical requirements
are defined in the specifications at
the beginning of a development, this
is the right time to specify usability

requirements. User journey mapping helps to understand
users’ interactions with a product or system from their point
of view and based on their motivations and goals.
A function allocation analysis helps in analysing complex
systems and to make decisions on the appropriate level of
automation. The UX designer has to consider error rates,
costs, technical feasibility and even ethical issues, such as
the desire/willingness of the operator to perform a function.

UX design methods help to make complex data comprehensible.
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CARBON AND
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SPECIALTY GLASS
HANDLING
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clean process - FDA compliant
NO HEATING NEEDED :
energy savings
NO STRESS ON THE GLASS :
improved production quality, reduce waste

Windmöller & Hölscher’s Procontrol machine system offers a multi-functional touchscreen
into which all assistance systems can be integrated for faster, more comprehensible and
clearer operation.

Recommendations

Here are four recommendations when dealing with complex systems
in order to make large volumes of data quickly comprehensible:
• Make sure the data display is adapted to the user level: Some
operators can quickly get overwhelmed by too much data but
maintenance personnel or engineers need to drill down into
every detail. By assigning user levels, users can decide who
needs to see which data.
• Context-sensitive display: In stressful situations, when
something goes wrong, time is of the essence. Contextsensitive displays only show the relevant information in the
current situation, thus allowing for faster reaction times.
• Individualised dashboards, allowing the user to choose which
data to keep an eye on: The decision to prioritise certain data
doesn’t just depend on the job title, it is also a deeply personal
choice, based on experiences and the cognitive channel of the
individual. Dashboards that each user can personalise to show
only their preferred data confer the confidence that everything is
under control.
• Integration of assistance systems: A function allocation analysis
helps in defining requirements for automation, which can
result in anything from improving the display of information, to
introducing assistance systems, right through to putting some
functions on complete ‘auto pilot’.

User requests are not necessarily requirements

What Schindler Creations does not do: Turn users into designers.
The company does not ask “What do you want the new interface to
look like?” Because designing this is its job.
If, for example, a user says that they want a setting option
for the brightness of the screen, Schindler Creations does not
immediately try to integrate this setting option into the operating
concept. Rather, it asks where does the wish come from? For
example, is it a tablet that is used indoors as well as outdoors and
could possibly adjust automatically to the lighting conditions? It is
the properly designed workflow that makes one productive, not the
‘colourful’ screen design. Once the user interface and interaction
are designed, both system and process are tested and iterated. l

W W W. M E R S E N .C O M
C E R B E R I T E @ M E R S E N .C O M

CERBE R IT E ®

About the author:
Sabine Ivey-Frank is Senior Project Manager/UX Design Lead
at Dominic Schindler Creations
Further information:
Dominic Schindler Creations GmbH, Munich, Germany
tel:
+49 151 414 36 966
email: s.ivey-frank@schindlercreations.com
web:
www.schindlercreations.com
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Technology • Energy Saving

Generating energy savings
in glass manufacture
In the first of a series of articles, Oleg Prokhorenko highlights a number of
concepts to save energy in glass production, including the introduction of low
melting glasses. Other articles in this series will cover the use of smart models
with precise glass data, as well as control systems using artificial intelligence.
Used in the production of float,
container and cookware glasses,
low melting soda-lime-silica glasses
with additional components provide
exceptional resistance in both water
solutions and humid atmospheres.
These glasses also show very high
resistance in strong concentrated
acids, so they can be used to protect
the interior of reactors in the chemical
industry and biotechnology.
Glasses with low melting, forming
and annealing temperatures deliver the
following benefits:
• Lower energy consumption at
melting and processing.
• Reduced refractory corrosion at
high temperatures.
• Easier fining due to the higher
solubility of gases in the melt.
• Wider range of colours from the
same colourants.
• Reduced emissions to the
atmosphere.
• Easier control of electric boosting
due to higher electric conductivity.
Glasses with a coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) ranging from 70×107
to 140×10-7 have the following
beneficial properties:
• Extended range of thermal
tempering degrees due to higher
CTE, and lower Tg, allowing
tempering in the absence of
radiation loss from the bulk.
• Wider range of ion-exchange
tempering profiles due to higher
alkali oxides content.
• Reduced or eliminated tempering
grid effect.
• Ability to make seals with low
cost steels that feature low gas
penetrability, high strength and
heat resistance, as well as those
with aluminium and its alloys.
Regarding the high chemical durability
of glasses with a higher M2O content,
a strong decrease of durability can
usually be observed thanks to the
domination of non-bridging oxygen
atoms. There are no simple methods
to reduce ion-exchange at the glass
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surface. One solution is the deposition
of durable coatings. This does
not solve the problem of chemical
durability of bulk glass. To accomplish
the task, R&D company Laboratory
of Glass Properties (LGP) has taken
steps to optimise the composition
of soda-lime-silica glass, developing
both the basic composition and the
recipes with additional components.
These advances have enabled
LGP to produce glasses with
chemical durability exceeding that of
conventional float glasses, even in
aggressive environments (in boiling
solutions of strong acids and bases).
This discovery became possible
following the completion of long-term
studies into the processes of ionexchange at the treatment of alkalisilicate glasses by dissolved acids
or superheated vapour. Mechanisms
for glass surface leaching have been
disclosed and the chemical reactions
that accompanied ion-exchange
have been described. In addition, the
principles of formulating extra-durable
glasses for various applications have
been devised.
As a result, a sub-system of sodalime-silica glasses with high chemical
resistance has been obtained.
Melting, forming and annealing
temperatures were reduced by up
to 150ºC. According to independent
estimates, such a reduction of melting
temperature brings energy gains at
more than one MBtu per tonne of
glass.

Glass with low dielectric loss
for fibres, coatings and seals

In the era of gigahertz technologies,
demand for glass with minimal
dielectric loss [insulated; capable of
transmitting electrical force without
conduction] is rising. Pure silica glass
would be ideal for these applications.
A very high (over 2000ºC) melting
temperature, however, does not allow
low cost products to be obtained.
There are known glasses with low

losses, such as L-glass. These can be melted at lower
temperatures but cannot match the dialectric performance
of silica glass. Having a high boric oxide content, these
glasses are difficult to melt.
Taking a borosilicate system with modifiers, LGP
has obtained sub-systems with compositions that have
individual combinations of physical properties. Besides
low Dk (<4.3) these compositions have very low CTE
(29 - 33×10-7 within the temperature range from 20ºC
and Tg ) and high enough chemical durability.
The advantage of these glasses is that they can be
melted within the same range as E-glass. It should also
be mentioned that the high specific modulus of elasticity
exceeds that for E-glass, so the usefulness of such
compositions can be clearly seen for the production of low
cost fibres for high frequency applications.
It has been demonstrated that low-Dk/low-CTE glasses
form very uniform thick (50-150 microns) coating on
silicon wafers. The coating provides superior resistance to
electrical breakdown, as well as good chemical resistance.

Environmentally-friendly sealing (soldering) glasses

Little-by-little, vacuum-sealed windows are gaining market
share for energy saving glazing. Further development of
this type of glazing moves relatively slowly due to numerous
technical issues. Low melting sealants used to join flat
glass with metal frames contain toxic components. To
obtain sealing glasses with low flow temperature, CTE and
good adhesion to metals and glasses, LGP has studied
bismuth borate systems. A range of compositions suitable
for accomplishing the task were determined. Additives
improving CTE, adhesion and chemical resistance were
also identified. In addition, a system of spacers that allow
plies of glass to slide relative to each other extends the
possibility of making curved transparencies. The low
temperature of synthesis (700-900°C) offers energy savings
and avoids the evaporation of B2O3. l
Part two of this article will be devoted to obtaining accurate
data on glass properties and the development of smart
models of technological operations.

About the author:
Oleg A Prokhorenko is Chief Scientist and Director at
LGP International
Further information:
LGP International LLC, Dearborn, Michigan, USA
tel:
+1 248 444 2289
email: olegus@core.com
web:
www.glass-properties-lab.com
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Precise pushing for smooth
container handling
Downstream ware handling performance is directly proportional to the placement of
containers transferred onto the conveyor. Jarmo Kammonen explains how Bucher Emhart
Glass has honed the pusher motion of its ware handling products.
Ware handling is all about
transferring containers that are still
hot and fragile from the IS machine
to the lehr. Container placement
on the belt is the key to a better
performance in downstream stages,
reducing losses in the hot end
coating tunnel during ware transfer
and at the stacker.
To tackle these challenges
Emhart Glass developed the
FlexPusher, with the first installation
taking place in July 2005. Since
its introduction the FlexPusher has
been supplied as standard on all
new IS, AIS and NIS machines from
Emhart Glass, and is fully integrated
with the Emhart’s FlexIS process
control system.
Machine speeds have been
continually increased and in
2011 a further development was
released: the FlexPusher SP (special
performance) offers enhanced
performance for various shapes
such as long neck beer, flasks, small
ware and jars.

Dual row capability

The FlexPusher continues to evolve
in response to new demands. In
2012 the technology was adapted
to accommodate dual row ware
handling. This technique is based
on two rows of containers side by
side on the conveyor belt, allowing
the belt speed to be reduced by
50%. The dual row method offers
improved handling of inherently
unstable items such as smaller
containers and allows more time for
hot end coating.

Pusher fingers for round containers
in triple and quadruple gob for both
short and tall containers.

Ware handling development

When twelve-section quadruple-gob
machines, and now also popular
tandem machine installations with 48
cavities or more began turning out up
to 800 containers per minute, a new
challenge was set for systems further
down the line. How to meet it? Testing
of facilities and tailoring accessories
such as pusher fingers has become
imperative. Additionally, the layout of
a glass plant makes a big difference
for ware handling performance,
particularly when working with nonround containers such as flasks where
the orientation of the container on the
flying conveyor chain is critical when
entering into the ware transfer or the
cross conveyor.
Some of the latest developments
are for short containers going beyond
800bpm in triple or quadruple gob. A
new pusher finger with a built-in bottle
air guide was introduced to hold the
container more securely and to place it
more precisely on the machine conveyor
chain. The Venturi effect – also called the
Pocket Air – is adjustable from the Flex
IS control and can be stored for the job.
Bucher Emhart Glass (BEG) now

offers pusher fingers for round containers in triple and
quadruple gob for both short and tall containers.

Test and verify

Using containers from customers and with rapid prototyping,
the ware handling performance can be further increased and
verified within a short time frame and well ahead of the start
of production.
During 2021 BEG will be building a new ware handling
test and training facility in Sweden that will permit trials on
containers, starting with the FlexConveyor equipped with
FlexPushers (standard FlexPusher, FlexPusher SP and Dual
Row) through to the X-Transfer, Cross Conveyor and loading
with the FlexStacker. Bucher Emhart Glass’s testing process
and products are designed to benefit glass producers and
ensure good ware handling from day one. l
About the author:
Jarmo Kammonen is Engineering Manager at Emhart
Glass
Further information:
Emhart Glass SA, Steinhausen, Switzerland
tel:
+41 41 749 42 00
email: webmaster@emhartglass.com
web: www.bucheremhartglass.com

TO BE CONTINUED: WARE HANDING BUYERS GUIDE PART TWO
In addition to the following contributions, this Buyers Guide covering
the critical subject of ware handling will be continued in the July/
August issue with a second series of articles from leading suppliers.

To order your copy, subscribe now at www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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Intelligent software
matches speed to need
Patent-pending lehr belt tracking software from Sheppee is designed to automatically
adjust the speed of lehr loading for optimum efficiency. Roy Clarkson explains how this
intelligent handling system was developed.
Time is our most valuable commodity
and should be used efficiently. As glass
container production speeds increase
one casualty is time, as we are literally
trying to fit more and more into it.
Continually looking at new ways
to improve the all-round efficiency of
its products, hot end ware handling
specialist Sheppee has applied for
a patent for its lehr belt tracking
software which eliminates base defects
associated with contamination and
friction on the lehr mattress.

Software development project

Increased production speeds naturally
affect conveyor speeds and lehr
loader cycle rates, highlighting any
inefficiency. Sheppee started a project
to review the efficiency of the lehr
loader, tasking its team to completely
overhaul the mathematics within the
software to achieve the most efficient
motion profile possible.
Looking at a single cycle of a lehr
loader, generally 60% of this is the
push phase, during which the pushbar
must accelerate from its home position
to equal the cross-conveyor speed.
It must then close in and gather the
containers in the pushbar pocket. Once
gathered and secure in the pocket the
pushbar must traverse the containers
from the cross conveyor over the lehr
dead plate and securely onto the lehr
mattress. When a container is present
on the lehr mattress the pushbar will
pull back slightly to ensure the container
is released and then the return phase
begins. During the final 40% of the

Sheppee’s Tri-flex lehr loader
is suitable for handling high
speed production.

cycle the pushbar is required to elevate to a height sufficient
enough to return above the next row of oncoming containers
and revert to the home position ready to repeat this process.
As the team scrutinised each stage, it became clear
that there were inherent inefficiencies that could be rectified.
Additional processes were introduced in the motion profile
and a completely new approach to the mathematics in the
software was implemented, providing a much more efficient
lehr loader cycle.

Free time

Once implemented and run under glass, Sheppee observed
that even at the highest production speeds the handling was
superlative and eliminated such requirements as the ware
steady function. But what was most obvious was that there
was now a large percentage of the stacker cycle the team
called ‘free time’ where the loader could sit idle as it waited
for the next row of containers to be presented.
Seeing this free time, the engineers knew exactly how to
utilise it. Eliminating base checks at the point of the lehr loader
has historically been a problem for glass manufacturers.
Previously the container would be pushed onto the lehr
mattress but getting the container onto it meant the container
would move faster than the mattress itself, causing checks on
the base. If the container could move onto the mattress at the

Equipped with patent applied for ware-handling advanced intelligent
software, the SpeedlinerS features auto lehr tracking to eliminate
base defects as containers are positioned
on the lehr mattress.

exact same velocity then in effect there
would be no movement between the
container and the lehr mattress as they
would be absolutely synchronised.

Speed matching

Sheppee’s lehr tracking software is
linked directly to the lehr speed and
automatically increases or decreases
should the speed of the lehr change.
The software identifies the diameter of
the container and calculates accordingly
to ensure that the whole of the container
is presented onto the mattress before
beginning the return phase. This
innovation is available on both the TriflexS
and the SpeedlinerS which utilise Siemens
technology. Since the introduction of lehr
tracking, customers have reported back
to Sheppee a complete elimination of
base defects and damage that could be
attributed to the lehr loader.
The American businessman Stephen
Covey once stated: “The key is in not
spending time, but in investing it.” It
was this approach that led to the latest
development in the Sheppee Lehr Loader
and improved customer efficiencies. l
About the author:
Roy Clarkson is Regional Sales
Director at Sheppee
Further information:
Sheppee International Limited,
York, UK
tel:
+44 7736 157385
email: rclarkson@sheppee.com
web: www.sheppee.com
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Contact materials
that can take the heat
Using the correct contact material is essential when loading ware into the lehr furnace.
Jennette K Glowski looks at materials from Dura Temp that offer glassmakers a number
of options to enhance the safety and efficiency of their operations.
Loading ware into a lehr furnace safely can be a difficult task. In addition
to a correctly located and timed loader mechanism, a quality lehr stacker
bar and lightweight pockets, a smooth and successful operation requires
appropriate contact material for the ware that is being produced. Due
to the immense heat emitted by the lehr furnace which results in a high
ambient temperature, extra attention must be given to ensure the correct
materials are used.
For almost 40 years supplier of hot ware handling solutions Dura Temp
Corporation has supported the glass manufacturing industry with successful
ware handling solutions in various areas, including the lehr furnace. The Dura
Temp team of engineers has in-depth knowledge and experience to help
clients select ware handling equipment for lehr bar applications, including
lehr stacker bars, pocket assemblies and contact material type and shape.

Straight stacking

When pushing ware into the lehr, a quality stacker bar is needed to keep
the ware in straight lines. Dura Temp’s lehr stacker bar is an open-tube
design featuring adjustable spacing between pockets to accommodate
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different centre-to-centre distances. The design uses convection
to create a natural air current through the bar, allowing the bar to
cool and maintain alignment while also preventing warpage. Fixed
position bars are also available for glassmakers who will not need
to change spacing between the pockets.

Pocket strength

Lehr bar pockets that are lightweight and durable are also
essential for safely transferring ware into the lehr furnace and
Dura Temp offers pockets capable of withstanding crashes while
maintaining the desired lightweight construction. For its standard
twin tube lehr bar, the company offers two different styles of
adjustable pockets. The first is a cast steel pocket assembled
with two contact material inserts held in place by a retaining pin.
This pocket is crash-resistant, lightweight and provides protection
for the contact material. The second type is a pin-style pocket,
in which the contact material is simply ‘dropped on’ the pocket.
Solid blocks of material such as graphite or calcium silicate or two
smaller pieces of carbon-fibre-carbon contact material separated
by a spacer can be used in this pocket style. The size of the
spacer determines the height of the contact material, making this
option suitable for glassmakers producing a variety of container
heights.

Contact material requirements
calumite.co.uk

Calumite – an essential
raw material for the
glass industry.
Use Calumite to:
• Reduce energy
consumption
• Improve glass quality

To find out more
call Calumite Ltd on:

+44 1724 282211
Email: nicola.johnson@calumite.co.uk

• Increase furnace pull
• Reduce furnace
temperatures
• Reduce NOx and
CO2 emissions
• Provide a high quality
alumina source
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Perhaps the most critical component of safely and successfully
loading ware into the lehr furnace is the proper contact material.
The high ambient temperature near the lehr furnace makes
temperature capability one of the most important characteristics.
Low thermal conductivity is also a key characteristic of contact
materials used on the lehr bar because it is critical that they
do not pull heat from the containers and cause damaging
checks right before they enter the lehr furnace. Recommended
materials for the lehr bar include carbon-fibre-carbon, dense
graphite, calcium-silicate hydrate, stainless-steel braid and high
temperature textile tape. These materials offer thermal properties
conducive to the elevated lehr temperatures yet they are gentle on
the glass with long operational life.

Carbon-fibre-carbon

Carbon-fibre-carbon performs well in instances where other
materials break, if lehr bar weight is an issue, or when precision
shapes are required. Dura Temp’s carbon-fibre-carbon
contact materials are very durable, can withstand continuous
temperatures up to 900°F (482°C), have low oil absorption and
have the versatility to handle a number of types of ware. The
materials are offered in sheets for glassmakers to machine on-site
to their specific requirements as well as in a variety of pre-cut
shapes.
Suitable for use on adjustable or fixed position lehr bar
pockets, the materials can be made into different cut shapes
that are interchangeable in the same pockets, allowing the same
bar and pockets to be used on different jobs – requiring only the
carbon-fibre-carbon cut shapes to be changed.
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Dura Temp’s stainless-steel braid material on a lehr bar section.
Calcium-silicate
contact material
available from
Dura Temp.

An open-tube design
lehr stacker bar.
Dura Temp’s carbon-fibre-carbon contact material is suitable
for use on adjustable or fixed position lehr bar pockets.

Dura Temp recommends that carbon-fibre-carbon be used as the lehr
bar contact material for beer, wine, standard bottles and for higher speed
lines.

Calcium-silicate hydrate

Calcium-silicate can be used in areas of high heat with flame when
other contact materials may begin to burn. Dura Temp’s calcium-silicate
contact material for lehr stacker bars can withstand very high continuous

temperatures of up to 1200°F (650°C); it has a low thermal
conductivity and a long service life.
The material is typically cut as thick triangles, up to 2ins (5.1
cm), that are dropped on the mounting pins of adjustable pockets
or welded directly to the lehr stacker bar. Calcium-silicate material
is easily machined using standard tooling and can be tapped – for
this reason it is often contoured to the shape of more difficult-tohandle containers to ensure they are steadily moved into the lehr
furnace.
Dura Temp advocates calcium-silicate as the contact material
on the lehr bar for large, slower moving ware including liquor,
champagne, specialty-shaped bottles and tableware.

Stainless steel

A more recent addition to the company’s product line is stainlesssteel braid contact material, which can be used in similar fashion
to carbon-fibre-carbon material. Dura Temp’s stainless-steel braid
has high temperature capabilities of 1200°F (650°C). The material
has a long wear-life (service-life) and consistent surface quality.
Importantly, the braid is attached to the metal support with a
high strength weld, preventing it from detaching under the harsh
operating conditions. Dura Temp recommends that stainless-steel
braid be used as the contact material on the lehr bar for beer,
wine, standard bottles and for higher speed lines.
High temperature woven tape and 100% stainless-steel
tape are also available through Dura Temp as contact material
for the lehr area. The material is made with a multi-layer weaving
process that provides tensile strength. The tape can withstand
1200°F/650°C while providing consistent surface quality and long
wear-life. Dura Temp recommends the stainless-steel tape for saw
tooth bar and flat shaped bar applications as well as for other
applications where a flexible and easy to handle contact material
is required. l
About the author:
Jennette K Glowski is Marketing & Communications Manager
at Dura Temp
Further information:
Dura Temp Corporation, Ohio, USA
tel:
+1 4198 664348
email: jennette.glowski@duratemp.com
web: www.duratemp.com
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Smart solutions for
flat glass handling
Cutting-edge vehicles tailored to a company’s precise specifications are making
it possible to handle of large quantities of glass whilst reducing operations time.
Davide Schiavon looks at Italcarrelli’s range of machines for transport and storage.
Manufacturer of specialty machines
and ancillary technologies for
material handling Italcarrelli supports
businesses from all sectors in special
handling projects. The Italian company
can supply custom-built transport
solutions to meet specific needs,
taking into account the environment
of the operations and the material to
be handled as well as technical and
performance requirements.
For the flat glass industry
Italcarrelli offers a fleet of machines to
transport and store material. These
self-propelled transporters can handle
flat glass of various sizes (split sizes,
DLF or LES; jumbo plates and jumbo
XXL plates) and in different transit
configurations (loose glass, packed
glass, glass on racks, etc).
This fleet of machines for the flat
glass sector is divided into five areas:

Handling of glass on racks

Italcarrelli’s series of TPEN platform
transporters and PTN inloader
transporters can handle glass
positioned on jumbo and DLF/LES
racks from stackers at the end of the
line to the warehouse and shipping
areas, as well as within plant premises.
During transport glass is safely secured
on the rack with hydraulic clamps
and the transporters are equipped
with Italcarrelli’s patented ‘Sicur-Lift’
lifting system, which assures double
mechanical and hydraulic safety.

Inloader transporters for handling glass on racks.
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Platform transporter with AGV system for glass handling in autoclave.

Available with either a diesel or
LPG engine or battery-powered,
the vehicles are typically supplied
with a load capacity of 33 tons as
standard; models with a higher load
capacity and tailor-made features
and dimensions are available on
request. Driving position type – either
‘standing’ or ‘seated operator’ can
also be specified, along with a closed
cabin.
The machines can be supplied
with wheels suitable for any type
of flooring to operate both indoors
and outdoors and with an axis
compensation system for flooring that
has holes in it.

Side loaders

The EN4L series of side loaders are machines for
transporting glass packs within factories. These vehicles
have multidirectional steering for moving in all directions.
Models with a loading capacity ranging from 3–15 tons and
more are available to transport glass of all sizes, from DLF or
LES to jumbo and XXL jumbo sheets.
The side loaders are equipped with innovative solutions
to simplify and speed up glass handling operations. Using
the automatic functions, an operator can set the machine
in the optimal position to perform correct glass loading
and, once the glass packs are secured, bring them to the
transport position. In addition, side-loaders can be equipped
with automatic guidance systems to avoid collisions against
racks.

Loading/unloading of packed glass in a closed top container.
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Special-application side-loaders

Italcarrelli designs and manufactures equipment for handling sheets
under special conditions. Examples include hydraulic equipment
able to pick up glass packs and rotate them landscape to portrait
and portrait to landscape; attachments such as hydraulic clamping
devices for the handling of packed glass, as well as side-loaders for
the handling of glass on racks.
These special-purpose machines are used in glass industry
fields such as the production of laminated glass, coated glass and
solar glass.

Container loader/unloader

Since 1947, Henry F. Teichmann, Inc. has grown
and progressed on the theme: “Satisfied clients
are our most important asset.” Our employees are
practical, conscientious, and experienced in every
phase of the glass industry. As a result of our
clients’ successes, we have become recognized
worldwide as one of the largest independent –
Engineers and Contractors to the Glass Industry.

The key to the success in turnkey projects is to
seamlessly integrate ...
• Glass Melting Furnaces • Engineering
• Batch Plants • Procurement Services
• Construction Services • Annealing Lehrs
• Project Management

EN BOX is Italcarrelli’s patented telescopic handler for the loading/
unloading of packed glass in a closed top container.
The machines are equipped with a telescopic boom that can
reach the centre of the container and, on top of it, a hydraulic
clamping device suitable for the handing of glass packs. The
telescopic boom can turn 90° left/right for the handling of glass
packs from the warehouse and the clamping device can also turn
to perform the handling of packs from the left or right side of the
container. Equipped with cameras, the clamping device allows the
operator to check from the driver’s position if the pack is properly
secured to the clamping device.
This equipment allows clamping boxes of different sizes, which
are locked in place using two small extensible/retractable supports,
according to the box thickness. The height of the arm is adjustable
to allow for operations inside the container without the need to
place it on the ground.

Autonomous Guided Vehicles

Italcarrelli is always focused on automation and thanks to substantial
investment in the research and development of Autonomous
Guided Vehicles (AGV), it can supply its glass handing machines in
AGV configuration (inductive, laser and optical guidance, etc). The
company’s AGVs can be interfaced with the end-of-line stackers,
for the automatic unloading of glass on racks, and with the client’s
WMS (Warehouse Management System). In this way, customers can
rely on a sole supplier for machine, automation and software.
Italcarrelli’s self-propelled transporters are used in float glass
production, processing and automotive plants of companies all over
the world. l

Multidirectional side-loaders for handling glass packs.

Engineers and Contractors to the Glass Industry

3009 Washington Road

•

McMurray, PA 15317-3202

+1 724 941 9550

•

www.hft.com

Fax: +1 724 941 3479

USA

About the author:
Davide Schiavon is Sales Manager at Italcarrelli
Further information:
Italcarrelli SpA, Chiampo, Italy
tel:
+39 444 623393
email: info@italcarrelli.eu
web: www.italcarrelli.eu

info@hft.com

www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Family company
High specialization

Premium qualities

Flexibility Competitiveness
Continuous investments

Sustainability

3 generation
rd

Reliability

Research & Development

Passion
Know-how

This is our commitment
S.I.G.MA. celebrates its thirtieth anniversary and it is now in its third generation.
The Group supplies the complete range of materials for glass furnaces and operates on ﬁve
continents. It is a reliable partner for the glass industry.

3rd GENERATION

30

30 YEARS | 1990-2020

3 COMPANIES

S.I.G.MA. S.r.l. - Locate Varesino - Italy
SIGMAREF SRLU - Plovdiv - Bulgaria
REFRATRADE S.r.l. - Locate Varesino - Italy
www.sigmaref.it
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Glass handling goes digital
Featuring automatic vacuum control and docking recognition, Glaston’s latest handling
device offers increased safety standards for lifting and positioning glass. Peter Nischwitz
explores a new generation of load handling equipment.
Exemplifying a combination of traditional equipment
manufacturing processes and digital transformation, glass
processing technology company Glaston has launched a
new generation of handling equipment for efficient flat glass
and plate processing.
Glaston’s VACOOM’LIFTER handling devices offer
increased safety standards with integrated load control
to ensure that lifting of an appropriate maximum weight
may not be exceeded. A maximum weight load is only
possible when all suction cups are used; if any suction
cups are deactivated the load will automatically be reduced.
Automatic vacuum control ensures that suction cups display
potential vacuum losses and switch off immediately if the
vacuum for the requested weight is insufficient.
Further safety measures include password protection
of the VACOOM’LIFTER handling devices to guard against
unauthorised use.

Handling with care

Requiring minimum effort from the operator, accurate
positioning is possible with stepless, adjustable lifting
speed. Safe parking of the suctioned transported goods is
achieved by automatic recognition when a load has docked
successfully, while a new touch screen offers simple machine
operation and numerous analysis tools, e.g. daily output.
The platform concept offers users tailor-made handling
versions and solutions to meet their requirements, for

New VACOOM’LIFTER handling
equipment generation from Glaston.

example using the handling device in
rigid guidance mode or by hooking
into crane hooks or chain hosts.
Glaston’s VACOOM’LIFTER
handling equipment is available in
safe working load versions for 250kg,
350kg and 600kg. Functions include
rotating up to 360°, tilting from 0–90°
and inclining by 6° or 8°; further on
request.

Predictive maintenance

Glaston’s VACOOM’LIFTER handling devices offer increased safety standards
with integrated load control.

Integrated sensors on the
VACOOM’LIFTER assist with predictive
maintenance by signalling when
suction cups or other components
for the vacuum generation need
replacing. Intelligent ejector technology

Tilting function
is available from
0–90°.

monitors vacuum system information
and display its real-time status.
Malfunctions are avoided and an
integrated energy saving function can
help customers to save money on
energy consumption. l

About the author:
Peter Nischwitz is Head of
Marketing & Communications at
Glaston Germany
Further information:
Glaston Germany GmbH,
Neuhausen-Hamberg, Germany
tel:
+49 7234 601 0
email: info.de@glaston.net
web: www.glaston.net

Extension
arms for larger
goods.

Touch display with intuitive operator guidance.
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Enabling competitive glass
container manufacturing
Regardless of production temperature, one of the most effective ways to speed up
container production is to switch from open-mould pickup to closed-mould pickup.
Wayne Hembek discusses the process and take-out technology.
Closed-mould pickup maximises
container quality by allowing the
container to cool in the mould while
maximising production speed by
picking up and moving the container
with less wait time for cooling. This is
especially helpful when manufacturing
containers at higher temperatures,
but it requires a degree of precision at
pickup that exceeds the capabilities of
some production equipment.
Closed-mould pickup leaves little
room for error, because pickup is
occurring sooner; the glass is still hot
enough to be damaged if the holder
and insert are misaligned with the
finish by as little as 0.5 mm. Some
modern equipment is precise enough
to stay within this narrow range, but
much of the machinery currently in use
is not.
The solution in those cases is the
use of a self-aligning pickup insert. The
self-aligning process works by guiding
the alignment of the take-out insert
on the top edge of the closed-mould,
which is always in the exact same
position in relation to the finish of the
container.

The insert rides gently on the edge of the mould before
closing around the finish to lift the container, and the insert
is free to ‘float’ within the holder, ensuring perfect alignment.
Ideally, the design and material used to create the insert
help to ensure that it will not damage the mould or the bottle
and, in turn, will not itself be damaged or unduly worn by
repeated contact with the mould and molten glass.

Choosing material for take-out inserts

Customised holders and inserts are critical to container
handling – more so if you raise the production temperature
and process speed. This is where ‘the rubber meets the
road’. Some traditional insert materials simply cannot
handle the higher heat. Others can wear too quickly and
require frequent replacement. Or they can require frequent
adjustment, increasing downtime and labour cost, while
reducing yield.
Polyimides have relatively high heat resistance compared
to other plastics and have been used in glass handling, but
the tensile strength of glass-handling grade polyimide drops
toward zero at well below 538°C (1000°F). This relatively low
thermal limit makes polyimide unsuitable for glass production
as manufacturing temperatures rise.
That leaves two main choices for high-temperature takeout: brass or graphite. Brass can be effectively machined
and is strong and durable at high temperatures. Its critical
weakness is its high thermal conductivity. The instant a
brass fitting closes on a hot container, it quickly draws heat
from the glass surface. This sudden cooling of one surface

of the glass can result in checking and
can lead to rejection of the finished
container. Checking has always been a
risk, but the high conductivity of brass
increases with temperature, making
it even more of a problem in highertemperature manufacturing.
Graphite is the other option for
insert production. The material can
be easily and precisely machined
and support fine detail to match
a container’s threaded finish. It is
highly temperature resistant, reaching
peak tensile strength above 2760°C
(5000°F), and readily handles the
full range of temperatures at which
containers are made.
Equally important, as shown in
Figure 1, the thermal conductivity of
graphite is far lower than that of brass
at standard processing temperatures,
and its conductivity goes down as
temperature goes up. In other words,
graphite does not as readily draw heat
from glass, so it reduces the likelihood
of checking as production temperature
rises.
Graphite is easily machinable,
making it ideal for shorter runs or

GLASS WORLDWIDE DIGITAL ARCHIVE
Sponsored by

The Digital Archive of past and current issues
is presently available free of charge on our
website alongside Hot Topics news, highlights
from this issue and the Virtual Marketplace.
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There are many grades of graphite material suitable for
take-out inserts. They all share the high-temperature
resistance and lower thermal conductivity that has made
graphite a top choice for use in glassmaking. Graphite
that has traditionally been used for inserts, however, has
several shortcomings for this application. It can be brittle
and subject to breakage, particularly in fast-moving,
closed-mould operations. It can also wear relatively quickly,
increasing cost for replacement inserts and requiring
periodic shutdowns for insert changes.
These can be expensive for planned shutdowns but are
even more costly and problematic when breakage forces
an unanticipated stoppage. As a result, while inserts made
from traditional graphite may decrease upfront cost and
increase yield, they may increase TCO due to the need for
frequent replacement and shutdowns.
Specialised graphite that can be used for containerhandling fittings comes in several grades. Factors affecting
graphite material choice include:
• The temperature at which containers will be made.
There are specialised graphite materials that can handle
operating temperatures up to 600°C (1112°F);

The length of the production run. A
longer run will require greater wear
resistance and must utilise pickup
inserts made of more durable graphite;
• The process by which containers
are handled. High-strength graphite
material can repeatedly contact the
mould top in the course of closedmould pickup and incur little to no
damage.
Graphite’s microstructure has a
huge impact on its performance in
glass handling applications. At high
magnification, as seen in Figure 2, it
is easy to see the difference between
ordinary graphite, traditionally used in insert
production, and the specialised graphite
materials now available. A material with
finer, more consistent microstructure will
have fewer flaws, higher strength and far
better wear characteristics.
Specialised graphite has a much
tighter and more uniform structure than
traditional material. This directly affects the
wear-resistance, as illustrated in Figure 2.
After similar use, the threads on the
specialised graphite remain intact while
the threads of the traditional graphite have
become worn. Of course, excessive wear
leads to suboptimal fit, which results in
swinging or in the worst case dropped
containers. These rejections, combined
with the need for frequent replacement,
lead to higher TCO when using traditional
graphite. l

About the author:
Wayne Hembek is director, industrial
product management – SCEM at
Entegris Inc

New

Figure 1: The thermal conductivity of brass is not only greater than graphite but
increases at higher temperatures while the conductivity of graphite decreases as
temperature decreases.

Further information:
Entegris Inc, Decatur, Texas, USA
tel:
+1 940 393 4223
email: wayne.hembek@entegris.com
web: www.poco.entegris.com

IR Cameras. Pyrometers. Accessories. Software.
We measure temperature non-contact from –50 °C
to +3000 °C. Visit: www.optris.gobal

Graphite as a container-handling insert material

•

Our new glass inspection system
Top Down GIS 640 R is ideally suited for
process control in glass tempering machines.

unique finish designs. In various grades, and with according
characteristics, graphite can be matched to the needs of
each production run. This can help reduce total cost of
ownership (TCO) even as containers themselves become
increasingly customised.

Crystal clear.
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Figure 2: Side-by-side photos of traditional graphite versus specialised graphite material and an insert created from each. The insert made of
traditional graphite shows more signs of wear than the insert made of specialised graphite.

when temperature matters
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Mind the gap
Customising the arrangement of links and washers across the width of a conveyor system
chain allows its performance to be adjusted to suit a variety of job environments in glass
manufacture. Chris Smith explores the options offered by conveyor chain specialist
Pennine Industrial Equipment.
For decades inverted tooth silent chain
has been at the forefront of conveying
systems in modern hollow glass
factories. Its combination of positive
drive, slow elongation and a relatively
flat running surface, along with design
improvements have enabled inverted
tooth silent chain to cater for most,
if not all job types and production
challenges faced within the industry.
One of the most overlooked
aspects of inverted tooth silent chains
remains the different properties that
can be achieved simply by varying
the pattern of assembly of links and
washers across the width of the chain.
By assembling the components in
different orders, cooling, elongation
and stability can be changed.

All Link chains

Conveyor chain specialist Pennine
Industrial Equipment’s All Link chains
are, as the name suggests assembled
using only link plates. This provides
the maximum working surface and
the smoothest handling of glass
containers. Additionally, All Link
chains offer the lowest elongation of
any chain assembly type. The only

disadvantage to All Link chains is they
offer the lowest through-chain airflow
due to the compactness of the link
arrangement. All Link chains have an
Open Surface Area (OSA) of 14%.
This should not be confused with
other manufacturers’ metrics; this is
a true open percentage of the total
chain area.

Double Assembly chains

If the low level of elongation of All Link
chains is appealing, but under belt
cooling is in use, Double Assembly
chains should be considered. By
assembling the link plates back-toback in pairs the elongation properties
of All Link chain are retained, but allow
double the area for cooling air to pass
through. The gap between link plates
is increased from 1.5mm to 3mm so
stability is reduced slightly. Double
Assembly chains are only suitable for
use on machine conveyors. Whilst
Double Assembly chains have the
same 14% OSA as All Link chains,
because the actual area of each
orifice in the chain is larger and after
allowing for losses at each boundary
layer – the net cooling result is higher.

Adding spacers for increased airflow

If cooling is an issue in your production, the introduction of
washers (or spacers) into the chain allows the through chain
airflow to be increased further. This can be done in two
stages: Link and Thin Spacer and Link and Spacer.
Link and Thin Spacer uses a 0.75mm spacer between
the link plates arranged as a traditional All Link chain.
This arrangement allows an OSA of 29% for Link and
Thin Spacer chains and increased cooling over Double
Assembly chains. Due to the arrangement of the links, the
gap between link plates remains at 3mm as per Double
Assembly chains, but with a minor reduction in stability. Link
and Thin Spacer chains have between 25 and 30% more
link surface than a Link and Spacer chain giving improved
resistance to elongation and link height wear.
For the highest amount of cooling available on a standard
assembly chain, Link and Spacer is the correct option. Link
and Spacer chain offers an OSA of 38% with a between-link
plate gap of 4.5mm. An additional benefit of Link and Spacer
chain is a weight reduction of approximately 25% over All Link
and Double Assembly chains. Link and Spacer chains also
cope better in harsh environments where excessive heat and/
or dirty conditions can prevent other assembly types from
articulating correctly, an issue known as knuckling.

Combinations and customisation

The four basic types of assembly detailed here can be
combined in various ways to further tailor the chain for an
individual production environment. For example, Double
Assembly chain can be combined with a Link and Spacer

With an Open Surface Area (OSA) of 14%, All Link chains offer the lowest through-chain airflow due to the compactness of the link arrangement.

Whilst Double Assembly chains have the same 14% OSA as All Link chains, because the actual area of each orifice in the chain is larger, net cooling is higher.
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Tuck Under
Measurement
System
for ROPP caps

Key Features...
• Precise measurement of tuck under
angle and radius
• Offline machine – 120 images taken
per bottle
• Touchscreen interface
• Stepper motor driven rotation
• Fast and user friendly operation –
9 seconds per bottle
• Single Bottle and Full Mould Set modes
• History of all measurements are saved by
mould number and by cavity location on
the IS Machine
• All data can be exported to CSV file for
reviewing in Microsoft Excel

For more information please contact:
Email: sales@pro-sight-vision.com Tel: +44 1226 337700 www.pro-sight-vision.com
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A Link and Thin Spacer arrangement provides an OSA of 29% and increased cooling over Double Assembly chains.

Link and Spacer chain offers the highest amount of cooling available on a standard assembly chain.

Pennine’s SwiftLink Head Protector fitted with Pennlock quick connection system.

chain to further increase the net
through chain air flow. Or All Link
chain can be placed at the outer
edges of a chain with a centre section
constructed of Link and Thin Spacer
chain for targeted air cooling, minimum
elongation and smooth transfer.
To allow further customisation
Pennine Industrial Equipment has
developed a range of other options
including:
• Castle Link Chain designed for
tableware where there are no
stipples of the bottom of the glass
to help prevent checks.
• Stainless Steel Chain that operates
at a higher temperature than
regular carbon steel chains to
prevent checks due to thermal
shock, prevent oxidisation

•

transferring on the ware, yet is still as hard and durable
as regular carbon steel chain.
Ground Top Chain that increases the stability of the ware
during handling and transportation, ideal for unstable
ware production.

Head Protector Links

To complement all of these options, Pennine Industrial
Equipment offers a comprehensive selection of Head
Protector Links designed to increase the lifetime of the
chain and prevent pin head wear. The Huddersfield-based
company supplies all the standard Head Protectors for centre
guide, multi guide and side guide chains. New to the range
is its patented SwiftLink Head Protector Link: an industry-first
single pin Head Protector Link. By only being connected to
the chain through one aperture and therefore one pin, the
chain can easily be shortened without the need for excessive
grinding as per other designs on the market. SwiftLink
utilises Pennine’s Pennlock technology to allow one nut to be
used to separate the chain and reconnect it; no expensive

proprietary tools are required.
For higher speed lines where
chains elongate prematurely (prior to
link height wear) Pennine can offer
Calibre 2 Pin chain. Calibre chain was
developed using 3D modelling and
simulation to reduce elongation, pin
wear and increase the usable chain
life. Calibre chain uses laser-welded
outer pins for the ultimate in pin
protection. All the discussed options
are available in Calibre chain, except
Link and Thin Spacer. l
SwiftLink and Calibre are registered
trademarks of Pennine Industrial
Equipment Ltd

About the author:
Chris Smith is a Research and
Development Engineer at Pennine
Industrial Equipment
Further information:
Pennine Industrial Equipment
Limited, Huddersfield, UK
tel:
+44 1484 864733
email: sales@pennine.org
web: www.pennine.org

Pennine’s Calibre 2 pin chain for higher speed lines.
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Over 1000 production lines are equipped with Graphoidal Shear Spray Systems.
Contact us today to find out how our latest technology can help you.
Graphoidal Developments Ltd, Broombank Road, Chesterfield S41 9QJ, England
Tel: +44 (0) 1246 266000
Email: sales@graphoidal.com
Fax: +44 (0) 1246 269269
Website: www.graphoidal.com
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Keeping speed and precision in sync
Applying a principle employed in motorsport to the transport of glass containers on
a machine conveyor, Heye International has got cornering well under control. Wilfried
Seidensticker looks into the company’s solutions for advanced ware handling.
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Precise cooling control ensures that containers are consistently tempered and
standing properly on the dead plate prior to pushing.

Lehr loaders driven by servo motors and equipped with up to three independently driven axes operate high
speed production lines.

In modern glass container manufacture, high production
results require good forming techniques. There is also a
need for a modern ware handling system to meet increasing
speed and precision demands. Container glass specialist
Heye International provides advanced ware handling

The optimised motion profile of Heye’s flexible 2158 three axis pusher results in a
parallel pusher movement to the conveyor belt.

solutions to maximise results.
In addition to the assemblies that
are assigned to ware handling at first
glance such as pushers, ware transfer
and lehr loaders, other components
play roles that have a significant
influence on the quality of transport.
This starts with a modern servo takeout mechanism that positions the
containers evenly and precisely above
the dead plate.
A prerequisite for high pusher
speeds is that the containers are
standing properly and consistently
tempered on the dead plate. This
is achieved by dead plate cooling
control, which keeps the amount of
cooling air and the time interval on a
consistent and optimal level.
Constant belt speeds for both the
machine belt and the cross belt are

Heye International’s type 2158 pusher in detail.

By reducing centrifugal forces and implementing its Simotion drive system Heye enables container transport
to perform direction changes in a smooth and even motion sequence during ware transfer.

Glass Worldwide • May / June 2021

ensured by the modern Simotion
drive system, in order to be able to
achieve synchronisation between the
other components.

Three axis servo pusher

The transport of hot containers
benefits significantly from an
improved motion profile when
implementing Heye International’s
high speed pusher type 2158. The
optimised motion profile results in
a parallel pusher movement to the
conveyor belt. This recent pusher
innovation combines high speed with
long lifetime and fewer parts.
The direct drive servo employed
in Heye International’s two axis 2157
series for standard applications also
reduces maintenance requirements.
For large plants with many

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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production lines the modular design
renders a quick conversion from
right-hand to left-hand operation. In
short, this high speed pusher design
offers reduced service requirements,
minimum wear, longer operational
lifespans, quick article changeovers
through easy profile settings and the
fast exchange of pusher fingers.
A further advantage is a
simplified job change. Mechanical
setting is no longer necessary, for
example the manual adjustment
of cylinder stroke. Thus a number
of possible disturbances and
inaccuracies in the production
process are essentially excluded.
Conversant and approved
parameters can be reproduced when
running a job again which in turn
ensures a smooth start-up after a job
change. The geometry of pusher
mechanisms can be considered a
‘constant’. By setting defined
parameters controlling the motion
profile the system set-up almost
becomes a constant when running
a job again. Accordingly, incorrect
settings can be excluded after a job
has been successfully run once.
The settings menu is sufficiently

easy to navigate that high usability
is guaranteed. The high speed
pusher can be implemented on
machines with a large number of
sections, in double, triple or quad gob
operation.

High performance ware transfer

Accurate ongoing transport of
containers is assured once the high
speed pusher has precisely positioned
the vessels on the machine conveyor.
Heye International’s high performance
ware transfer type 4220 (with two
parallel running conveyors) makes use
of a simple but important principle
that is also well known to motorsport
racing drivers: it reduces speed when
turning (direction change) and then
speeds up again. Centrifugal forces
that affect containers in ware handling
processes and make them unstable
are also significantly reduced.
The containers perform direction
changes in a smooth and even motion
sequence. By reducing centrifugal
forces and implementing a modern
drive system (Simotion) with constant
and reproducible parameters, the
transport of containers at this critical
point is deftly managed.

Accurate lehr loading

Once containers reach the cross conveyor it is critical to
avoid negating the advantages achieved when pushing
ware into the annealing lehr. Here too, lehr loaders driven by
servo motors and equipped with up to three independently
driven axes operate high speed production lines. Heye
International’s modern and reliable Simotion drive system
provides parameters that can be repeated precisely for each
production run, once properly determined.
Underpinning these technical proficiencies there is the
question of how such investments can be paid off – which
can of course be answered by modelling calculations.
Logically, it makes no sense to implement the latest
technologies from batch house to production machinery
and accept rejects due to poor ware handling. Every high
class article produced properly but rejected during the
ware handling process reduces turnover and profit. With
a proficient ware handling system in place, this can be
avoided. l
Simotion is a registered trademark of Heye International GmbH
About the author:
Wilfried Seidensticker is Hot End Product Manager at
Heye International
Further information:
Heye International GmbH, Obernkirchen, Germany.
+49 5724 26-0
tel:
email: marketing@heye-international.com
web: www.heye-international.com
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Preserving pins with laser treatment
Laser-welded conveyor chains can offer a safer and longer performance lifespan than
those secured with rivets. Rainer Albes analyses results from the testing process
conducted by Renold Tooth Chain to make a chain elongation comparison.
The first machine conveyor chain
to use laser-welding instead of
conventional riveting went into
operation in 2001. The use of laserwelded chains reduces lateral wear of
the guides and considerably improves
guiding features on high-speed
machines due to the smooth surface
on both sides without sharp-edged
rivet heads.
Hazards found in conventionally
riveted chains, such as pin breakage
and lateral guide abrasion are
eliminated, while the gap-free transition
to and from the inverted tooth chain,
which is of great importance for many
loading and unloading processes,
increases operational safety.
Laser-welding is to date also the
only process where the pivot pins
are permanently fixed in an outer
plate of the same thickness as the
remaining inner ones, meaning that
the chain does not require massive

or complicated protective plates.
Furthermore, the chain’s total width
across the lateral plates stays the
same throughout its whole lifetime as
the outside plates are rigidly fixed to
the pins.
Producer of a range of inverted
tooth chains for drives and conveying
applications, Renold Tooth Chain has
introduced the use of laser-welding for
its 2 pin tooth chains to offer an easy
as well as robust connecting solution
without requiring special tooling (using
the welded-rivet lock provided, the
pinheads to re-open the chains are still
accessible).

Welding wear and tear

The company has conducted intensive
testing to define the most suitable
parameters to achieve a reliable,
repeatable and consistent welding
quality. Heat exposure of the materials
involved was a key area of concern as

different heat treatment processes of pins and plates and
material properties had to be safely combined.
The hardened pins of a riveted chain receive
tremendous heat exposure either from an annealing process
prior to the machine riveting or directly during the highspeed spin riveting processes of lower quality machines.
Those who have been in the industry a long time will
remember the typically grey-blue discolouration of the pins
in the annealing zone, or of the rivet heads. The mushrooms
of the rivet heads sometimes looked like melted burrs.
This process – even if properly conducted by companies
like Renold – was always mandatory as inadequate ‘endsoftening’ would lead to severe risks of micro-cracks in the
pin ends that would remain either too brittle or in a materially
inconsistent state.
It has to be fully understood that any riveting process
is a pure material deformation to obtain a different, thicker
cross-section to secure the pin in the pinhole. The harder
the material, the more force is needed to create the
deformation. Bigger rivets are formed while still at high
temperature so depending on the process time, heat can
creep into the pins and soften them. Additionally, the cooling
down – even under ambient temperatures – is subject to
material properties and can create brittleness.

Chain elongation

Example of the end-softening discolouration of a
rivet pin.

Top view of a laser-welded chain.

Laser-welded chains of course do not require any annealing
or end-softening processes for the normal axle pivots
welded to the outer plates. It must also be quite obvious
to the reader that excessive heat induced into the welded
section would melt the material too much, resulting in
hot steel floating into the next layer of plates of the chain.
Renold has conducted intensive testing to verify that the pin
hardness is not affected outside of the welded plate itself.
This obviously leads to the conclusion that laser-welding as
a closing procedure for chains does not have any negative
effect on chain elongation as far as any implications of
the heat exposure during the process are concerned. The
hardened pins in each 2 pin rolling pivot joint in the rocking
zone of Renold’s laser-welded chains maintain the same
standard of hardness along their entire length.
As a final remark it needs to be stated that any effect
from heat transfer to the pin-plate connection zone is limited
to a small split length of the pins so it will not be measurable
in wear elongation particularly in glass conveyor chains
ranging from 100mm to 300mm in width. l
About the author:
Rainer Albes is Director of Product Management &
Marketing at Renold Tooth Chain
Further information:
Renold GmbH Tooth Chain Branch, a subsidiary of
Renold plc UK, Gronau/Leine, Germany
tel:
+49 5182 5870
email: toothchain@renold.com
web: 	www.renoldtoothchain.com / www.renold.com

Laser-welded lateral plates, such as those used in Renold’s TRILEG chain design.
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Supplier Focus

Family firm taps into raw potential
UK glass recycling company Recresco is morally and financially invested in turning
discarded glass into a premium end product. Director Tim Gent discusses the
advanced technology required to sort and reprocess glass to exacting standards and
explains why he believes the glass industry needs to commit to a circular economy.

Recresco Director Tim Gent.

“Recresco was set up by my father
in Norfolk in 1978, originally collecting
glass from pubs and clubs in the area”
says Tim Gent, Director of the company.
“The glass was manually separated and
reprocessed for supply to United Glass
at Harlow in Essex. After many years
collecting and reprocessing glass and
other materials including steel, plastic,
paper and cans, the focus turned to
glass reprocessing as the core business
and collections were stopped in 2000.”
Today it is still a family run
business, with several members holding
director positions. The company also
boasts a strong and committed long
standing management team. “We
are very lucky and proud to have a
dedicated team of experienced people
who have been with the company for
many years and have been instrumental

Recresco’s premises in Cwmbran, South Wales.

in our growth” Mr Gent confirms.
Recresco reprocesses separated
and co-mingled glass from local
councils and MRFs (material recovery
facilities) to supply customers across
the UK and Europe. “Recresco is one of
a few facilities in Europe to accept and
reprocess MRF glass” notes Mr Gent.
“Heavy investment in sorting technology
means we have the capability to
reprocess heavily contaminated glass
from comingled collections into a
premium end product.
“Our aim is to meet the demands
of the glass industry by building the
company to be a supplier of top quality
raw material first and foremost, rather
than simply a recycling company” he
emphasises.

A multi-sensor Sesotec sorting system at the Ellesmere Port facility allows Recresco to separate glass
fragments by colour.
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Location, location

Headquartered in Nottingham, the company operates
from Ellesmere Port in Cheshire and Cwmbran, South
Wales. “The site at Ellesmere Port is our largest facility and
occupies an ideal location for movement of glass cullet via
the Manchester Ship Canal” says Mr Gent. Recresco is
well-established here, having occupied the site on a lease
basis since 2008 and securing its future at the location by
purchasing the site from Peel Ports at the end of last year.
“The purchase allows us to move forward with our growth
plans for the future and marks an exciting point in our
company history.”
The Cwmbran site was opened to meet local businesses
demand for glass reprocessing services in the region. The
facility reprocesses glass from separated collections and
delivers an exceptionally clean, high quality end product,
according to Tim Gent.
The glass that Recresco processes is sourced from
across the UK, amounting to an estimated 400,000 tonnes

Cullet is in demand from end users keen to have a higher recycled content in
their containers.
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Clear cullet loading at Ellesmere Port.

per year. “We work with many
large customers across the UK
and internationally in the fibre glass
and container glass manufacturing
sectors” Mr Gent adds.
Despite the uncertainty caused
by the Covid-19 pandemic, last year
Recresco’s investment expenditure
totalled about £7,000,000. Besides
purchasing its Cheshire premises,
the company upgraded the site with
a K9 conveyor belt sorting system
from industrial sorting machinery
specialist Sesotec. Suitable for
separating and grading mixed
materials, the multi-sensor system
allows Recresco to remove any
foreign material and to separate
glass fragments by colour.
“Ellesmere Port reprocesses glass
from comingled collections, so this
site has benefitted from investment
in state-of-the-art technology and
equipment to sort and clean heavily
contaminated feed stock” Mr Gent
reports.

Sustainability

Recresco is committed to
making glass recycling a truly
viable, important alternative to
disposal or using raw materials.
“The real benefit of glass is in its
sustainability and with recycling
targets and environmental
concerns rising, there is a real
opportunity for the industry to step
up and fully commit to the circular
economy” Mr Gent believes. “At
Recresco, we have spent a great
deal of time, money and effort on
researching the ways in which we
can drive more glass into remelt
through our facilities. By investing
in innovation and state-of-theart technology, we can increase
quality and yield regardless of the
standard of available feed stock.”
According to Tim Gent, glass
processing companies such as
Recresco are a vital link in the
supply chain, being the interface
between collectors and the end
user. “Encouragingly, there is
currently a huge demand for top
quality cullet from end users, who
are determined to have a higher
recycled content in their containers
because of the many benefits of
doing so” he observes.

Joined up thinking

While Recresco fully supports
initiatives such as Close the Loop
by FEVE and British Glass that are
targeting a 90% glass collection for
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Output material.

recycling rate by 2030, he believes that achieving this goal hangs on
effective communication and commitment from government, combined
with clear legislation to support such programmes. “Unfortunately,
the proposed introduction of a DRS for glass bottles, against the
advice of the glass industry, demonstrates a disjointed system, where
government and the industry are not working together” Mr Gent
observes. Criticism of the deposit return scheme has included a lack of
understanding/awareness regarding the contamination of glass when
mixed with other dry recyclables, plus the labour-intensive process
required to prepare glass for the manufacturing industry – along with
the under-utilisation of sorting technology that could ease this burden.
“Like many in the glass industry, we see the proposed DRS for
glass to be unhelpful, unnecessary and harmful” Mr Gent cautions.
“Far from increasing recycling rates, it is my belief that an all-in DRS
that includes glass will be counterproductive, driving more glass into
landfill and away from remelt.” Such potentially disruptive changes
in legislation with unknown consequences will also prevent longterm investment and planning, he predicts.
The glass recycling industry is currently in a fragile position,
Mr Gent believes; no pun intended, with some struggling financially.
However, he is positive for Recresco’s future:
“In the short-term, we already have plans in place for further
investment that will ultimately increase capacity. Medium-term,
we plan to develop sustainable markets for by-products and
reject materials by further processing. The long-term is still under
discussion – watch this space!” l

The glass that Recresco processes is sourced from across the UK, amounting to an
estimated 400,000 tons per year.

About the author:
Tim Gent is a Director at Recresco
Further information:
Recresco, Nottingham, UK
tel:
+44 845 094 5565
email: mail@recresco.com
web: www.recresco.com
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Events

Furnace Solutions & Training Day
President of The Society of Glass Technology Stuart Hakes explains the format of this
year’s web-based Furnace Solutions and offers a taster of the content that will feature
across two Zoom webinars to be held on 9 and 10 June.
In view of the indeterminate situation
concerning the Covid-19 pandemic
The Society of Glass Technology (SGT)
has decided that that we cannot be
sure of being able to successfully run
the Furnace Solutions & Training Day
in its usual format. In order to satisfy

interest in these conferences we have
taken the decision to run them on
Zoom webinars.
We will hold Furnace Solutions
on the afternoons of 9 and 10 June,
starting at 13.00 BST. We have
chosen this timing so that we have
the opportunity to link-in easily with
our European contingent, as well as
hopefully attract interest from the
Indian sub-continent and early risers
in the USA. We have an exciting set of
speakers.

New platform for furnace health

Stuart Hakes.

CelSian’s René Meuleman will present ‘The
Application of Advanced Sensors in the Glass
Industry’.

Aston Fuller of Glass Futures will present
‘Alternative Low-Carbon Fuel Technologies for
Glass Manufacture’.
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On Day One the presentation by Fred
Aker will introduce a new furnace
health platform which captures audit
data from multiple sources and
monitors ongoing risks. It will look at
digitisation, automation and artificial
intelligence which are becoming the
driving forces behind Industry 4.0.
In the glass manufacturing
process the reliability of the furnace
has the greatest impact on reliable
manufacturing. This is simply due to
the fact that a furnace failure may
result in weeks/months of production
disruption while all of the other assets
in the process only take hours/days
to recover. As a result of the inherent
impact of the furnaces on the reliability
of production, glass manufacturers
tend to overestimate the risk of
furnace failure and rebuild earlier than
necessary. Because the industry has
relied on thermal and visual audits,
which are very speculative in assessing
the furnace health, the quality of the
furnace risk assessment is further
degraded.
PaneraTech recently developed
and released a radar-based smart
melter sensor solution that sees
potential glass leaks 1–3 years in
advance when compared to thermal
and visual inspections. Mr Aker’s
presentation will describe a furnace
health management platform that
digitally integrates multiple sensory
and audits inputs such as smart melter
refractory thickness data, endoscopy,
thermal and visual inspections as well
as maintenance records, and discuss
ways to monitor and quantify the risk
and reliability of the entire furnace.

Measuring techniques and control systems

The second presentation on Day One will be by René
Meuleman, now with CelSian [see Glass Worldwide January/
February 2021, p.18], who will discuss the impact of
the availability of new advanced sensors, in addition to
thermocouples, in industrial glass melting furnaces as a
prerequisite for further automation in the glass manufacturing
industry. These advanced sensors can provide real time,
quantitative information about the raw material and cullet
input, quality of the glass melt, the position and thickness
of the batch and foam layers, the key parameters of the
combustion process, the energy flows in the furnace and
the status/integrity of the furnace lining (refractories and
insulation). Mr Meuleman will survey available measuring
techniques, such as in-line chemical analysis of raw
materials, redox sensors of the glass melt, laser sensors
for combustion gases and batch monitoring cameras,
and discuss the need for the development of new, reliable
sensors.
The ZIPPE presentation by Volker Maier will discuss
the different types of building and devices used to store
and feed different raw materials and cullet. Nowadays this
equipment and material transport is controlled automatically.
Mr Maier’s presentation will focus on these control systems
and look at the different kinds of weighing systems and
process control systems. Control systems are constantly
changing and new technologies are being introduced into
the future plant automation and IT structures are increasingly
growing together.

Programme of speakers
Wednesday 9 June 2021
Start time: 13:00 (BST)
1.00pm

Industry 4.0 – Reliable Manufacturing.
Presented by Fred Aker, Sales Director of
PaneraTech.

1.30pm

ZIPPE Control Systems – Volker Maier,
Head of Sales for ZIPPE.

2.00pm

The Application of Advanced Sensors
in the Glass Industry – René Meuleman,
Business Development Director at
CelSian.

Thursday 10 June 2021
Start time: 13:00 (BST)
1.00pm

A Different Approach to Furnace Audits
– Hans Mahrenholtz, Senior Sales
Consultant at Glass Service, Czechia.

1.30pm

Alternative Low-Carbon Fuel Technologies
for Glass Manufacture – Aston Fuller,
General Manager of Glass Futures.

2.00pm

Lining Condition Diagnostics in Real Time
– Steven Reumschuessel, Technical
Director of Saveway.
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Events
Auditing, Glass Futures
and real-time monitoring

Day Two brings some very new and
exciting developments for the industry.
First up we have a presentation
from Hans Mahrenholtz of Glass Service,
Czechia on a new approach to furnace
audits. This is a well proven system
that has reaped enormous benefits to
those that have used the system.
Next, we have Aston Fuller the
General Manager of Glass Futures who

will present a comprehensive update
on the Glass Futures project and give
information on the low carbon trials
that have taken place recently and
are planned during this year. This is
an important chance to see the future
of the glass industry. It should be
remembered that this is an international
programme but centred in the UK.
Rounding up the day there is what
appears to be an alternative technology
to one of the first day’s presentations.

Seen here with PaneraTech CEO Yakup Bayram, Fred Aker (left) will introduce a furnace health platform that captures
audit data from multiple sources and ongoing risks.

Forthcoming events
MAY 2021
6-9 May: China Glass 2021
(Shanghai, China)
10-12 May: 94th Annual DGG
Conference webinar
18 May: GlassTrend webinar on
hydrogen as a fuel for industrial
heating processes
JUNE 2021
9-10 June: Furnace Solutions
Conference webinar
15 June: GlassTrend webinar
21 June: CelSian online General
Glass Technology Training
JULY 2021
20-23 July: Intersolar 2021
(Munich, Germany)
SEPTEMBER 2021
1-4 September: Glass South
America (Sao Paulo, Brazil)
5-8 September: ICG Annual
Meeting (Incheon, Republic of
Korea)
7 September: GlassTrend
webinar
8-9 September: Glassman Latin
America (Monterrey, Mexico)
13-15 September: GlassBuild
America 2021 (Georgia, USA)
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Steven Reumschuessel of Saveway will focus on the real
time monitoring of refractory lining status in glass melt tanks.
During periods of slow business and vague forecasts it can
be useful to know what is happening inside your production
equipment. Creating, analysing and utilising data offers greater
potential for making improvements. Saveway has invented a
portfolio of systems which enable real time lining measurement
in harsh environments such as glass tanks or furnaces. Mr
Reumschuessel will take the opportunity to inform you about
the technology and the advantages it brings by talking through
some of the existing applications and sharing experiences.
In addition to Glass Worldwide, supporters and
sponsors of Furnace Solutions include AMETEK Land,
Calumite, DSF Refractories, Eurotherm by Schneider
Electric, FIC, Fives, Forglass, Glass International, Glass
Technology Services, Guardian Glass, HarbisonWalker,
Nippon Gases, Parkinson-Spencer Refractories, Sefpro,
Sibelco, Super Glass, Saint-Gobain and TECO Group.
We think this Furnace Solutions is probably our most
exciting and innovative, with the use of Zoom offering a
web-based opportunity for more people in the industry to
keep in touch with new technologies. Visit the SGT website
for details on how to register. l

Further information:
Society of Glass Technology,
Chapeltown, Sheffield, UK
tel:
+44 114 2634455
email: christine@sgt.org
web: www.sgt.org
www.sgt.org

Visit www.glassworldwide.co.uk for latest information

21-23 September: Gulf Glass
2021 (Dubai, United Arab
Emirates)
22-23 September: 16th
International Seminar on
Furnace Design - Operation
& Process Simulation / Glass
Service
23-25 September: glasspex
INDIA 2021 (Mumbai, India)
27 September - 1 October:
CelSian training course - general
glass technology training
(Eindhoven, the Netherlands)
OCTOBER 2021
5-8 October: Vitrum 2021
(Milan, Italy)
6-8 October: PRINTING United
Expo (Orlando, USA)
12 October: CelSian training
course - heat transfer in glass
melting furnaces (Eindhoven,
the Netherlands)
12-15 October: FESPA Global
Print Expo (Amsterdam, the
Netherlands)
13-14 October: CelSian
training course - burners,
combustion and NOx emissions
(Sheffield, UK)

20-22 October: GPD Finland
2021 (Tampere, Finland)
26 October: GlassTrend
webinar
26-27 October: CelSian
training course - refractory
selection, maintenance and
related defects (Eindhoven, the
Netherlands)
28-29 October: CelSian
training course - flat glass
melting and forming (Eindhoven,
the Netherlands)
NOVEMBER 2021
1-4 November: 82nd
Conference on Glass Problems
(Columbus, Ohio)
16 November: GlassTrend
webinar
16-18 November: Glasstech
Asia 2021 (Bangkok, Thailand)
23-25 November: Celsian
training: glass melting and
process improvement for Indian
glass industry (Mumbai, India)
DECEMBER 2021
12-19 December: 14th Pacific
Rim Conference on Ceramic
and Glass Technology /
PACRIM 14 including Glass &

Optical Materials Division 2021
Annual Meeting / GOMD 2021
(Vancouver, Canada)
14 December: GlassTrend
webinar
FEBRUARY 2022
18-19 February: Glassman
Asia (Seoul, Korea)
APRIL 2022
2-3 April: Deco ’22 (Columbus,
USA)
JUNE 2022
6-9 June: Mir Stekla 2022
(Moscow, Russia)
JULY 2022
3-8 July: ICG 2022 - 26th
International Congress on Glass
/ DGG Conference (Berlin,
Germany)
10-15 July: 16th International
Conference on the Physics
of Non-Crystalline Solids
(Canterbury, UK)
SEPTEMBER 2022:
20-23 September: glasstec
2022 (Düsseldorf, Germany)
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Suppliers in the News
With the ongoing disruption to trade events, Glass Worldwide is pleased to
round up the latest innovations and developments from a vast selection of leading
suppliers to the hollow, flat and specialty glass sectors. Additional information on
many of these companies can be found in the Who’s Who / Annual Review yearbook
and the Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk (see pages 4–5).

SORG develops burner holders to meet stringent regulations

Glass melting and conditioning company SORG has
developed new burner holders featuring integrated angle
adjustment to make it easier to find the burner’s most
efficient setting in light of new regulations.
Stricter furnace emission regulations have resulted in
tightly controlled furnace operations. The legislation applies
specifically to the burner’s settings because they have the
most influence on emissions. As a result, the burner’s settings
and adjustment angle must be continuously monitored.
SORG’s new burner holders are available in two types.
The WSH is operated by hand whereas the WSM can
be automatically adjusted by motor. The burner holder’s
fulcrum is located inside its head, allowing for its exit point to
remain stationary while the burner is vertically or horizontally
adjusted. No readjustment, measuring device or tools are
required.

WSH burner holders feature
manual adjustment of both angles,
all of which can be read on scales.
The WSM variant has manual
adjustment of the horizontal angle
as well as motorised adjustment of
the vertical angle via an actuator,
so the furnace operator can observe
the flame pattern on the furnace

As a result of stricter furnace emission regulations, burner settings must be
continuously monitored.

SORG’s new burner holders for manual/motor operation offer furnace operators a more convenient method of
adjusting settings.

Bohemi creates coatings that go the distance

Provider of coatings for the hollow glass industry Bohemi
Chemicals has developed a hot end coating that enhances
the overall mechanical strength of the bottle. Startin S is pure
(99%) monobutyltin trichloride, also known as MBTC, that
is sprayed on the bottle just after the forming phase at 550–
450°C. The high temperature causes all organic components
to evaporate, laying down a homogeneous coat of tin oxide
that closes any micro cracks on the glass bottle caused by
the rough surface of the mould. The process strengthens the
bottle and provides ‘grip’ for anchorage of the successive
cold end coating. Startin S contains a double quantity of
stabiliser, making it suitable for 24 months’ storage.
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Bohemi supplies three cold end
coatings suitable for different types of
production requiring different quality
specifications, based on polyethylene
waxes with a 20–25% solid content
for standard bottles, luxury bottles and
tableware.
The company also makes sealing
glue: an aqueous dispersion based
on high molecular weight ethylene
copolymer thermoplastic that has
excellent adhesion on glass. It

monitor at the same time.
Both burner holders are
compatible with the following SORG
burners: gas burners SBD 221 F2,
SBD 231 F2, and oil burners NL 4
and NL 5. The burner holders can
also be fitted to models from other
manufacturers.
www.sorg.de l

provides a heat seal film capable
of enclosing a container with
aluminium or paper sheet.
All of Bohemi Chemicals’
products are food grade approved.
Based in Milan, Italy, the
company provides coatings to
nearly 100 customers around the
world without any minimum limit
on quantity and with tailor-made
solutions to meet customers’ needs.
www.bohemichemicals.com l
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Schiatti supports 4.0 automation with rotating trolley

A new rotating base
combined with a CVB
series of loaders/unloaders
reinforces Schiatti Angelo’s
commitment to Industry
4.0 automation for its glass
processing machines.
The trolley allows glass
sheets to be loaded and
unloaded in a continuous
cycle, reducing unproductive
technical lead times.
The structure consists
of a fixed ring base, on
which rotates a slewing
resting on rollers which,
Cinzia Schiatti and Alessandro Schiatti.
in turn, slide on the
circumference of the base. On the circular mobile support surface it is
possible to position two glass-holder trolleys in a specular arrangement;
once the use of a trolley is finished, the table rotates 180° and is
positioned in such a way that the trolley used can be easily unloaded and
replaced while the previously ‘waiting’ trolley is made available for use.
Schiatti’s rotating base is equipped with a sturdy structure and is
proportionate to the loader model with which it is combined: in the top of the
range model the table reaches a diameter of 3200mm and is able to support
glass loads up to 10,000kg, for a maximum size of the 2000 x 2500mm
slabs. The turntable can be combined with existing loaders/unloaders.
www.schiattiangelosrl.com l

Schiatti Angelo’s rotating trolley allows glass sheets to be loaded/unloaded in a
continuous cycle.

Suppliers in the News
Upgraded IMAGEPro software increases scope of batch monitoring
AMETEK Land has added further
features to its IMAGEPro advanced
thermal image processing software for
use with the NIR-Borescope-2K Glass
thermal imaging solution in glass melt
tank applications.
Designed to help glass producers
improve quality and operational
efficiencies, upgrades to the IMAGEPro
software mean that the thermal imager
can now measure batch coverage
near the throat, as well as crown
temperatures inside glass melt tanks.
Updates offer the ability to gain a top
2D view of the melter, set a region of
interest in front of the throat, configure a
batch ROI in the coverage melting grid
and adjust the batch length manually.
The software has been designed
for use with AMETEK Land’s NIR-B2K thermal imaging solution, which
provides a highly defined thermal image
of nearly three megapixels (1968 x

1472) and allows operators to measure
from any of its three million fully
radiometric-calibrated pixels to obtain
data to optimise furnace temperature.
Phillippe Kerbois, Glass Industry
Manager for AMETEK Land, explains:
“Now it is possible to monitor the
batch coverage near the throat end of
the melt tank, this helps to avoid large
amounts of batch entering this area
and potentially causing glass defects.
This latest IMAGEPro-Glass software is
an integral part of NIR-B-2K-Glass and
is invaluable for any business wishing
to optimise quality in their glass melt
tanks. Importantly, it supports glass
producers on their path to Industry
4.0, enabling increased automation
and complex data exchange in glass
manufacturing processes.”
AMETEK Land has recently
introduced dedicated in-furnace
thermal glass surveys to allow glass

producers to gain insight to thermal processes with accurate
real-time temperature measurements. The service comprises
a site induction, pre-meeting, set-up and thermal survey
from a specific number of furnace locations, with equipment
rental and a final report included. In partnership with Simpson
Combustion and Energy Consultancy, combustion analysis
can also be undertaken to offer additional advanced surveys.
www.ametek.com l

Users of Ametek’s IMAGEPro thermal image processing software can now
monitor batch coverage near the throat end of the melt tank.

Applied Vision intent on eliminating rotation and carousel machines
Understanding the cost and
limitations rotary carousel machines
place on manufacturers has been
the key driver of Applied Vision
Corporation’s mission to provide
a non-contact, non-rotate empty
glass container inspection.
The manufacturer of machine
vision systems for the food and
beverage industry is keen to reduce
extra inspection legs necessary
in cold end material handling,
warehousing of container tooling,
and complex and difficult job
changes.
To this end, it has already
replaced several traditional
inspections requiring contact to
inspect, or to rotate and inspect with
its non-contact, non-rotate vision-

Kalenborn celebrates centenary   
Wear protection specialist Kalenborn
has reached its 100 year milestone in
making plant components resistant to
abrasion.
Co-founded by Dr Kurt Mauritz and
based in Vettelschoss, Germany, the
business entity that began in 1921 as
Schmelzbasalt AG has evolved over 100
years to become a successful family-run
firm with 600 employees, 12 companies
and 25 distributors on five continents.
Expertise in the production of fused
cast basalt as a mineral material has
been extended to metallic and ceramic
materials, as well as technical plastics
and compounds, to form a broad
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based solutions. These include the
company’s six camera vision dip and
saddle, vision plug gauging and multiview sealing surface and wire edge/
overpress inspection modules – all of
which are options in Applied Vision’s
Volcano product range.
Currently in development at
Applied Vision are two ‘industry game
changers’: full profile glass container
wall thickness inspection and noncontact, non-rotate check inspection.
The company reports that these
innovations ‘are showing real promise’.
Its intention is that these two inspection
types – along with existing technologies
from Applied Vision – will eventually
allow for the complete elimination of
rotation and carousel machines.
www.appliedvision.com l

range of wear-resistant products.
“One hundred years of Kalenborn
– that means 100 years in constant
motion. This jubilee fills all of us at
Kalenborn with joy and pride and
motivates us for the future” enthused
Dr Conrad Mauritz, Managing Director.
“Kalenborn wouldn’t be the successful
company that it is today without its
customers and employees” he added.
“They deserve special thanks for their
trust and dedication.”  
In the spirit of celebration
Kalenborn is offering its customers
and partners a special deal on
protective hardening compound

Applied Vision’s’ plans for non-contact, non-rotate empty glass container
inspection will help to streamline cold end material handling.

KALCRET for plant components and piping systems, along
with free training for installation.
www.kalenborn.com l

Family-run company Kalenborn has been in business for 100 years.
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IN-FURNACE
THERMAL GLASS
SURVEYS
GAIN INSIGHTS INTO THE THERMAL PROCESSES IN A GLASS
MELT TANK WITH ACCURATE REAL-TIME TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS.
A unique service for the thermal optimisation of
furnaces, the In-Furnace Thermal Glass Survey
produces real-time and recorded images for analysis,
supplementing traditional refractory inspections.

A SURVEY HELPS TO:
Improve productivity with optimised pull rates
Increase thermal and combustion efficiency
Lower fuel costs
Protect the refractory from damage
Extend campaign life
Optimise flame pattern to reduce energy
consumption
Ensure emissions compliance

MARKET-LEADING TECHNOLOGY

Lancom 4
NIR-Borescope-2KGlass

Optimised for measuring high temperatures
between 1000 to 1800°C (1832 to 3272°F), the NIRBorescope-2K-Glass thermal imager creates detailed
and live high-resolution images from within the
furnace. Dedicated image processing software
ensures accurate data analysis. The Lancom 4
portable multi-gas analyser measures up to eight
flue gases for the optimisation of combustion and
emissions processes.

THE IN-FURNACE THERMAL GLASS SURVEY IS AMETEK
LAND’S UNIQUE THERMAL OPTIMISATION SOLUTION FOR
GLASS REFRACTORY APPLICATIONS
L A N D. E N Q U I R Y @ A M E T E K . C O M

|
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Ferro continues to build brands
Since its acquisition of Diegel
Creative Coatings in 2018, coatings
and colour solutions provider Ferro
has continued to align its glass
decoration products with many
of the world’s iconic drinks and
perfumery brands.
Ferro’s connections to these
brands have been forged through
its close relationships with glass
manufacturers and specialist glass
decorators such as Dekorglass
S.A., based in Dzialdowo, Poland,
which has become a longstanding
partner for Diegel’s eco-friendly
water-based organic coatings.

A specialist in decorating glass bottles using techniques
such as screen printing, organic spray coating, hot stamping,
acid etching, metallisation and digital printing, Dekorglass has
grown rapidly and today has in excess of 1500 employees,
decorates more than 170 million bottles per year and sells
to 83 countries worldwide. Brand building is important
to Dekorglass and it is associated with stand-out glass
packaging for brands such as Martell, Johnnie Walker, Polo,
Calvin Klein, Boss, Dior, Hennessey, Glen Morangie and
Lacoste
Ferro sums up its passion to help build brands with a
quotation from Polish brand strategist Grzegorz Kosson:
“For as long as a brand can’t discover its true calling, it won’t
create a moving story. A story which touches on deep and
important truths about life, the world and the consumer.”
www.ferro.com l

OCMI brings out new index rotation forming machine for vials
To meet market demand, particularly regarding hydrolytic
resistance levels, OCMI Group has launched a completely
new model of its index rotation forming machine for vials.
The new machine has 18 upper and nine lower stations.
As a result of technological developments related to
servo-controlled forming tools, OCMI’s FLA20/S vial forming

machine is already penetrating growing
Asian markets such as China and
Pakistan.
With the range of production lines
it owns, OCMI Group has full quality
control from beginning to end of the

OCMI’s FLA20 vial forming machine with LF520MT after-forming line.

RATH offers advanced refractory solutions for the glass industry
International refractories
manufacturer RATH believes that
high-quality refractory materials are
the basis for superior production

and crystal-clear results in all areas
of glass manufacture. From its eight
production sites in Europe and
America the company produces a
wide range of glass melting crucibles
as well as day furnaces in a variety
of compositions, shapes and sizes.
RATH’s portfolio includes standard

Glasshouse crucibles and pots in the RATH Owensville plant (Missouri, USA).
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Glass bottle
decorated with
an organic
coating by
Dekorglass.

process thanks to hot-end and coldend camera inspection systems, both
developed by OCMI Group engineering.
OCMI can now offer two alternative
hot-end camera control systems for
dimensional inspection operating on
oxygen level and positioning/timing of
pre-forming burners.
At the end of the line, a new
cold-end inspection system with four
cameras ahead of the packing station
allows the user to perform printing
control and to check the quality of
rings, OPC (one point cut) point and
cut and main ampoule dimensions.
OCMI Group has taken advantage
of its recent renovation to add new
options for automatic loading and
packing operations.
www.ocmigroup.com l

compositions, sizes and shapes, and customer-specific
requests are also available on request. Products include:
Fomlac (344): a fortified mullite formulation and glass
contact refractory, suitable for melting soda lime flint
glasses in either batch or cullet form.
LC-833 (333): a premium AZS composition
designed as a melting medium for a wide range of
corrosive glasses, especially those containing high levels
of metallic oxide.
Fusillac 100P (357/458): a fused-silica formulation
with thermal shock resistance characteristics that
dissipate upon repetitive thermal cycling through
the 2000°F (1093°C) range. Its purity enables the
melting of technical grade glasses without destructive
contamination.
211-XFS (381): a clay flux material for the
manufacture of pots. Suitable for glass control refractory
and continuous service applications. Crucibles made from
the material are shipped unfired and it is the responsibility
of the user to fire them into service.
www.rath-group.com/glass l
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Where innovation
delivers performance

TM

DinterS’ new fully automated CFU offers
a safe system for dispensing chemicals.

Safety first with DinterS’ fully
automated central feeding system

In cooperation with major glass manufacturers, coating specialist
DinterS has developed a fully automatic Central Feeding Unit
(CFU) for hot end coating chemicals. The unit ensures better
safety, reduced costs for chemicals, no waste material and less
maintenance. A key advantage is offered by the self priming main
transfer pump, which makes filling operations of the day tank much
easier and therefore safer. Levels and pump settings are viewed
on a 7 inch Siemens touch screen. Committed to developing and
improving hot end and cold end coating equipment, DinterS is an
approved supplier to most major glass manufacturers.
www.dintersindustrial.nl l

FUCHS goes global for manufacture of latest lubricants

As part of its FUCHS 2025 strategy and the inception of its Global
Business Segment dedicated to servicing the glass industry,
lubricant manufacturer FUCHS has embarked on an ambitious
strategy of expanding the global manufacturing landscape for its
FUCHS LUBRITECH VITROLIS range of glass lubricants.
To support the full line of VITROLIS products coming out of
the company’s UK plant in Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, these products
will now also be manufactured in other FUCHS facilities around the
world as part of its ‘Act Global’ strategy.
Local manufacture and support will be present in all three world
regions with the USA and Brazil manufacturing for the Americas
region; Italy, Spain, Germany, Poland, Turkey and Russia supporting
the UK in the EMEA region; and India, China and Australia in the
APAC region. The regions will also be supported by local R&D and
local technical support under the guidance of the FUCHS Centre of
Excellence for glass lubrication
based in the UK.
FUCHS LUBRICANTS’
Head of Global Business
Segment for Glass, Stephen
Harris commented: “By utilising
the full potential of our global
manufacturing footprint FUCHS
aims to provide our customers
with a locally manufactured
full line supply of all lubrication
requirements for the glass
industry.”
www.fuchs.com/uk l
The FUCHS LUBRITECH VITROLIS range of
glass lubricants will be manufactured in the
Americas, EMEA and APAC regions.

www.glassworldwide.co.uk

HOME APPLIANCES REDEFINED
BY DIGITAL GLASS PRINTING
Dip-Tech, a Ferro company, brings more style and
elegance to home appliances with its digital glass
printing solutions.
A unique technology which ensures fast, multicolor,
fully automated printing in just one run.
Powered by Ferro appliances glass enamels –
now digital inks.

www.dip-tech.com
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Falorni Tech endorses opportunity engineering for glassmaking
Glass melting specialist Falorni Tech defines ‘opportunity
engineering’ as the early stage of an investment project
in glassmaking. Working as a technical consultant for
several investment projects in glassmaking, the company
has developed an unconventional approach that remains
embedded within the frames of the commercial phase of a
project and not in the executive phase.
This exploratory phase requires a skills mix of technical
knowledge: Falorni’s engineering crew doesn’t only
design a turnkey plant or a process line but, further to
customer requirement, it can provide consultancy referring
to glassmaking technical features and applications for a
special glass product or production. This evaluation allows
Falorni to select and pursue conceptual ideas a long way
into a potential project – identifying profits, while at the
same time allowing an investor to contain risk within the
average existing business risk of existing competitors.
Starting with a preliminary technical study, Falorni

carries on a pre-feasibility study to
give the investor, in advance, the
main financial index of the project.
This is followed by light 3D modelling,
an option appreciated by potential
investors and a complimentary

service in which Falorni has invested
in terms of time and personnel,
creating a database of plant models
and project patterns that is believed
to be unique in its kind.
www.falornitech.com l

Falorni recommends evaluating a potential investment project
with opportunity engineering to gain maximum ROI.

Stewart Engineers appoints four new engineers

Float glass technology specialist Stewart Engineers
has added four new engineers to its team. The recruits
include recent graduates from North Carolina State
University and East Carolina University with degrees
in Mechanical, Electrical and Computer Engineering.
In addition Stewart has hired an intern from NC State
double majoring in Computer and Electrical Engineering.
The fresh graduates stand to learn the ins and outs
of the glass industry from Stewart Engineers’ veteran
glass experts. They are expected to develop keen
insights into glass manufacturing through Stewart’s
cutting-edge glass making and coating technologies that
will make them experts in their own right.
With its expanded team, combined with a relentless
commitment to improve, Stewart is confident that it
can deliver products and services superior to those
of its competitors. The company has over 30 years of
proven success confirming Stewart and its StewartFloat
and AcuraCoat technologies as a premier choice for
independent glass manufacturers.
www.stewartengineers.com l

EME offers intelligent cullet scraper control

Producer of batch and cullet treatment systems EME has
applied intelligent control to its cullet scrapers to reduce
wear and to save energy and labour.
Via interfaces with a customer’s IS machines, whether
gobs or continuous trickle, EME’s control system intelligently
determines the quantity of glass fed into the scraper
conveyor and automatically adjusts running times and
running speeds to optimise the system performance. In this
way, changes in glass production are compensated
for independently and without the intervention of an
operator.
Other operating modes are implemented for the
operation of the scraper conveyor, as well as monitoring
water temperature, automatic water addition and run time
monitoring. In addition, EME can extend its cullet scraper
solution to include its closed loop cullet return technology
that allows for cullet to be automatically reintroduced into
the batching process without any operator intervention or
manual handling of the cullet. All of this functionality is readily
available on a mobile device, making the system accessible
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Stewart Engineers’ newest team members include graduates with degrees in Mechanical, Electrical and
Computer Engineering.

from anywhere at any time.
EME’s intelligent control system
is included as standard with all
scraper controls that have a PLC. The

company’s standard function modules
are available as tailor made solutions
for customers.
www.eme.de l

EME’s intelligent cullet scraper control is compatible with S7, PCS7 and TIA Portal control platforms as well as
touch panel or SCADA computer operation.
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Diverre Group assists with Covid-19 vaccine effort

Manufacturer of metal moulds for the glass and crystal
industry and conveyors for the hollow glass industry, Diverre
is using its technical know-how to produce moulds for
pharmaceutical vials that will contain vaccines to fight the
Covid-19 coronavirus. Additionally the company’s conveying
equipment is employed to transport glass vials before they are
filled. To assist with extra measures of hygiene required during
the pandemic Diverre is also offering its own hydroalcoholic
gel dispenser that can be personalised by customers.
Despite the crisis the Diverre Group continues to invest
in production equipment.
The Group is made up of six companies based in
France predominantly serving glassworks. Diverre also
supplies to manufacturers of bottles and jars for luxury
perfumes and cosmetics.
At its Normov industrial site in Normandy Diverre makes
moulds to meet the requirements of large French crystal
factories including Baccarat, Saint Louis, Lalique and Daum.
In 2020 Normov, managed by Ingrid Moulin, was awarded
the title ‘Entreprise du Patrimoine Vivant’ (Living Heritage
Company) by the French State in recognition of its expertise,
skills and industrial excellence.
In the Lyon region Diverre companies Duinov and
Maxitec design, manufacture, install and maintain nonstandard and specialised equipment for cold end lines in

order to satisfy the most demanding
of customers, in particular those who
work for high-end spirits. Bernard
Colomb manages this division.
Diverre is keen to collaborate with

clients who work for the luxury industry
and who have a policy of marketing
development while respecting old
know-how.
www.diverre.eu l

Nokra ahead of the curve in automotive glass

Grafotec gets seal of approval for new coating device

Nokra’s laser-based alpha.
glassWS measurement system
for curved automotive glass will
be available mid 2021.

Grafotec’s new liquid application system enables anti-corrosion coating to be applied using a
single, continuous roller.

Measuring systems specialist nokra is to release its
laser-based ‘alpha.glassWS’ measurement system
for the measurement of automotive glass bending
curvatures early in the second half of the year. The
system comes in a revised design layout with high
sensitivity sensors and a faster lateral adjustment of
the sensor positions to allow for shorter cycle times.
The new system benefits from new ‘easy.glass’
software, which will also be available as a field
upgrade to the installed base by July 2021. Usability
of the system is improved with a new process editor
and the user is led through the set-up with simplified
visualisations. Direct access to raw measurement
data inside the editor allows for easy optimisation of
the process. In combination with the new sensors,
analysis of raw data using a new algorithm produces
more accurate measurement results which allow for a
predictive quality insurance of the final product at an
early production stage. In addition a TCP/IP interface
is available to deliver result telegrams via MQTT.
www.nokra.de l
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Manufacturer of separator application systems Grafotec Spray Systems
has successfully completed testing a liquid application system with a
German customer.
Grafotec’s new roller application device can coat float glass with anticorrosion liquid using a single, continuous roller. The application quantity
is regulated via a shutter control and automatically adapts to different
web speeds in order to keep the desired application quantity constant.
The roller generates a spray mist without any spray nozzles and the glass
edge tracking, which works independently on both edges, automatically
limits the liquid application to the glass ribbon. Glass edge tracking allows
the spray to reach the glass ribbon without getting on the conveyor and
the floor.
Using a programmable logic controller and a 20 ins colour touch
screen, an operator can control and monitor the entire system as well
as preparation of the anti-corrosion liquid. From a barrel or canister,
the concentrate is mixed with the process water as required and the
concentration of the mixture is kept constant.
The new system was commissioned in April 2021 and Grafotec’s
service and construction team anticipates completion of a further system.
www.grafotec.com l
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CelSian offers introductory training on electric systems for glass melting
Electricity will play a major role in the
ongoing energy transition needed
to reduce CO2 emissions. Although
electric melting of glass is an old
technology, there is still a need for
more research and specifically
education, believes technology
specialist CelSian. The company
is running an introductory ‘Electric
Systems for Glass Melting’ training
course aimed at those who are not
familiar with, or would like to refresh

their knowledge of electrical furnace
boosting, all-electric melting and many
aspects of the electrical systems in
and outside the furnace.
The first edition of the course will
take place from 15–18 June over four
half-days, starting at European time
2pm CET; American time 8am EST.
Training will cover furnace boosting
systems, hybrid melting and all-electric
melting, focusing on the system from
the electrical grid up to the electrodes

Long recognising importance of training, CelSian’s introductory online training on electric systems emphasises
an increased focus on providing a broader range of options.

and beyond. CelSian advises that it will start with the basics
and slowly guide ‘trainees’ through the course, providing
a pragmatic level of understanding of the whole system.
Interested parties can register online at www.celsian.nl/
academy or email academy@celsian.nl with any questions
regarding the training.
www.celsian.nl l

CelSian’s
training course
covers all
aspects of the
electric melting
of glass.

Glass experts
Furnace support Process optimization Training and R&D
Celsian’s aim is to minimize the cost of making glass for end users and the environment. We have an agile team of
glass experts using proven methods like furnace modelling, laboratory measurements and practical furnace health
checks to optimize glass melting processes. We also train operators and glass technologists through our standard
course, dedicated programs and various e-learning modules. We strive to be the best partner for optimization of
glass production worldwide.

www.celsian.nl
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HORN acquires JSJ Jodeit’s melting technology division
On 1 April 2021 HORN Glass
Industries AG formally acquired the
melting technology division of JSJ
Jodeit GmbH, premium supplier for
speciality glass furnaces.
With the know-how gained
from this strategic investment
HORN is now expanding its
competences in the field of
electrically heated and gasoxygen heated melting plants
for technical and specialty
glasses and is single-mindedly
pursuing its motto ‘Innovation
engineered in Germany’. At the
same time, HORN is preparing for
the challenges of future energy
transition by providing energysaving and low-emission melting
technologies.
Furthermore, synergies

are being capitalised upon: sales
will be handled jointly by HORN
Glass Industries AG. In addition,
the production of high-quality
components will take place in the
HORN workshops at the Plössberg
site.
The business units of JSJ
Jodeit GmbH that were not sold,
such as special and small melting
units, melting technology services,
heat treatment plants, glass tube
production lines as well as plants
for the chemical strengthening of
glass, will continue to be managed
by Dr Harald Jodeit at the JenaMaua site. To bundle and strengthen
activities, Glamaco GmbH in Coswig,
Saxony, which belongs to the Jodeit
Holding, will be merged with all its
business areas into the company in

Jena and will continue to operate in future under the
name Glamaco GmbH at the two locations in Jena and
Coswig.
www.hornglass.com l

L–R: Stephan Meindl, President and CEO of HORN Glass Industries signing the
contract with Dr Harald Jodeit, Managing Director and owner of JSJ Jodeit.

Vidromecanica improves oven efficiency
Manufacturer of thermal equipment
for the glass industry Vidromecanica
has developed an oven designed to
make it easier and faster for operators
to work. The improved oven features
mobile carrier cars that can circulate
through the manufacturing floor,
facilitating the transport of the moulds
and eliminating transfer operations.
Vidromecanica produces modern
mould preheating kilns adapted to the
glass industry demands, furnished with
advanced temperature controls and
heating systems.
The company uses three different heating systems that are chosen
according to production demands:

gas with direct flame, gas with isolated
flame, or electrical.
Each system benefits from a
specially designed chamber interior
and recirculation ducts, along with a
recirculator specific to the heating type.
To place the moulds inside
Vidromecanica uses carrier carts with
special wheels and charging tables,
on which the moulds are placed
to be heated and withdrawn when
they come out of the kiln. Automatic
operation of the carts and of the door
opening/closing helps to ensure a
smooth and energy-saving operation.
Vidromecanica’s standard kilns can
have up to four mould carrier carts and

DSF appoints first female director

Janette Flower and Matt Handley have been
appointed to the board at DSF.
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Manufacturer of shaped refractories
DSF Refractories & Minerals has made
two new board appointments as
part of its strategy for future growth
ambitions and to bring more focus on
operations to the board.
Janette Flower and Matt Handley
– both already part of the senior
management team at DSF, and
instrumental to seeing the company
through the Covid-19 pandemic –
have been promoted to the roles of
Manufacturing Operations Director
and Strategic Operations Director,
respectively.
Ms Flower is a human resource
management post graduate with
over 30 years’ experience within the
manufacturing sector. For the past two

Vidromecanica’s improved oven features mobile carrier cars that can circulate
through the manufacturing floor.

four independent doors, allowing the moulds to be placed by
sector and reducing energy losses when taking the mould out.
www.vidromecanica.com l

years she has held the position of DSF’s Manufacturing
Operations Manager. As Manufacturing Operations
Director her key objective will be to direct and co-ordinate
the day-to-day operations to allow the business to grow
and be profitable.
“It is such a privilege to be the first female Director to
join the board at DSF” said Ms Flower. “I am very much
looking forward to my new role”
Mr Handley, who joined DSF in 2014 as Engineering
Manager, has a background in electrical engineering and
over 20 years’ experience in the heavy industries, from
quarrying and building materials to latterly refractory and
mineral processing.
“My ambition is to continue with the development of
the site and its processes with the aim of making DSF
more profitable, more sustainable and the first choice of
employment for the local community and surrounding
areas” commented Mr Handley.
www.dsf.co.uk l
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TWEEL
SUSPENDED TWEEL
The tweel is one of the most
important control instruments within a ﬂoat glass
production plant. It adjusts
the ﬂow of the glass melt
from the furnace into the tin
bath. The tweel can also be
used to completely shut-off
the glass ﬂow.
The suspended tweel is installed on the tin bath support steel structure. The robust and highly innovative
design of the suspended
tweel ensures a stable and
smooth operation providing
all the beneﬁts of a freely accessible spout area. Additional air cooling protects the
electrical and mechanical
parts from the high temperatures.

LET‘S GO FULL CIRCLE. WWW.HORNGL ASS.COM
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Agr appoints North American sales team leader
Advanced Energy refines thin glass
temperature measurement

The Impac IN 6/78-L by Advanced Energy is a
new pyrometer specially developed to address the
challenges posed by using infrared temperature
measurement on ultra-thin glass.
Requiring high-quality display glass with a lowdefect rate, products such as smart phones and
tablets typically tend to use to thinner glass (<1mm)
due to weight and energy reasons.
Infrared temperature measurement ensures
improved accuracy, resulting in better control of the
production process and lower stress to flat glass
sheets, but measuring the temperature of ultra-thin
glass can be a difficult task. When using a 5 micron
instrument for such thin glass, the material is no longer
opaque; the transmittance rises and background
signals can no longer be discounted at this wavelength.
Advanced Energy’s new instrument enables
measurement of thin glass, including that less than
1mm in thickness at a central wavelength of 7.8
micron (7.5–8.1 micron range). In the area around
7.5 microns, the transmission in glass with 0.2mm
thickness is sufficiently small and the reflection at
8.1 microns is still small enough. An anti-reflective
lens, created using semi-conductor material,
significantly reduces environment sensitivity. With a
sensor-based design on a full digital core, the Impac
IN 6/78-L pyrometer enables a wide temperature
range and improved accuracy over standard process
temperatures.
www.advancedenergy.com l

Advanced Energy’s Impac
IN 6/78-L pyrometer is
suitable for ultra-thin glass.

Are you a member of the LARGEST
glass magazine group on LinkedIn?

Join the Glass Worldwide community of
over 10,000 glass professionals and benefit
from content complementary to this issue.
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Steve Smith has been appointed Director of Sales
to lead Agr’s North American sales organisation.

Supplier of quality assurance and
process automation equipment to the
packaging industry Agr International
has appointed Steve Smith as Director
of Sales to lead Agr’s North American
sales organisation.
In this role Mr Smith will oversee all
sales related activities within the United
States, Mexico, Canada and several
countries within Latin America and the

Caribbean as part of Agr’s multi-year
plan to strengthen and expand its sales
and service organizations to benefit
customers throughout the world.
Previously Agr’s Senior Sales
Engineer, Mr Smith possesses
significant knowledge and experience
with Agr’s customers, products and
services and is well positioned to
provide the guidance necessary to
lead Agr’s North American sales force.
Prior to joining Agr’s sales team
Mr Smith held sales managerial
positions in the aluminium extrusion
and carbon/graphite industries.
“I look forward to continuing to
promote world class products to the
plastic and glass container industries
with the North American sales team”
said Mr Smith. “As a team and a
company, we are well prepared for the
challenge to help our plastic and glass
customers navigate the production
challenges of increased demand for
recycled content through products,
technology and services.”
www.agrintl.com l

VPInstruments updates energy management system

Measurement and monitoring specialist VPInstruments has upgraded
its VPVision energy monitoring software. According to the company
VPVision 5.2 has been given “a complete makeover”: the modern design
offers better navigation, improved stability and increased performance.
Updating can now be completed “in a matter of minutes” as updates can
be done automatically over the air. The software is “more intuitive and selfexplanatory, making a user manual almost unnecessary”.
VPVision enables users to target energy savings and improve system
performance. By monitoring consumption the software can help businesses
to spot patterns in supply and demand and make better-informed decisions
regarding costs and investments. Users can also monitor energy usage of
utilities, including compressed air, technical gases, steam, vacuum, natural
gas and electricity.
Companies that install VPVision energy monitoring software can use it
to detect issues and send instant alerts with an alarm and email messages.
Other benefits include the ability to allocate costs to a product/departments/
machines; benchmark machines and production sites; establish an energy
baseline and set critical performance indicators; detect and quantify energy
savings activities; and monitor and optimise the control system.
www.vpinstruments.com l

VPVision offers complete real-time energy
monitoring for company utilities.
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CUT COSTS AND GO GREEN?
Let ROTAMILL‘s experience help you!
Meet ISO 50003-efﬁciency goals and improve
your green credentials by sustainable energy
recovery.

WASTE HEAT AND
ENERGY RECOVERY
COMPONENTS
TURN-KEY SOLUTIONS
ENERGY AUDITS
ISO 50001

+

ISO 50003



ROTAMILL GmbH
Phone: +49 (0)271 66123-0 . info@rotamill.de . www.rotamill.de

Bottle measurement
has never been easier!
Fast, accurate, and comprehensive
dimensional measurement
Featuring AutoJob™— job setup in seconds

AGRINTL.COM • +1.724.482.2163
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Lahti offers inexpensive way to upgrade dosing controls
Supplier of industrial weighing and dosing systems for the
glass industry, Lahti Glass Technology Oy has developed
a new batch controller for the dosing and weighing

control of raw material components
for glass batch. The new instrument
offers an inexpensive way to upgrade
dosing controls. It is designed to
replace and fit into the space occupied
by the old (Raute) Lahti WB-950 and
WB-951 dosing controllers – users
can keep the existing control system
mainly as is; there is no need to
modify the PLC program or HMI but
the communication protocol must be
changed to Profinet.
The new Lahti batch controller’s
hardware is based on Siemens
standard components, and is
therefore future-proof for as long as
these components are available – the
same applies to hardware support

worldwide. Software retains all the
features of the old instrument (e.g.
automatic pre-act value compensation
when material flow properties change)
and more.
Spare parts will soon be
unavailable for the WB-951 batch
controller for single component dosing
as it becomes obsolete. Old units such
as these can be replaced with Lahti’s
new controller while the batch plant is
in production. Installation requires only
short breaks to dismantle the existing
units and to mount the new modules
in the same place. New modules
will be delivered ready wired and
programmed.
www.lahti-glass.fi l

Indian furnace maker Furnotherm is currently handling
four major glass furnace projects in four different
locations.
The company has started a prestigious
commission constructing the first float glass plant in
Uzbekistan: a greenfield project for Zarafshon Oyna
LLC, designed and supplied by HORN, Germany.
Concurrently, Furnotherm is also building a greenfield
250tpd container glass furnace for Piramal Glass in
Jambusar, Gujarat, India. Project three is another
greenfield project: a 180tpd container glass furnace
for Sunrise Glass in Surat, Gujarat, India. The fourth
major operation is an expansion project for Frigo Glass
in Nigeria. Furnotherm will drill the existing furnace
and drain the glass before dismantling the steel and
refractories. The team will then erect new furnace steels
and a refractory for a 300tpd container glass furnace,
along with the installation of all furnace equipment.
Furnotherm will provide electrical and instrumentation
assistance for the furnace operating system and will
supervise heat up, expansion control and cullet filling of
the newly built furnace.
The Furnotherm team is also currently engaged
in two hot work projects in different locations. In
Sri Lanka, Piramal Glass Ceylon has contracted
Furnotherm to over-coat and patch the side walls
of its 300tpd container glass furnace. The team will

also replace half of the P2 forehearth
refractories and replace the Doghouse
curtain arches.
Finally, in Hyderabad, India
Furnotherm is over-coating and patching
the side walls of a 400tpd container
glass furnace for AGI Glaspac.
Furnotherm is successfully

managing all six projects
simultaneously in different parts of
the world with its most competent
teams. The company is confident
that it can undertake any major
glass furnace construction project
at any time.
www.furnotherm.com l

Constructing a batch house.

Furnotherm has started building a float glass plant for Zarafshon Oyna in Uzbekistan.

Lahti batch controller
load cell signal monitoring
box featuring Siemens
components.

Furnotherm multi-tasks six simultaneous projects
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Optris offers temperature inspection
for low emissivity coated glass

Manufacturer of infrared measurement devices Optris GmbH
has developed a system for temperature monitoring during
thermal tempering that is compatible with glass that has a
very low emissivity coating.
Used to produce products such as single-pane
safety glass (SPSG), thermal tempering is the process of
influencing the physical properties of flat glass with targeted
heat treatment.
Precise maintenance of oven temperature, depending
on the type and thickness of the glass, is crucial for the
desired quality of the end product. This involves both the
exact temperature and the most homogeneous temperature
distribution possible within the glass panes.
Optris’ measuring system based on the PI 640 IR
camera can be used on any glass tempering system thanks
to selectable optics with different aperture angles.
To meet the challenge of using infrared measurement
technology on insulating glass that has a coated side with
a very low emissivity (such as energy efficient Low-E glass,
commonly used for windows and facade components),
Optris offers its Top Down GIS 640 R system:
Above the glass, at the exit of the oven, a PI 640
infrared camera is installed, which quickly determines with
high resolution the temperature distribution of the individual
panes over the entire system. Below the glass – i.e. on
the side without the Low-E coating – a CT G5L pyrometer
reproducibly measures the exact glass temperature. The
individual pixels of the IR camera image are referenced to
this measured value. This enables automated emissivity
correction for standard and Low-E glass. In addition to
determining the temperature distribution, the system also
calculates the glass surface area. Both the infrared camera
and the pyrometer are equipped with a digitally controlled
optics protection system.
Optris supplies the Top Down GIS 640 R as a preassembled system for installation on glass tempering
equipment. Delivery also includes a compact control cabinet
with all electronic and control components as well as all
necessary cables.
Unlike traditional line scanner systems, the exact
alignment of the scan line can be performed by the
software with the camera-based GIS 640 R system – exact
mechanical positioning of the system above the oven is not
necessary.
www.optris.global l

Optris’ Top Down GIS 640 R measuring system can be used on any glass
tempering system.

www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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ISIMAT offers inLINE FOILING for tapered bottles

Designer and manufacturer of
machines for packaging decoration
ISIMAT has adapted the patented
InLINE FOILING process it
developed with Leonhard Kurz for
tapered glass bottles and conical
glass drinkware.
The inLINE FOILING multicolour
metallisation process uses only
one foil, which can be overprinted
immediately with a clear varnish
or a tinted varnish; multi-colour
metallised images can be achieved
by over-varnishing with tinted
varnishes of two or more colours.
The inLINE FOILING unit takes
the place of a printing unit and

can be integrated into a multi-colour
screen-printing machine, enabling
glass decorators to streamline the
glass decoration process. Screen
printing with UV inks and inLINE
FOILING is done in a single machine
pass without additional handling.
Citing research to suggest that
the preferred bottle shape for the wine
market is slightly conical, and that silver
and/or gold metallic elements appear
on most labels of wine bottles, Isimat
believes its updated decoration process
offers an exciting new option for direct
decoration. See page 68 for more
information.
www.isimat.de l

Hydrogen-ready burner from Honeywell saves fuel and CO2

Honeywell Thermal Solutions has
expanded its portfolio of combustion
products for the glass industry with
its PrimeFire FH burner. Featuring
next generation oxy-fuel technology,
the PrimeFire FH is Honeywell’s
latest innovation in glass forehearth
technology with a patent pending
burner/block design that provides a
maintenance-free, long lasting product
for container, e-glass and wool glass
applications. The new burner is
designed to be cooler running for longer
burner life, while still providing improved
fuel usage and NOx reduction.
The PrimeFire FH is available
in three sizes that provide optimal
performance across a range of capacity
needs. It is also hydrogen-ready.
With glass manufacturing
traditionally being a complex and

challenging process that is very energy
intensive, there is an ever increasing
focus around the world on reducing
CO2 emissions and some companies
are looking to hydrogen – or hydrogen
mixed with natural gas – as a fuel
source. Burning hydrogen can
significantly reduce CO2 emissions
and contribute to the drive towards
a carbon neutral future. However it is

ISIMAT’s
updated inLINE
FOILING process
allows tapered
glass bottles to
be decorated
with multi-colour
metallised
images.

not necessarily possible to use equipment designed to burn
natural gas for burning hydrogen.
Honeywell offers a wide variety of burners for the glass
industry that are hydrogen-ready today – meaning no
modifications are needed to the burner and the user can
switch to burning hydrogen immediately. More information
about what Honeywell is doing with hydrogen is available,
along with downloadable brochures, on the company’s
website.
www.thermalsolutions.honeywell.com l

Burning hydrogen can reduce CO2 emissions and contribute to a carbon-neutral future.

Johnson Matthey rises to the challenge of automotive sunroof glass
In line with its vision to create value
from innovating world leading, high
technology products, specialty
chemicals group Johnson Matthey
has developed 1S2020 to meet
strict requirements for sunroof
glass.
The installation of each glass
part in a vehicle dictates properties
of the glass and enamel system
used. Critical for sunroof glass is the
need to achieve the expected fired
surface properties: colour; optical
density; mechanical and chemical
durability; using the minimum fired
enamel layer possible.
1S2020 employs glass
component technology developed
by Johnson Matthey specifically
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to meet this critical challenge and
produces an efficient printed layer,
fires over a broad range with improved
glass strength and offers additional
process stability benefits.
This latest product from the
company represents an example of how
it applies its expertise in exploiting the
unique chemical and physical properties
of glass to deliver high technology
added value products which, in turn
help customers add value to their own
products and operations.
Johnson Matthey maintains a
future facing approach to all of its
development activities and is committed
to tackling new challenging applications
across its product portfolio.
www.matthey.com l

1S2020 represents a step-change in enamel technology for automotive
sunroof glass.
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Schott China fires up new medical line

For its first investment in glass tube
production in China, Schott selected
Shanghai Precision Dosing & Weighing
System Co., Ltd. – a company that
focuses on design and supply of batch
plant – and its German partner EME
GmbH to design and supply a batch
plant for a medical borosilicate glass
production line.

Shanghai Precision took
responsibility for the engineering design,
equipment assembly and supply, and
supplied all equipment and system
covering raw material unloading,
storage, dosing, weighing, transporting,
de-dusting, and cullet handling, as
well as equipment installation, on-site
testing, commissioning and training.

Shanghai Precision and EME designed and supplied the batch plant for Schott China’s medical borosilicate
glass production line

The design, fabrication and erection of steel structure and
silos for the batch house, and the belt gantries for conveyors
were also covered by Shanghai Precision.
As General Contractor for the batch house, Shanghai
Precision worked closely with EME to overcome many
challenges related to the Covid-19 pandemic in order
to complete the design, fabrication, assembly, shipping,
installation, testing, commissioning and start-up within the
limited time frame requested by Schott.
The furnace for this project was lit before the end of 2020
and Schott is reportedly satisfied with the performance of the
batch plant.
www.shpws.com l

Construction of the batch plant prevailed despite Covid-related challenges

Bristol Instruments extends scope of its thickness gauges

Two new models have been
added to Bristol Instruments’ line
of non-contact optical thickness
gauges. The 157XLS (Extra Long
Scan) and 137XLS systems are
the latest additions, both of which
extend the maximum measurement
limit to 80mm. The longer scan
measurement capability was added
primarily to accommodate thicker,
multi-element optical components
and assemblies, as well as large
diameter medical devices.
The new models maintain
industry leading accuracy as high

as ± 0.1 microns for the 157XLS
models and long-term repeatability
of up to ± 0.02 microns. For less
exacting requirements, the 137XLS
measures accuracy as high as ± 1.0
microns and features a long-term
repeatability of ± 0.05 microns.
Bristol’s thickness gauges use the
unique properties of light to measure
precise material thickness of transparent
and semi-transparent materials without
damage or deformation. Up to 31
individual layers as well as total thickness
can all be measured simultaneously.
www.bristol-inst.com l

Bristol Instruments’ 157XLS gauge was designed for thicker optical components/assemblies and large
diameter medical devices.
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The new models extend maximum measurement to 80mm.
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Vertech delivers customer
satisfaction with Pallet Audit

Software specialist Vertech’ has developed Pallet
Audit: a SILXQual module feature for controlling,
tracking and certifying the conformity of finished
products and pallets prior to delivery.
The Pallet Audit interface automatically generates
quality check batches when the plant has an ERP –
they can also be created manually. The new system
is designed to ease the control process for users
with its various clickable tiles, including pallets, layers,
moulds and defects. Proposed defect tiles and their
criticality are adjusted depending on the article being
checked, AQLs and customer specifications.
When all samples have been checked, the
quality operator can close the batch and the system
provides a status – either good or blocked. A blocked
status means the pallets do not conform to customer
specifications and require re-sorting.
Results from quality check batches are
transmitted in real-time to the various SIL interfaces,
whether at the the hot end, the cold end or on
manager workstations, allowing operators to react
accordingly to resolve flagged problems and keep
needless losses to a minimum. All information
collected in the process is saved and archived in its
entirety so it can be viewed, analysed or extracted at
any time.
www.vertech.eu l
Vertech’s Pallet
Audit function
reduces the risk of
delivering finished
products that
do not comply
with customers’
specifications.

futronic receives follow-up order from Mulia Glass

Following successful completion of a project to modernise one of PT Mulia
Glass’s production lines, automation specialist futronic has been tasked
with retrofitting another of the Indonesian company’s lines.
Early in 2019, futronic received an order from glass manufacturer PT
Mulia Glass to modernise one of the production lines at a plant southeast of Jakarta. The project specifically concerned Line 4, comprised of a
glass moulding machine and a welding machine for making glass blocks.
Specialists at futronic drafted new circuit diagrams and adapted the
software; one particular challenge was that all sensors and actuators on
the production line needed to be integrated into the system however the
line went up running smoothly and reliably.
In October 2020 the satisfied customer asked futronic to retrofit
another of its lines. This project entails a revamp of Line 3.2 which, apart
from a few minor details, is almost identical to Line 4. futronic’s technicians
will be required to exchange controls, drives and wiring and there will also
be a new human-machine interface, customised in part. The modernised
plant will go live “sometime next year”, depending on Covid-19.
www.futronic.de l

Indonesian glass manufacturer PT Mulia Glass has re-commissioned futronic to help modernise
its plant.

Viprotron ECO Scanner installed at Nowak Glas
German glass processing company
Nowak Glas has installed a horizontal
Viprotron ECO Scanner System at its
factory in Wattenscheid, Bochum to
optimise laminated glass production
and maintain high standards of quality.
At the plant, which has a strong
focus on insulation and safety glass,
the compact scanner system with two
camera heads covering a width of
2.80m was retrofitted into an existing
Benteler line. The new system was
put into operation in summer 2020,
producing “great results from the
beginning”.
Offering a better and more reliable

method of quality checking than any
visual examination, the scanners
inspect every glass product after
the washing machine for scratches,
bubbles, dirt and fingerprints etc.
A large screen shows results and
defect positions in real time, enabling
defective panes to be identified
and sorted to ensure that none are
processed as laminated glass.
The Viprotron ECO Scanner offers
a solution to save time and cost
during the production process and
to guarantee the best product quality
possible.
www.viprotron.de l

virtualmarketplace
See pages 4-5

www.glassworldwide.co.uk
Two Viprotron camera heads installed in the clean room of a lamination line at Nowak Glass.
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New leadership at Graphoidal Developments
Manufacturer of lubrication and
engineering systems Graphoidal
Developments Ltd is preparing for
the retirement of Mark Johnston,
Managing Director of the Rondot
Group company. Mr Johnston will
be succeeded by Simon Holmes,
a Rondot Group Board Member
and Managing Director of Sheppee
International and Rondot GB
Limited.
Mr Johnston joined Graphoidal
as Managing Director in 2007
and has overseen the company’s
continued growth and success.
He will continue to be part of the

Simon Holmes will take over as Managing
Director of Graphoidal Developments.

Rondot Group for the foreseeable
future, assisting Graphoidal with
developments and advising on group
assignments. In preparation for his
retirement, Mr Johnston has been
working diligently to ensure a smooth
handover of the reins to Mr Holmes.
Mr Holmes will be supported by
a senior leadership team consisting of
Carl Singleton as Operations Director,
Katie Abbott as Finance Director and
Andy Stevenson as Sales Director.

L–R: Carl Singleton, Katie Abbott, Mark Johnston, Andy Stevenson.

HORN develops new burner bracket
A new burner bracket from HORN
offers several advantages for
customers.
Accurate and rapid adjustment
of the burner angle after burner
replacement or cleaning is of
utmost importance given the

The H-RAB offers simplified adjustment of the
correct burner angle to get replicable values.
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Mr Singleton joined Graphoidal as a Service
Engineer in 2005, progressing to Technical Manager
and latterly in 2017 he became Operations Director.
Ms Abbott joined Graphoidal as Office Manager
in 2011 progressing to Finance Manager, becoming
Company Secretary in 2012, and as of March 2021
Finance Director.
Mr Stevenson joined Graphoidal as a Service
Engineer in 1996, progressing to Sales Engineer and
Sales Manager in 2011, and as of March 2021 Sales
Director.
www.graphoidal.com l

strong influence the burner angle
can have on the melting process,
furnace life and emission values
during glass making; the burner
also facilitates lower energy
consumption.
HORN’s H-RAB Rapid Adjust
Bracket offers simplified adjustment
of the correct burner angle to get
replicable values. With two adjusting
wheels the operator can adjust
both the horizontal and vertical
angles. The centre point of rotation
is the nozzle tip itself. Thanks to an
integrated scale, the angle can be
read off easily.
With regard to Industry 4.0, the
holder is prepared for later installation
of servo drives. Anticipating the input
of additional information coming from
NIR camera systems or other sensors,
HORN’s H-RAB burner bracket offers
the possibility of remote control.
www.hornglass.com l

HORN’s new Rapid
Adjust Bracket H-RAB
offers the possibility of
remote control.
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Vetromeccanica reveals upcoming project

Supplier of conveying systems Vetromeccanica, a historical Italian
company based in the Parma area known as Italian Packaging Valley,
has announced some of its upcoming projects for the glass industry.
Among these are a cold end installation for a new furnace including
inspection lines, decoration area and palletisers at a plant dedicated
to producing different types of beer bottles. Vetromeccanica will
supply the feasibility study, design, manufacturing and installation of
the cold end lines and related accessories as well as the palletisers
and the shuttle car. Vetromeccanica will also supply a telescopic
shuttle car and ‘alpine’ mass flow conveyors connecting the new
furnace to the existing one.
“It is a great honour for us to enhance the collaboration with
very important players of the glass industry” said Francesco
Cavatorta, Sales Manager of Vetromeccanica Cold End and
Palletisers department. “We hope that this is the beginning of a long
and lasting working relationship”
www.vetromeccanica.it l

Vetromeccanica will install its ‘alpine’ mass flow conveyors at a glass plant specialising in
beer bottles.

Quantum invests in Mazak cutter for production of parts

Forming specialist Quantum has purchased a Mazak North America
4-axis CNC cutting machine to increase its capacity to meet market
demand for plunger mechanism and process equipment used in
the blank side of IS machine glass container production.
The VCN-530C model is designed to process large parts or
multiple small workpieces in single machine setups.
With this investment Quantum aims to increase its production
flexibility and capabilities to meet market demand. The company
supplies forming products to the glass container industry and offers
an array of solutions for any IS machine and process used.
www.quantumforming.com l

The new NX-VR-300 swabbing robot
mounts on the valve blocks
of all IS machines.
Provides mould closed and
neck ring automatic swabbing
within the same section cycle.
On the fly swabbing, no reject.

W
E
N

THE UNIQUE PATENTED SOLUTION
FOR MOULD CLOSED SWABBING
WITH 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE
administration@novaxion.f r
Check for your local contact on website
www.novaxion.f r

Installing Mazak’s VCN-530C high efficiency vertical machining centre will help Quantum to
increase its output of forming products.
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Jianhua Mould puts tungsten carbide plungers into production

Glass mould specialist Changshu Jianhua Mould Technology Co.’s
tungsten carbide plunger project was successfully approved and officially
put into production in 2020.
Traditionally, the surface of a plunger is spray-clad with nickel-based
powder giving it a hardness of about 40HRC and enabling the equipment
to be used to press molten glass at a temperature of about 1000°C into a
mould.
Coated with tungsten carbide powder, Jianhua Mould’s NNPB plunger
has a hardness that can reach more than 60HRC. The plunger can be
used more than 200,000 times in molten glass at around 1100°C.
The tungsten carbide plunger has already obtained authoritative
quality confirmation from multiple glass factories.
www.jhmould.com l
Jianhua Mould Technology Co.’s
tungsten carbide plunger can be
used on 1100°C molten glass.

Bavelloni introduces compact vertical washer
Manufacturer of flat glass processing
equipment Bavelloni has added a new
model to its range of vertical washers.
The VW1600 OT is the smallest
washer in the VW Series. With an
open-top structure it can process up
to 1600mm high glass sheets and
also allows the passage of higher
glass panes. The body of the machine
consists of a washing area with three
independent zones (pre-wash, washing
and rinsing) and a drying section.
Although a small/medium size
machine, the VW1600 OT features
an oversized structure to ensure the
necessary flatness of the roller plane,
with no vibrations and optimum
washing/drying results. Washing is
carried out by two sets of high bristle
density brushes while a pair of inclined
air knives powered by a high pressure
radial fan accelerates drying.

Extensive use of stainless steel in
all parts of the machine (covers, frame,
brush pins, roller pins and supports)
provides corrosion resistance, long
service life and minimal maintenance,
while glass transport rollers, made
of vulcanised NBR rubber, offer high
resistance to ageing and wear.
In addition, the bevel gear
transmission of the rollers is designed
to guarantee smoothness of
movement, minimal noise and total
absence of maintenance.
The VW 1600 OT is designed
with modular inlet and outlet sections
to fit any layout. The equipment can
be used either stand-alone or in line
with other vertical machines such
as straight-line edgers, bevellers,
machining centres and drilling/milling
machines.
www.bavelloni.com l

Water-based coating Acmos 43-5004 can be applied to worn delivery chute
areas without halting production.

Acmos coating patch enables non-stop production

Manufacturer of release agents, special coatings and cleaning
agents Acmos is confident that its innovative new patching
product will revolutionise the delivery coating market.
Developed to patch-repair worn delivery parts, which
typically would need to be removed and recoated – an
expensive and time-consuming operation, Acmos 43-5004
is a water-based coating that can be applied directly
to areas where the chute coating has become worn by
glass gobs without removing them from the production to
maximise gob delivery performance.
One application every four hours is recommended
to extend the lifetime of a delivery system that has been
compromised by worn areas.
Using Acmos 43-5004, loading marks, washboards etc.
can be reduced to a minimum and the speed of the gob can
be improved to the original level without having a negative
impact on the geometry of the delivery. There is also no
cooling down of the blanks due to the rejected glass gob.
Acmos maintains that there is currently no other solution
that offers the ability to repair the coating of a delivery
system during production.
www.acmos.com l

Hengjiu Group makes flat top investment

Manufacturer of industrial chains from China, Hengjiu
Group is expanding its production capacity for flat top
conveyor chain through investment in Jixi Hengjiu Special
Chain Co., Ltd., its subsidiary located in Anhui Province,
China. The Hengjiu Group has been working with wellknown international companies and dealers (including
private labelling products) for decades and is established
in seven locations with an annual turnover of €180 million.
The new production buildings comprise a total
production area of over 10,000m2 and are scheduled
to be completed by Q2 this year. With this investment,
Jixi Hengjiu aims to achieve an annual production
volume of 700km of flat top chain with materials such
stainless steel, carbon steel and plastic.
In the near future Jixi Hengjiu will become the
R&D, production, sales and service hub of flat top chain
within Hengjiu Group. In conjunction with other business
units in the group, Jixi Hengjiu will be able to offer
one-stop solutions to customers from the container
industry for various applications, from raw materials
handling to packaging and from hot end to cold end.
www.hengjiu-pt.com l

Bavelloni’s VW1600 OT operates as a standalone washer or in line with other vertical machines.
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HyGear Asia to supply gas
recovery system to Obeikan Glass

Gas supplier HyGear Asia, a subsidiary company of HyGear,
has signed an agreement to supply its gas recovery system to
Obeikan Glass Company, the largest float/coated/laminated glass
manufacturer in the Middle East region located in Yanbu city on the
western part of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Hydrogen and nitrogen gas mixtures are used in float glass
production as a protective atmosphere to prevent oxidation.
These gases are injected into the tin bath where liquid glass is
floated on molten tin. Commonly the mixed gases, once used, are
vented into the atmosphere. HyGear’s gas recovery system has
been developed to recover the used gases, clean them and feed
them back into the process. Advantages of the system include
reduced costs and improved product quality due to the increased
atmosphere refreshment rate. The environmental impact of venting
particulate matter into the atmosphere is also reduced.
“We are delighted to expand our activities in the glass industry
into the Middle East region with an established company like
Obeikan” said Joanna Kwan, General Manager of HyGear Asia.
“This demonstrates the confidence in our ability to create value in
monetary terms as well as reduction of environmental impact which
is key to socially responsible companies like Obeikan Glass.”
“We are pleased with our cooperation with HyGear and
we are confident of the technology and our decision to invest in
an innovative system” responded Fayez Abdulrazzag, CEO of
Obeikan Glass Co. “We have no doubt of getting the return on
our investment”.
www.hygear.com l

THE GLOBAL HYDROGEN SOURCE

ON-SITE GAS GENERATION SYSTEM
COST-EFFECTIVE AND RELIABLE SUPPLY

With HyGear’s cu�ng-edge
technology, we provide highly
eﬃcient hydrogen generation and
recycling systems customized to
match your needs for your glass
manufacturing process.
We combine on-site generation
with our own ﬂeet of trailers to
guarantee the reliability of supply
while reducing the environmental
impact.
Our approach is unique because
of our strong technology
backbone and the way we
partner with you as our customer.

OUR PROMISE

Specialist in on-site hydrogen generation and supply HyGear Asia will install its gas recovery
system at glass manufacturer Obeikan Glass Company’s site in Yanbu, Saudi Arabia.

Encres DUBUIT opens ink factory in Vietnam

In addition to operations in the United States, Europe and
China, ink manufacturer Encres DUBUIT is expanding its Asia
manufacturing footprint by opening a new plant in Vietnam.
The company opened its first factory in Asia, China
(Shanghai) in 2003 and then extended it in 2011. DUBUIT
Shanghai is currently a R&D, production, sales and technical
support centre for China and all of Southeast Asia.
Establishing a new factory in Vietnam, where there is a
growing market for industrial and textile manufacturing, will
enable the group to reinforce its leadership position and to
ensure its growth by strengthening its supply chain for inkjet
UV digital inks, screen and pad printing inks throughout
South East Asia.
“This new plant will serve the local market demand and
will help to bring our services closer to our business partners
and customers” stated Pierre Blaix, Global Strategy Director.
“The ability to set up a manufacturing plant in very close
proximity to our customers in Vietnam is a must for just-intime deliveries.”
www.encresdubuit.com l

www.glassworldwide.co.uk

COST SAVINGS

RELIABLE SUPPLY
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SAFETY
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Lüscher invites customers to new demo and training centre
Imaging systems supplier Lüscher
Technologies is offering live
demonstrations of its latest computerto-screen and computer-to-plate

software at its new showroom in
Oftringen, Switzerland.
Prospective customers can request
a general presentation tailored to their

The new demo and training centre in Oftringen, Switzerland.

particular needs, or a demonstration where their own material
will be processed for a preferred application, with the material
returned afterwards for internal evaluation and testing.
For clients unable to travel to Switzerland, Lüscher offers
live video demos on MS Teams.
www.luescher.com l

Lüscher Technologies is holding live product demonstrations of its latest software.

Koenig & Bauer brings multi-ink layer technology to market

Facilitating advanced haptic and visual effects, Koenig & Bauer Kammann’s
new HIL process enables multi-ink layer application on container glass products
including drinkware, bottles and cosmetic flacons.
The technology is based on Koenig & Bauer Kammann’s well known digital
print station and can be integrated onto machine bases such as the K15 and
K20 series.
“HIL offers our customers the possibility to apply an image with a clearly defined
ink thickness and line sharpness” explained Matthias Graf, Managing Director.
“Thickness is a function of the number of layers applied; line sharpness a function
of the resolution and drop size. The result is a three dimensional image which
resembles the look of embossed glass and can even be overprinted by process
colours (CMYK) in the same machine pass. And: since this process is fully digital
and does not require any traditional printing plate, minimum order size is one.”
www.kammann.de l

Koenig & Bauer Kammann’s new HIL process enables multi-ink layer
application on container glass products.

ULG makes running repair

At the beginning of this year a large
international customer commissioned
furnace specialist ULG with the hot
repair of the waste gas channel in one
of its glass melting plants in Europe.
After a thorough inspection of
the exhaust system the ULG team
prepared works by cutting a slit into
the side with the chainsaw and set up
a water jacket into the port neck.
Following a slow cool down, the old
material was broken down. ULG then
rebuilt the new channel with modules
filled with refractory concrete. Once the
new bypass was installed, heat-up of
the new and old channels was started.
The repair took place at the running
furnace and required production to be
reduced only minimally. ULG welcomes
the opportunity to help reduce
environmental impact with its operations.
www.ulglass.de l
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Photo showing the water jacket (centre) in place.

ULG rebuilt the channel with modules filled with refractory concrete.
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Suppliers in the News

The investment at Urmitz represents part of RHI Magnesita’s
efforts to optimise its global production network with a
growth strategy that involves focusing on specialisation
and an individual alignment of European sites.

Constantin Beelitz.

RHI Magnesita to turn Urmitz site into central European hub with €23M makeover

Refractory manufacturer RHI Magnesita
plans to invest €23 million in modernising
its Urmitz site in Germany over the
next two years. This investment, the
Group’s largest in Germany, will be used
to expand and upgrade the traditional
plant as a hub for non-basic refractory
products. Modernisation measures will
increase the plant’s production volume
and boost energy efficiency by 10%.
In addition, investment in recycling will
allow RHI Magnesita to increase the
share of secondary raw materials.

“This is a significant and groundbreaking investment
in the German and European site which, in addition to
increasing productivity, will in particular strengthen product
quality and delivery reliability for all our markets” stated
Constantin Beelitz, Regional President Europe, CIS & Turkey
at RHI Magnesita. “Our modernisation work will also enable
us to increase the energy efficiency of our plant as well as
save resources through recycling” he added.
As part of the investment in Urmitz, RHI Magnesita’s
pressing capacities will be increased; a new tunnel kiln with
an automatic circulation system and several climate drying
chambers will be installed, enabling the plant to serve as a
central European hub for non-basic refractory products such

JetScreen! LT
High Tech CtS System with UV Lasers
for Large Formats
With Swiss precision engineering and state-of-the-art
laser technology, Lüscher Technologies AG sets new
standards in digital imaging of screen printing stencils and
is available in various formats up to 5500 x 3200 mm.
— Lüscher Trioptic! System with resolution
of 635 / 1270 / 2540 dpi
— Optional resolution up to 5080 dpi
— Ultra-long service life of laser diodes
— Low maintenance and energy costs

Lüscher Technologies AG
4665 Oftringen, Switzerland, www.luescher.com

as bricks, mixes, and prefabricated
components. Workforce at the site will
be increased by around 70 employees,
most of whom will move to Urmitz
from RHI’s neighbouring site in Kruft.
“We are creating a highperformance centre for non-basic
refractories” said Markus Pung, Plant
Group Manager of RHI Magnesita.
“Our customers will benefit from stateof-the-art manufacturing processes
and more digitalisation, which will allow
for greater transparency.”
www.rhimagnesita.com l

Suppliers in the News
Forglass commissioned to build furnace and batch plant in Poland

Forglass will design and deliver a 400tpd furnace for a beer bottle producer with customers across Europe,
USA and Canada.

Supplier of glass melting technologies Forglass has won
a greenfield project to design and deliver a furnace and
an entire batch plant for an international glass producer
specialising in the production of amber beer bottles.
Based on technology developed by Forglass (with full
automation and safety systems, including gas supply), the
furnace at the company’s new factory in Poland will deliver
over 400 tons of amber glass per day to three production
lines. The environmentally-conscious investor chose Forglass
technology to ensure that the new furnace will be more
environmentally-friendly due to low energy consumption and
low emission of greenhouse gases.
The 750tpd batch plant will include raw material and
cullet storage, dosing, mixing and batch transport, as well
as the cullet return system, including two of Forglass’s
innovations: Selectable Grain Crusher and SmartScraper
Completion of the new turn-key plant for glass
production is scheduled for 2022.
www.forglass.eu l

JADCO continues to lower nickel levels in overlay plates

To combat the destructive effect cullet can have on wear plate in glass
industry operations, provider of impact and abrasion wear solutions JADCO
has further reduced nickel levels in its Chromeweld series of overlay plates.
The glass industry standard for maximum allowable nickel is 0.25%.
JADCO has reduced this level by another 20% with quality controls in its
manufacturing process. The result achieves well below 0.20% total nickel in
Chromeweld, which has been readily accepted by most glass producers.
Chromeweld overlays are used in most glass production wear zones
from handling soda ash and other raw materials, through to cullet handling.
Significantly increased wear life in applications such as batch mixer paddles,
floor liners and side liners can be attributed to JADCO’s overlays. Feeder
liners under the float line to the cullet collection discharge chute and cullet
feeder show substantially longer life with Chromeweld, and the overlay
plates are also suitable for high heat wear applications such as furnace feed
chutes.
Additional wear life ROI is possible due to the option to rotate JADCO’s
cullet discharge chute for extended wear life from all four sides.
www.jadcomfg.com l

JADCO’s overlay plates currently have the lowest nickel levels available and
are 100% American made.

Bock takes the shock out of electrode installation
Electrical melting specialist Bock
Energietechnik has developed a
new risk-free process to install
bottom electrode holders up to
three inches in size.
The company’s service team
has already employed this new
method “with great success” on
a 600 ton melting tank during
ongoing operations (see photo).
Inserting or exchanging side
electrodes is part of daily business
for the team. Bock has a ‘tried
and tested’ procedure for side
electrodes and its equipment,
which was developed in-house, is
also unique in the glass industry.
Active in the glass industry for
over 40 years, the family-owned
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company based in Floss, Germany is
keen to highlight the advantages of
integrating of electrodes in existing
furnaces and operating an existing
furnace with electrical energy, which
include helping to reduce CO2
emissions.
Bock Energietechnik offers
complete systems and support for
boosting systems through to fully
electric melts. “Service is also a
very important factor for us” states
the company, and in addition to
the modelling, technical design
and manufacture of all the required
system components as well as the
assembly, it guarantees “hand in
hand” support.
www.bock-energietec.de l

The Bock service team using its new method for installing bottom electrode
holders during ongoing operations.
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Ser.Tec. offers a range
of glass printing solutions

Italian manufacturer Ser.Tec. offers a
complete line of products for printing
on glass, both with both digital and
screen printing technology.
The company’s S3P screen
printing machine for printing glass
sheets up to 200cm x 300cm is
equipped with solutions dedicated
to glass printing such as a suction
and blowing print table for easy
handling and locking of the sheets,
and an electric positioning pin
to simplify the positioning of the
glass. Set-up times are reduced with
the pneumatic lock of the screen,
squeegee and scraper which
guarantee maximum repeatability,
avoiding even the slightest
movement.
Digital printing solutions are
based on hybrid technology
developed by Ser.Tec. with specific
inks for glass printing and halogen
lamps mounted on the printheads
for fixing the print before it goes
into the oven to assure hold and
resistance. Ser.Tec.’s Eagle Hybrid
digital printer features a wing design
that is open on three sides to
facilitate positioning and handling of
the glass sheets. The Eagle Hybrid
is available in three different sizes up
to a maximum print area of 130cm
x 500cm. For larger print formats
Ser.Tec. also offers the Condor and
Atom Hybrid.
For the complete curing of the
print on glass Ser.Tec. recommends
its modular oven with hot and
cold air spans. Heating takes
place through adjustable radiant
panels that can bring the material
temperature up to 200°C. The width
(up to 250cm) and sturdy handling
rollers also make it suitable for large
sizes and heavy slabs.
Ser.Tec. printers are compatible
with automatic production lines, for
example featuring an Eagle Hy 70
Line printer with a belt for material
handling, pre-heaters to heat the
glass before printing and an in-line
oven for the final drying of the glass.
Equipped with sensors to detect
the length of incoming materials
and their length, the start time
and length of the print is adjusted
automatically.
Produced with a modular
construction, Ser.Tec. printers can
be inserted into existing production
lines and customised according
customers’ production needs.
www.ser-tec.org l
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Emmeti-Zecchetti merger launches EMS Group USA
Following EMS Group’s acquisition
of Zecchetti SRL, supplier of turnkey
automation solutions for transport
and palletisation EMS Group USA
has been created to offer clients
product handling solutions for the
food & beverage, glass, PET/HDPE
and metal can industries.

Beth Zarnick-Duffy, Executive Sales Director
of EMS Group USA.

“EMS Group USA continues to provide the awardwinning 24/7/365 service, parts, and support from
our headquarters in Florida that our customers have
known for years with Emmeti and its fellow founding
members of EMS Group: Mectra, Sipac, Logik and
Zecchetti” said Beth Zarnick-Duffy, Executive Sales
Director. “We have expanded our staff of stateside
technicians and representatives, because we know
it is especially important to our customers during the
pandemic.
“Having been a part of Emmeti in North America
since its inception in 1993, I am excited to continue to
lead sales for EMS Group USA and continue to bring
the power of five global OEMs to our North American
customers” she added.
The company is headquartered in Florida, where
Service & Spare Parts Manager, Del Lewis leads a team
of technicians and support personnel who handle aftersales service, support, spare parts and engineering
services. Ms Zarnick-Duffy and Chiara Reverberi, Senior
Sales Manager, lead the North American sales out of an
Arizona office.
www.gruppoems.it l

Glass Technology Services hosts interactive workshop for EnviroAsh project

Members from the glass, ceramics,
steel, paper, cement and chemicals
industries along with representatives
from academia, government
agencies and the energy sector
attended an interactive workshop
on the EnviroAsh project to
investigate waste ashes, slags and
mineral by-products as a source of
secondary raw materials.
Led by Glass Technology
Services, provider of independent
advice and support to the global
glass manufacturing supply
chain, the project team discussed
opportunities for reusing waste
materials, identifying barriers
associated with secondary raw
materials and addressing factors

implementing application.
The event provided a “stimulated and useful
discussion around the use of secondary raw materials”
reported Chris Holcroft, Principal Technologist at Glass
Technology Services. “Identified barriers included the
quality and quantity of waste available, high costs for
waste materials and permit requirements around the
processing of waste” he continued.
Happily “the appetite for moving the project forward
was very strong and it was recognised that finding a
home for these waste materials will drive us forward on
our journey toward a circular economy and industrial
symbiosis” said Mr Holcroft.
“It was fantastic to see so many industry representatives
present and to facilitate an excellent discussion around
waste products as raw materials” he concluded.
The consortium will be hosting another event in
September 2021.
www.glass-ts.com l

Testing work carried out on waste bottom ash
by Glass Technology Services.

A Glass Technology Services small-scale melting trial producing glass using
waste ash.
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Air Compressors

Cold End Technology

Low NOx

Air Fuel Burner

VACUUM PUMPS
AIR COMPRESSORS
SWISS ENGINEERING
ITALIAN DESIGN
GLOBAL PRESENCE

Oxy Fuel Burner
Electric Boosting

YOUR GUIDE THROUGH
THE WORLD OF GLASS

Bubbling

www.hotwork.ag

Combustion Technology

SINCE

1923

www.pneumofore.com

Grenzebach Maschinenbau GmbH
www.grenzebach.com

Decoration

POLYURETHANE SQUEEGEES
FOR FLAT & HOLLOW WARE
SCREEN PRINTING

Analysis / Consultancy

Worldwide
distribution

Cold End from one source
Palletising systems
n Packaging machines
n Shrinking machines
n Conveying systems
n Software systems
n

EXPERTS IN GLASS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

routine laboratory analysis
defects and inclusions
glass property measurements
failure and foreign body analysis
quality assessment
food contact materials
pharmacopoeial verification
melting trials and development
troubleshooting, consultancy
and research
www.glass-ts.com
+44 (0) 114 290 1801
enquiries@glass-ts.com

MSK Verpackungs-Systeme GmbH
Benzstraße, D - 47533 Kleve
Tel.: +49 (0) 2821 / 506-0
Fax.: +49 (0) 2821 / 17866
info@msk.de
www.mskcovertech.com

serilor@fimor.fr
fimor-serigraphy.com

Gallus Screeny
G-Line & C-Line

SCREEN PRINTING
MACHINERY FOR:
· Appliance glass
· Cover &
technical glasses
· Architecture
· Automotive

Combustion Systems
/ Burners

Annealing Lehrs

Hollow glass printing
with system

www.sps-technoscreen.com
www.atma.com.tw

COLD-END COATING

Low-Emission Oxy-fuel Solutions
• Oxygen & oxygen flow control
equipment
• Global oxygen enrichment
applications
• Cleanfire® oxy-fuel burners
• Start-up services

SPS_Anzeige_40x60mm.indd 1

Inerting Applications

• Hydrogen, nitrogen & other gases
• Enabling flow control equipment

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

Application Systems
Your supplier of
applicators for powder separator
and liquid stain protection

Keimstrasse 7a
D-86420 Diedorf
Phone:
Fax:

+49 821 88588 170
+49 821 88588 188

info@grafotec.com
www.grafotec.com

800-654-4567 (code 344)
gigmrktg@airproducts.com
airproducts.com/glass

(39101)

27.02.19 11:10

CST GmbH
Königsberger Strasse 117
D-47809 Krefeld, Germany
office@c-s-t.de
www.c-s-t.de

STRETCHING
COATING
WASHING

ANNEALING LEHR

www.gallus-group.com

Screen printing
technology to
produce the
perfect screen
Grünig-Interscreen AG
www.grunig.ch

Global
Combustion
Systems

TOTAL SUPPORT

•	Gas & Oil Burners for Melting
Furnaces
•	Complete Fuel Systems
•	Furnace Control Systems
•	Commissioning
•	Servicing
2 Elphinstone Square
Deans Industrial Estate
LIVINGSTON EH54 8RG
Tel: +44 (0)1506 416160
Email: Sales@globalcombustion.com
Web: www.Globalcombustion.com

Screenprinting,
pad printing and
digital printing inks
for glass decoration

www.encresdubuit.com
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Decoration (continued)

for direct printing
Printing machines
tainers.
onto packaging con
ISIMAT GmbH Siebdruckmaschinen
Rindelbacher Str. 36 - 40
D-73479 Ellwangen | Germany
Tel. +49 - (0) 7961 886 0

www.isimat.com

Forming

Organic Glass Inks
Marabu GmbH & Co. KG
Asperger Strasse 4
71732 Tamm
Germany

Screen printing
mesh for the
glass industry
Sefar AG
Hinterbissaustrasse 12
9410 Heiden – Switzerland
Phone +41 71 898 57 00
printing@sefar.com
www.sefar.com

Your link to ink:
+49 7141 691 0
info@marabu.com
www.marabu-inks.com

D A Oldfield Ltd
G L A S S W O R K S T E C H N O L O G Y • PA R T S • S E R V I C E

BollinoNEW.indd 1
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OVERHAUL, UPGRADE
AND SUPPLY NEW PARTS
TO ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

High performance
decoration inks
for glass

CtS direct exposing technology
and screen automation
HIGH TECH PRINTING
AND COATING EQUIPMENT

www.matthey.com

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

SignTronic AG
www.signtronic.com

• RKS System and Carbon Squeegees
• RKS Squeegees & Holders for PVT
and Micro Electronic printing
• RKS Squeegee grinding technology
• RKS Special application machinery
RK Siebdrucktechnik GmbH
Nußbaumweg 31
51503 Rösrath Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 2205 949970
info@rk-siebdruck.de

www.rk-siebdruck.de

Screen Printing Machinery

Architecture
Automotive
Appliance goods
Glass displays
www.thieme-products.com

Germany
info@kiwo.de · www.kiwo.de

RUCO Druckfarben
A. M. Ramp & Co GmbH
Lorsbacher Straße 28
65817 Eppstein/Ts., Germany
Phone: + 49.61 98 - 30 40
Fax: + 49.61 98 - 3 22 88
info@ruco-inks.com
www.ruco-inks.com

USA
info@kiwo.com · www.kiwo.com
Australia
info@kiwo.com.au · www.kiwo.com.au
Singapore
info@kiwo.sg · www.kiwo.eu

SAATIglass
The Pre-Press Package
For The Glass Industry

Engineering Technology

Complete glass plants,
expert services and high
performance equipment.
www.heye-international.com

Screen Fabrics, Chemicals,
Stencil Materials and Equipment

DIGITAL
SCREEN PRINTING
HOT STAMPING
FULLY AUTOMATIC
UNIVERSAL DECORATING
MACHINES

Weidehorst 80,
32584 Löhne, Germany
kammann.de
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SAATI S.p.A

Complete Batch Plant & Furnace
Electrical Installations

Via Milano 14
22070 Appiano Gentile (CO)
Italy
Tel: +39 0319711
Fax: +39 031933392
email: screenprinting@saati.com
web: www.saati.com

Sole suppliers of I.S.Maintenance spare
parts and machinery.
DESIGN • ADVANCEMENT • ORIGINALITY

1, The Green, Elvington, York YO41 4AF
Phone/Fax: +44 (0)1904 607086
Email: sales@daoldfield.co.uk
www.daoldfield.co.uk

THIEME GmbH & Co. KG
+49 (0) 76 41 5 83-0 • info@thieme.eu
· Screenmaking chemicals
· Specialty adhesives
· Resists and coatings

• 81 Standard Feeder
• 503 High Speed Feeder
• Shear Mechanisms
• Spout Bowl
• Revolving Tube Mechanism
• Plunger Chuck Assemblies
• IS Machine Mechanisms
and Sub-Assemblies

Furnace Technology

D E S I G N S • A D VA N C E M E N T • O R I G I N A L I T Y

1 The Green • Elvington • York YO41 4AF • United Kingdom • Tel: +44 (0)1904 607086 • Fax: +44 (0)1904 607086
Email: sales@daoldfield.co.uk • Website: www.daoldfield.co.uk

Turnkey Optimum
Solutions in Glass
Plant Engineering and
Furnace Installation
Consultancy
New Furnace Installation
Existing Furnace Rebuild
Hot Repair
Inspection and Maintenance
Omnia One, Queen Street
Sheffield S1 2DG, UK
Tel. +44 (0) 114 279 2618
email. info@dismatecglassplant.com
www.dismatecglassplant.com

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133
ELECTROGLASS
YOUR LINK
TO ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

IS Machine, Coating Hood, Lehr Installations
Conveyor, Inspection & Palletizer Installations
General Services, Distribution, Compressor,
Vacuum System Installations

“Engineering Excellence
within The Glass Division”
Get in touch for a free site survey and quotation

Electroglass Ltd,
4 Brunel Road, Manor Trading Estate,
Benﬂeet, Essex SS7 4PS, England
t: (44) 01268 565577
e: info@electroglass.co.uk
w: www.electroglass.co.uk
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Glass level measuring

,
Tomorrow s Technology Today

Process Control

Inspection & Forming
Controls

Are you interested in CO2 reduction?
Come to FIC for superboosting and
large all-electric furnaces – we have the
answers to reduce carbon footprint
Innovative all-electric furnace
designs

Electric boost for extra tonnage
and reduced emissions
Versatile bubbler systems to
eliminate floor wear

Explore the Possibilities for a
Sustainable Efficient Future

All-electric forehearths reducing
energy consumption by up to 80%
Mathematical modelling

Proven technical innovations

www.fic-uk.com
+44 (0) 1736 366 962

www.xparvision.com

,
The World s Number One in Furnace Technology
FIC (UK) Limited, Long Rock Industrial Estate,
Penzance, Cornwall TR20 8HX, United Kingdom

A Division of
Glass Service

Hot End Technology
Furnaces
Forehearths
Robotics

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
telephone
+44 (0)1342 322133
or email sales@
glassworldwide.co.uk

Timing and Drive
Systems for IS Machines
Tolnauer Straße 3-4 | D - 88069 Tettnang
Tel. +49 7542 5307-0 | info@futronic.de
www.futronic.de

automation in a new dimension

Measurement Systems

SOLUTIONS FOR THE GLASS INDUSTRY

YOUR GUIDE THROUGH
THE WORLD OF GLASS
GLASS SERVICE s.r.l - ITALY
tel. +39.0571.4442
glass-service@glassservice.it
www.glassservice.it

PENICO MOULD
GAUGE EQUIPMENT

Cnud Efco Operations S.R.L.
www.cnudefco.com

'LJLWDOL]DWLRQHQVXUHV
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Inspection
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Penico Gauges Limited

Albion Works Keighley Road
Bingley BD16 2RD UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1274 511044
Fax: +44 (0) 1274 510770
E-mail: info@penico.com
Web Site: www.penico.com

Designing, building and
modernising your furnaces,
forehearths, and furnace
equipment.

www.teco.com
ULG-GmbH / UL-GLASS

Parc du Chêne,
14 rue du 35ème Régiment d’Aviation,
F – 69500 BRON, France
phone: +33.(0)4.72.78.35.27
Parc du Chêne, 14 rue du 35 Régiment d’Aviation, F – 69500 BRON, France
email:
contact@iris-im.fr
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WORLDWIDE SERVICE FOR GLASS
Harrbacher Weg 30
D-97753 Karlstadt
Germany

ème

Tel: +49 9353 4926
Fax: +49 9353 996399
Email: office@ulglass.de
Web: www.ulglass.de / www.ulglas.de
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Services

Melting Technology

Optimize Furnace Life

Complete control, guaranteed.

That’s a promise only we can make since only Tiama
offers monitoring and inspection from the hot to the cold
end and beyond. If, like us, you believe that knowledge is
power, allow Tiama to take the pressure off your hands –
with real-time process and quality control that results
in improved efficiency and productivity.

Furnace Heat-Up

www.growth-group.com

Complete control, guaranteed.

Complete
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Not
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www.tiama.com
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Intelligence
Monitoring
Traceability
Inspection
Support
Real-time Process & Quality Controls
in improved
efficiency
and productivity.

Furnace Draining
Regenerator Repair
without Production Loss

www.smartmelter.com

Regenerator Cleaning
Hot Drilling / Electrode
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Not you
just INformation
ALLformation:
www.tiama.com
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Holder Replacement

www.hotwork.ag
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UV curing
Worldwide supplier of glass furnace
heating, expansion control supervision,
regenerator sulfate burnouts, glass
draining with hot water recycling,
wet cullet filling, furnace cooldowns
and hold hots, and electronic crown
rise monitoring. The only continuous
operating Hotwork heatup company
since 1965 and proud sponsor of -

Hotwork-USA, 223 Gold Rush Road
Lexington, KY, USA 40503
1-859-276-1570 www.hotwork.com

Vacuum Pumps

UV curing systems
Exposure units
UV measuring devices
made in Germany

.

VACUUM PUMPS
AIR COMPRESSORS
SWISS ENGINEERING
ITALIAN DESIGN
GLOBAL PRESENCE

info@technigraf.de www.technigraf.de

SINCE

1923

www.pneumofore.com

Swabbing
Ware Handling
D A Oldfield Ltd
G L A S S W O R K S T E C H N O L O G Y • PA R T S • S E R V I C E

SPECIALISTS AT
HOT GLASS WARE HANDLING

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
• Quick change lehr cross conveyor
700 Series 3 flexible transfer
• New and reconditioned – Stackers –
Conveyor end – Transfers
• Suppliers of high temperature soft felt,
stainless steel insulation

aadministration@novaxion.f r
rwww.novaxion.f r

SERVICES OFFERED:
• Ware handling audits & consultancy
• Design & build to customer requirements
• On site overhaul, commissioning & training
• Recondition & upgrade service

Connecting the international
glass community…

DESIGN • ADVANCEMENT • ORIGINALITY

1, The Green, Elvington, York YO41 4AF
Phone/Fax: +44 (0)1904 607086
Email: sales@daoldfield.co.uk
www.daoldfield.co.uk
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Unless it solves a problem automatically,
isn’t data just data? Our technologies
speak the same language.

Data is power. However, only our industry leading machines can communicate
with each other, automatically collecting and sharing data throughout the hot
end and cold end to influence the entire process. And with plans to develop the
first fully automated lines, Emhart Glass is the only supplier worth talking to.
Start the conversation at emhartglass.com

